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1 About AccelerAtor And this mAnuAl

1.1 What does Accelerator do?

Accelerator is an online template tool that can create, maintain and enable use of templates via a 
webinterface. The template can be launched, populated and proofed using a normal web brows-
er. Upon approval, the document is output as a high resolution, print ready PDF file that can be 
automatically emailed or left on the server for production purposes.

Accelerator enables a one-to-one production scenario where a preformatted and branded docu-
ment is given unique content and passed into production by an external user. Using a template 
minimizes errors and ensures compliance with the brand owner’s guidelines.

The process starts with a standard layout document where static objects are replaced with place-
holders. The document is printed to the server hosting Accelerator where it is automatically 
converted to a template. The template can be fine tuned using the Accelerator webbased 
administration interface. The end user logs into the site, picks the template, enters unique 
information, proofs the result and orders the document.

1.2 how can i use Accelerator 

Accelerator can be used to create many different  
types of documents like  Business collateral, 
Product and Information sheets, Ads, Point 
of sales, Coupons and Calendars.

Wherever a standard layout can be reused or a 
standardization of the brand is essential,  
a template may make sense.
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1.3	 Where	does	Accelerator	fit	into	the	solution	

Accelerator is a plugin to the Xinet® WebNative® suite. It adds web-to-print and branding 
capabilities to the multitude of tools available in the Xinet® solution. It also makes it possible to 
use assets available in the WebNative® solution inside templates and to draw on the power of the 
integrated database inside WebNative®.

The minimum requirements for Accelerator are Xinet® FullPress®. For full functionality it is  
recommended to use the complete Xinet® WebNative® Suite.

1.4	 InDesign	versions	that	are	supported

As from version 5.0 of Accelerator, Adobe InDesign is the designated, supported layout program 
for creating templates.

Accelerator version 7 support making templates from InDesign CS versions 4, 5, 5.5, 6 and CC 
on MacOSX. InDesign on Windows is not supported at this time.

1.5	 Quark	is	no	longer	supported	

As from version 7.0 of Accelerator, QuarkXPress is no longer supported for making templates.

From version 7.0, 
templates can be created 

using InDesign CC
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2 instAllAtion & configurAtion

2.1	 Platforms	&	Pre-requisites

Accelerator is available for RedHat Linux, Apple MacOSX and Sun Solaris.  
The following versions are supported:

•	 RedHat Linux: 5 (32 bit or 64 bit with compatibility libraries), x86 instruction set 

•	 RedHat Linux: 6 (64 bit only), x86 instruction set

•	 Apple OS X Intel 10.5 +

•	 Sun Sparc-Solaris 10 +

Accelerator requires NortPlains Xinet™. Version 17 and above is recommended.

A limited version of Accelerator can be used with FullPress® only together with InPress System’s 
InPressive. For further information, please contact your reseller or InPress Systems.

2.2	 Getting	installation	packages	

The Accelerator software is packaged as compressed tarfiles and can be downloaded from 
ftp://ftp.inpress.se. The server has anonymous access.

The distribution names reflect the product, version and platform. For example: acc.7.0.sol.tar.Z 

 acc accelerator
 7.0 version 7.0
 sol Solaris
  
When downloading the software, set your ftp-client to download as binary.

Files	on	ftp	server	as	viewed	from	ftp	client.
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2.3	 Installing	the	software

Transfer the package in a binary format from the ftp server to the server where it should be 
installed. Put the file in a temporary location for the installation.  

Uncompress by using the gunzip command and untar the installation file. 

myserver:/ root$ cd installstmp
myserver:/installstmp root$ ls
acc.6.1.intosx.tar.gz
myserver:/installstmp root$ gunzip acc.6.1.intosx.tar.gz 
myserver:/installstmp root$ tar xf acc.6.1.intosx.tar 
myserver:/installstmp root$ ls
README accinst installacc
acc.6.1.intosx.tar root  installgeneral

There should now be an installation script: “installacc”

Once complete, run the installation script.  

During the installation script, you will be prompted for destination paths to volumes, directories 
and a remote access cgi location:

setup description

Volumes Path	where	the	installation	puts	the	default	template	volume.	Default	location	is	/usr/
accelerator/volumes.	Can	be	changed	later,	but	if	you	already	know	where	you	would	
like	to	put	the	volumes,	type	the	path	when	prompted	on	installation.	See	more	about	
volumes	in	the	“Making	templates”	section.

Output The	path	where	ordered	jobs	are	saved	to.	Default	location	is	/usr/accelerator/output.	
This	setting	can	be	set	individually	on	users	and	groups	at	a	later	stage.	See	more	
about	workflow	options	in	the	“Workflow”	section.

Remote	access	cgi When	using	the	aBiz	module,	it’s	possible	to	setup	an	external	approval	workflow	not	
requiring	username	and	password.	In	that	case,	a	specific	plugin	(acc_remote)	needs	
to	be	installed	in	the	server’s	cgi-bin	directory.	If	you	specify	the	path	to	the	cgi-bin	
(which	depends	on	platform	and	OS	version),	the	plugin	will	be	installed.	This	can	 
also	be	done	later.	See	modules	–	aBiz	for	more	information.

   

myserver:/installstmp root# ./installacc
starting install of accelerator
install script, Accelerator version 6.1
By installing this software you agree to all the terms and conditions of the In-
Press Systems Software Licence. The license is included in the manual delivered 
in printed or electronic form together with the software product.
If no manual was included with the software product, please contact InPress Sys-
tems before installing the software.
Do you want to continue the installation [y or n]? 
y
New install
Creating directories
Input path to accelerator volumes [/usr/accelerator/volumes]: 
/Volumes/HD/FPVols/AccVols
Input path for default accelerator output [/usr/accelerator/output]: 
/Volumes/HD/FPVols/AccOutput
Updating WebNative basket.config
Installing programs and actions
Installing plugins and cgis
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Installing backup scripts
Installing icons
Installing acc_remote
Input path where to install remote approval access cgi (acc_remote). Leave blank 
to not INSTALL: 
/Library/WebServer/CGI-Executables
Updating WebNative styles
Installing InPress general tools
Updating tool cgis
Updating include files
Updating WebNative styles
Installation of InPress tools finished
Install of accelerator finished
Setup FullPress printer and spooler for accelerator
Setup WebNative users for accelerator
Setup accelerator from the nativeadmin WebNative setup
myserver:/installstmp root#

2.4	 Updating	the	software

The installation script is designed to handle both original and update installations of existing 
Accelerator software. To update an existing installation, just run the installacc script as in 2.3 
All existing configurations will be preserved. 

2.5	 Basic	Xinet™ configuration

2.5.1	Printer	Queue	and	spooler

When Accelerator creates a new template it relies on reading incoming PostScript from the 
client’s layout application. The best way to enable this functionality is to set up a custom 
FullPress® print queue and make a spooler and/or hot folder that spools to it.  

If you are not comfortable using the Xinet® administration tools, please contact your system 
administrator or reseller. 

The steps are as follows:

1. Create a new “Custom Printer” pointing the output directory to /usr/accelerator/tmp

2. Configure the printer:

•	  turn off ICC

•	  select the Xinet® Fontless Interpreter PPD

•	  in the File/Custom setup type in “/usr/accelerator/bin/ps2acc”

•	  in the File/Custom setup uncheck all options

•	  in the OPI setup turn off image replacement

3. Create a spooler and/or Hot folder for input
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Print	Queue	settings	for	spooling	to	Accelerator.

2.5.2 Volumes

You will also need web volume access for the templates. There are mainly two different strategies 
on where to place templates on the server:

1. Templates are spread out on server volumes, saved to whatever client they “belong” to.

2. Templates are localized in a single Xinet™ volume subdivided into folders 
 for different clients. 

2.6	 Basic	Xinet™	web	configuration

If you are not comfortable using the Xinet™ administration tools, please contact your system 
administrator or reseller. 

2.6.1	Accessing	templates

Templates appear as any normal file/asset in Xinet™. To access templates, a user needs to be able 
to access the files, i.e. to have a Xinet™ volume enabled displaying the templates to be used.

Since a template actually consists of three separate files, certain setup is required on the volume. 
The setup needed is to turn off the “Show all files” option on the volume. The reason is that  
the two non-image files that make up two thirds of the template (.ps and .tag files) should not  
be visible.
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Typical	Xinet™	setup	with	the	“Show	all	Files”	setting	turned	off. 

2.6.2	Launching	Templates

A template is usually launched through the Xinet™ browser window. The settings on the inte-
gration tab in the Accelerator user admin section control certain aspects on how templates and 
other orderables appear and behave in the surrounding environment. 

In order to use the settings in the integration tab, the environment needs to support the settings. 
The InPress systems InPressive styles do, as well as the house_inpress style shipped with Accel-
erator. Using Xinet Portal to access templates, the InPress Systems Portal Integration kit (IPIK) 
provide the necessary integration. Read more about the integration setups in section 6.1.2, 
Integration.

Although it is possible to use the Xinet™ basket to launch Accelerator, it is not the preferred 
method since the Accelerator interface now intends to be opened in the same window as the ini-
tial template. This is in order to avoid popup windows. Note that when using Accelerator aCat, 
the workflow still requires the use of the basket.

 

Accessing	a	template	using	InPress	System’s	InPressive	style	for	Xinet™	or	via	Xinet™	Portal© and ipik.

Avoid launching  
Accelerator from the 

Xinet basket
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2.6.3	Accelerator	Xinet™	plugin

An Accelerator user accessing templates needs to have the Accelerator plugin enabled from the 
Xinet™ administration interface.  

In addition to the “normal” accelerator plugin, the plugin aCat is also installed. aCat requires an 
additional module licence. For more information regarding aCat, see the Modules – aCat section.

 
The	Accelerator	plugin	has	to	be	enabled	for	the	user	or	group.

2.7	 Accelerator	administration	interface

A graphical user interface (GUI) is available online via any html-browser. Log in as the 
WebNative® administrator (nativeadmin) and choose the “Plugins” tab. The Accelerator 
button is located here. Click to launch the GUI.

If you want to access the Accelerator admin utility directly, you can find it at: 

http://YOURSERVER/webnative/plugins/accadmin

Replace YOURSERVER with the IP or server hostname of the Xinet server.

The Accelerator GUI is similar to the one presented by the Xinet™ administration. From the 
main administration page you can navigate to “Volumes & Templates”, “Users” or the “Form 
Wizard”. There are also links for “Base configuration”, “License”, “View log” and “Cleanup”.

Accelerator	webbased	administration. 
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2.7.1	 Licensing
Accelerator is licensed per server based on the Xinet® hardware ID or serial number (Linux serv-
ers only). The license includes the base module and possibly additional modules. The software 
does not limit the number of templates or concurrent users.

The license is a string of 16 characters. This string is provided by the reseller or by InPress Systems.

Accelerator shows the status of the current licenses as “unlicensed”, “permanent” or “timed”. 
It also lists any licensed modules.

Accelerator	licensing	dialogue.

2.7.2	Accelerator	admin	help	tooltips

Throughout the Accelerator administration interface there are “tooltips” that show up next to 
different elements, describing how they should be used. Tooltips are available on most fields 
when setting up users/groups and template variables as well as in the base configuration.

  
A	tooltip	shows	up	on	the	field	itself	and	when	hovering	over	the	title
 

2.7.3	Base	configuration

The button “Base configuration” takes you to the area for basic configuration of Accelerator.  
The options are explained below:
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Accelerator	base	configurations.

setup description

Debug Enabling	adds	more	info	in	the	logfiles.

Keep	temp	files 
(for	debug)

Enabling	keeps	al	the	temporary	files	inside	the	tmp	directory.	Do	not	use	this	 
option	under	normal	operation.

Overwrite	old	template	
with	same	name

Will	overwrite	old	template	with	same	name	in	same	volume.	If	set	to	No,	a	number	
is	added	to	the	name	and	the	old	template	is	kept	intact.

Read	information	from	
old	template	with	same	
name

If	set	to	Yes,	Accelerator	will	get	the	variable	and	template	setup	from	any	old	tem-
plate	in	the	same	volume	with	the	same	name.	Settings	like	prefix,	suffix,	default	
content,	etc.	will	be	read	from	the	already	existing	template	unless	there	is	new	
information	in	the	new	template.

Preview	size Size	of	the	preview	of	the	template	displayed	in	the	WebNative®	environment.	 
Expressed	in	percent	of	the	original	template	size.

Proof	Quality Selecting	High	(slower)	creates	a	more	detailed	proof	that	may	take	longer	to	
render.

Proof	size Size	of	the	softproof	of	the	template	generated	after	entering	variable	data.	 
Expressed	in	percent	of	the	original	template	size.

Static	OPI	images	in	
template

“Merge”:	Accelerator	will	run	an	OPI	command	and	merge	any	linked	images	into	
the	final	template	when	making	new	templates.	May	cause	longer	proofing	times.	
“Leave	as	OPI”	Accelerator	will	run	OPI	and	insert	images	as	needed	when	running	
proofs.

Image	resolution	in	
output	files

Target	resolution	of	linked	images	and	image	variables	when	making	the	final	 
output	files.

Image	resolution	in	
preview	and	proof	files

Resolution	of	linked	images	and	image	variables	when	making	preview	files	for	
WebNative®	preview	and	softproof	after	entering	variable	data.

returnaddress on 
E-mails

Return	address	for	email	notifications	sent	by	Accelerator.
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setup description

Run	an	email	test Test	utility	to	test	Accelerator’s	ability	to	send	emails	from	the	server.	Enter	email	
address	of	recipient	and	click	“Send	testmail”.	A	log	message	from	the	server’s	
sendmail	program	will	be	displayed.

Timeout Used	by	the	“Cleanup”	function.	Cleanup	will	delete	all	temp	files	that	are	older	
than	this	value.

ICC	Directory Path	to	ICC	profiles	directory	on	server	if	you	want	to	be	able	to	choose	 
ICC	profiles	in	the	user	job	setup.

format of date Date	format	for	email	notifications	and	reports.

Format	of	time Time	format	for	email	notifications	and	reports.

Format	of	date	&	time Date	&	Time	format	for	email	notifications	and	reports.

custom format of 
date/time

Custom	formatted	date/time	stamp	that	can	be	used	in	email	notifications	and	
reports.

Remote	approval 
access url

Access	to	the	remote_approval	application.	Type	in	the	base	URL	here	(omit	the	
acc_remote).	Example:	http://myserver/cgi-bin

path to access 
acc_remote	binary

Local	path	access	to	the	remote_approval	application.	Type	in	the	path	here	(omit	
the	acc_remote).	Example:	/var/apache/cgi-bin

2.7.4	View	log

The “View log” tab can be used to view the different logfiles genereated by Accelerator: Main, 
Template creation,  Preview and Order. The three first logs can be viewed on screen specifying 
the number of days to view. The orderlog can be more finely tuned by selecting date interval as 
well as user and group. The orderlog can also be emailed.

2.7.5	Cleanup

This function will delete old and untouched jobs in the Accelerator temp folder as denoted by 
the timeout value in the base configuration. The default is 24 hours.

 
Cleaning	the	Accelerator	temp	directory.

2.7.6	Granting	access	Accelerator	Admin

By default, the Accelerator admin interface is accessible from the “nativeadmin” user only. By 
creating a file in the Accelerator base directory it is possible to grant other users access as well.

Create a file “adminusers” and save to /usr/accelerator/setup. Edit the file using an editor like 
BBEdit, TextWrangler or vi and type in the names of the users that should be granted access. 
Each user should have it’s own line and the file should be saved using UNIX linebreaks.

NOTE that when such a file is used to assign access the nativeadmin user also has to be listed in 
the file. Example:

nativeadmin
bilbo.baggins
frodo

will grant the users “bilbo.baggins”, “frodo” and “nativeadmin” access to Accelerator admin.
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3 mAking templAtes

Accelerator will turn a layout made in InDesign CS version 4,5, 5.5 and 6 as well as InDesign 
CC into a template. Only InDesign on MacOSX can be used to create Accelerator templates.

Template making from QuarkXPress is no longer supported.

3.1	 General	Workflow

When creating a template, whether it be changing an existing layout or starting a new document 
from scratch, variables are inserted in the document using the “<” (less than) and “>” (greater 
than) characters. This process is referred to as “tagging”.

A	layout	document	before	and	after	being	tagged.

When tagging has been completed, the document is printed to the Accelerator spooler as  
configured before. As an alternative, a PostScript file can be saved to disk and transferred to  
a hot folder that spools to the Accelerator printer.

The Accelerator interpreter scans the printed layout, converts it into a template and places it into 
Xinet™ for access. The actual location is determined by the selected “volume” (see below).

While interpreting the page, the Accelerator Printer prints information to the Xinet™ print 
spooler log.

From version 7.0, it
 is also possible to use 
InDesign CC to make

templates as well as 
earlier CS versions

It is possible to utilize 
Xinet uploads to a hot 

folder in order to make 
templates remotely
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The	Accelerator	printer’s	log	messages	can	be	viewed	from	the	Xinet®	admin	GUI.

When on the server, a template can be fine tuned using the Accelerator admin interface.  
It is possible to edit the behaviour of the variables from the administrations interface. Additional 
variables can be added as long as they are input only variables, i.e. variables that are used as part 
of the input phase but not directly printed on the page. Read more about input only variables in 
sections 4.1.3 and 5.5.3.

3.1.1	Print	setups	-	Font	handling

Accelerator needs to get the full font included in the PostScript file. Using the Xinet Fontless In-
terpreter PPD makes sure that InDesign includes the font. However, there are two settings, one 
in the print dialogue and one in the InDesign Preferences that can affect the font inclusion.

Use the selection Complete in the print dialogue / Graphics section. If Subset is selected, only 
the used characters are included in the file and Accelerator cannot render the text correctly.

Select	Complete	as	Font	Download	option.
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In some cases it is possible that InDesign will still subset the fonts. The reason is that 
the used font is large and has reached the limit for “Font Downloading and Embed-
ding” set in the InDesign general preferences. The default limit of 2000 may have to 
be raised a bit, especially if using OpenType fonts that tend to have large glyph counts.

The	setting	for	glyph	count	may	have	to	be	changed	from	the	2000	default	value.

3.1.2	Accelerator	type	support

Accelerator supports the ISO8859-1 character set with the Windows-1252 additions.  The 1252 
additions add characters for most of the non-defined character codes of ISO8859-1.

3.1.3	Accelerator	files	and	volumes

When the Accelerator application processes the incoming file, it creates three separate files, 
namely a preview file, a PostScript file (.ps) and a tag file (.tag).

The .ps and the .tag file together make up the template. The preview file (with no extension) 
is a preview of the template used to access the template via WebNative®. It is automatically 
generated by Accelerator from the data that is saved in the .ps and .tag files. It is possible to 
regenerate the preview at a later stage using the Accelerator administration interface.

When making the template, Accelerator decides where to place it on the server by looking at  
the specified volume. A volume can be specified in the document by adding a tag that is not 
a variable but used as a means to pass the volume name on to Accelerator. If no volume is speci-
fied, the default volume will be used.

For example, if the Template should be sent to the volume “ACMEvolume”, the volume tag 
would correspond to:

<#vACMEvolume#> 

Volumes can be created from the Accelerator administration interface. Non existing volumes 
specified in the template will be automatically created. The folder name will be the same as the 
volume name and it will be created in the same parent folder as the “default” volume.

Volumes can have comments describing the volume. An autocreated volume gets a default com-
ment, “Auto added DATE”,  example: “Auto added Tue Oct 4 17:17:21 2011”. Custom com-
ment can be set in the admin GUI or passed in the tag:

<#vACMEvolume#cA comment for this volume> 

The supported 
character set was en-

hanced to include 
the Windows-1552 
additions in v 7.0
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3.1.4	Editing	templates	from	the	admin	GUI

When on the server, a template can be fine tuned using the Accelerator admin interface. To find 
a template in the admin, first click the “VOLUMES & TEMPLATES” tab, find the used volume 
in the list and click the name or the “Open” button. A list of all the templates inside the volume 
is shown. The list includes buttons for “Edit”, “Rename”, “Delete” and “View”.

Clicking “Edit” will show a list of the template’s variables as well as some other information.  
Specific variables are edited by clicking the “Modify” button associated with the variable.

More information about editing variables from the administration utility will follow.

3.2	 Making	a	Text	variable

A text variable is a variable string that does not break. Its starting, endpoint or centerpoint as 
well as the formatting, are predefined in the layout document. There is no width associated with 
a text variable which means that it will not break when it reaches a line ending. For handling texts 
with linebreaks, see 3.3 Making a Paragraph variable. 

The	variable	inherits	the	tag’s	formatting	and	alignment.

3.2.1	Text	variable	tag	format

A text variable tag has to have the same formatting over the entire tag: from the leading “<” to  
the trailing “>” hence it cannot change size, font, color or any other attributes within the tag. 
Nor may a text tag be embedded inside another body of text.

Examples	of	incorrect	text	tags.
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Examples	of	correct	text	tags.

 
A text tag has to include the name of the variable.

<My Text Variable>

It can also include prefixes and suffixes that will be automatically added to the string before the 
softprooof is made. If prefixes of suffixes should be added, a square bracket is inserted to separate 
the name from the prefix or suffix.

Examples:   <Prefix[Variable Name]Suffix>

<Phone: [Phone Number>

<Email: [Email]@inpress.se>

Note that when Accelerator creates the softproof, by default prefixes and suffixes will not be 
added if the variable is empty i.e. has no input. It is possible to change this behaviour on a per 
variable basis using the Accelerator admin interface.

In addition to name and prefixes/suffixes, the tag can also contain instructions to Accelerator on 
how to generate the input form when loading the template and how to process the variable in  
the backend. All instructions added in the tag, have to be inserted at the beginning of the tag 
separated by the “#” character.

Examples:     <instruction1#instruction2#Prefix[Variable Name]Suffix>

  <r#Phone: [Phone Number>

  <dDefault Text#r#My Variable> 

The	tag	has	two	instructions:	“r”	meaning	input	is	required	and	“dSome	default	text”	 
meaning	pre-entered	content	as	well	as	a	prefix	“Before:”

The	template	shows	the	results	of	the	instructions:	“required”	and	“Some	default	text”	preloaded 
into	the	field,	and	the	hardcoded	prefix	“Before:”	that	will	be	added	to	the	content	string.
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The instructions can be given in any order but must always precede the suffix/Name/Prefix. 
Some instructions are a single character e.g. “r”, and some are one or two characters followed by 
a string (dDefault Text). For a full list of instructions, see section 4.2, Variable options.

3.2.2	Text	variable	alignments

Accelerator reads the printed page from the client. It does not have access to the full placement 
information that the layout program has.

Writing a text variable aligned left is the default behaviour. If the variable should be written 
aligned to the right or center, that information needs to be passed in the tag. The alignment 
information is passed as an instruction using the character “a” to specify “alignment” followed  
by the letter “l” (left), “c” (center) or “r” (right). 

The alignment instruction tells Accelerator how the placement on the page should be interpreted. 
In addition to the instruction, the string also needs to be aligned the way it is intended to be.

The	text	variables	need	to	be	placed	as	the	alignment	is	intended	as 
well	as	having	the	correct	alignment	inserted	as	an	instruction.

3.2.3	Linking	text	variables

In many layout scenarios it is desirable to move lines in order to cover for non-used space. Typical 
examples are business cards where different persons may have a different number of lines in the 
address section, may not have a cell phone number and so on. Laying out the card manually, 
those changes can easily be accommodated, but when using a template, rules have to be built to 
make the layout decisions automatically.

Accelerator provides a function where a text variable can be linked to another. The linking can be 
done either by inserting the linking instruction into the tag or by editing the linking setting from 
the administration GUI. The instruction to link one variable to another is “LVariableName”.

Example: Linking Address1 to Address2

<LAddress2#Address1>

<Address2>

In this case, the line holding Address1 will move down if Address2 does not have a value.

Links can be recursive. Consider the following layout:

This	layout	assumes	that	the	person	has	both	a	cell	and	regular	phone	as	well	as	an	email	address.
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More than one of the lines are optional, hence if several are left empty the layout needs to  
accommodate accordingly and move the lines, thus removing any empty space.

Tagging	the	variables	this	way	creates	a	linked	chain	from	the	top	address	row	down	to	the	email	address.

Using	all	the	linked	fields.

Leaving	some	of	the	linked	fields	empty
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Links can work in both horizontal and vertical directions. The vertical direction is automatically 
calculated by Accelerator if not explicitly given in the tag. The horizontal and vertical offsets can 
be manually specified using the instructions “VOffset” and “HOffset” whereby offset is a num-
ber. The offset is positive when moving downwards or to the right and negative when moving up 
or to the left.

Example: Linking Address1 to Address2 using offsets in tag

<LAddress2#V14#H10#Address1>

<Address2>

In this case, the line holding Address1 will move down 14 points and 10 points to the right 
providing Address2 does not have a value.

3.2.4	Multiple	variables	on	one	line	–	Blocks

In some cases it is desirable to use multiple variables after one another on a single line.  
For example, one may want to build a footer on a page that holds multiple variables: 

<Street Address><Phone><Hours of operation>

When grouping multiple variables like this Accelerator treats them as a “Block” of variables. 
A Block’s movements (alignment and Link) is determined by the first variable in the block.  
For the above example, one could also insert some prefixes and suffixes to pad the text automati-
cally with spaces or other characters.

Example:

<ac#Street Address>< ~ [Phone>< ~ [Hours of operation>

This would build a block of variables centering the three variables around the center of the  
combined string making up the tag. 

The	block	of	three	variables	is	centered	and	has	the	“ac”	instruction.	It	will	center	together	beneath	the	image. 

3.2.5	Dependencies	between	variables

Variables can be made to be dependent on one other. A dependency instruction gives the ability 
to disable the content of a variable based on whether one or more other variables have, or don’t 
have content. Following the example above, we would not want to print the text “Phone:” if the 
user does not enter a content for “Phone”. A dependency can be defined as an instruction in the 
variable tag or via the Accelerator admin.

Example: 

<s#DPhone#Phone: ><Phone>

This will make a static variable with content “Phone:” that is dependent on the variable 
“Phone”, i.e. it will only print if “Phone” has content.

It is possible to construct more complex dependencies involving multiple criteria such as 
“AND”, “NOT” and “OR” by use of “,” (comma), “!” and “|” (pipe) respectively.

Example: 

DVariable1,!Variable2
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This instructs the variable where the dependency has been defined that it should only print by 
evaluating if Variable1 has content AND Variable2 does not have content.

It is also possible to create “OR” scenarios. An “OR” is specified by using the “|” (pipe) 
character. An OR will be evaluated before AND.

Example: 

DVariable1,!Variable2|Variable3

This dependency is evaluated to true if Variable1 has content AND either Variable2 has not got 
content OR Variable3 has got content.

3.2.6	Static	variables

Accelerator allows for the creation of  “static” variables. A static variable may sound like a contra-
diction in terms but will make complete sense. A static variable is a variable where the content is 
not changed by the user but can benefit from all other dynamic capabilities of Accelerator such 
as linking, alignment and so on.

A prefix can be used for example to add a static text like “Phone:” in front of the variable con-
tent, however if the text needs to be in a different typeface, smaller font size or different color, a 
prefix can’t be used. In this case a static variable can be used. To create a static variable, make a 
normal variable using the desired content as the variable name and add the instruction “s”.

Example: 

<s#Phone: ><Phone>

Will result in content like

Phone: 555.555.1234

Static variables can be used anywhere on the page. They are not limited to use inside blocks.

As seen in the above example, it is possible to combine variables with different formatting within 
the same block.

The	above	layout	has	several	lines	of	text	that	start	with	a	certain	format	followed	by	another	format.	 
The	static	leading	section	describes	the	dynamic	section	that	follows,	example:	“p”	for	“phone”

The	tag	needs	to	specify	what	is	static	as	well	as	any	link	and	dependency.	Since	the	first	variable	on	each	 
line	is	the	starting	block	variable,	that	variable	needs	to	be	used	for	links,	example:	“p:”	linking	to	“c:” 
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Entering	input	to	all	variables	shows	all	lines	as	in	the	template.	Omitting	any	input	causes	the	dependency	 
to	turn	off	the	static	variable	and	the	link	instructs	the	line	to	move	down	to	close	up	the	gap.

3.2.7	Using	superscript	within	Blocks

When several variables are a part of a block it is possible to set superscript on any variable inside 
a block. Superscript is given in the number of points the specific block variable should be moved 
upwards in relation to the other variables. 

A superscript is specified using the instruction “uNN” where NN is the number of points the 
variable should move upwards. 

Example:

The	tag	example	illustrates	the	different	variables.	Note	how	the	variable	“Cent”	is	of	a	different	font	size	and	has	the	
instruction	“u8”.	The	result	is	the	“Cent”	variable	moves	up	8	points	whilst	the	other	variables	remain	on	the	baseline. 

3.2.8	Using	tracking	on	Text	variables

In InDesign one can change the tracking value of a text making the spacing between characters 
wider or more narrow. The user can change the value using a pulldown or by typing in a value. 
The value is given in thousands of an em. This value is NOT read by Accelerator automatically 
but has to be added as a instruction in the tag or through the admin utility when fine tuning a 
variable.

Setting	tracking	in	InDesign

Adding the value in the tag is done by specifying the instruction “tNN” where NN is the track-
ing value as given in InDesign.

In order for the  
variables to be inter-

preted as a block, they 
all need to be on the 

same baseline
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Example: 

<t-20#MyVar> 

Setting	tracking	from	the	Accelerator	admin

3.3	 Making	a	Paragraph	variable

A text variable in Accelerator will print with the alignment selected as far as the content put into 
the variable lasts, i.e. it will not break and create a new line. To accommodate for line breaking  
Accelerator supports a different variable type called “Paragraph”.

A paragraph variable is created in the same way as a text variable. The main difference from a 
tagging standpoint is that a Paragraph needs a width specifier. The width is specified using the 
width instruction wWIDTH where WIDTH is the width specified in mm, inches or points. 
When Accelerator processes a variable tag that has a width instruction, it assumes that the tag 
is a Paragraph variable.

Example:

<w100mm#myText>

This will create a paragraph variable “myText” with the fixed width of 100 mm. It will cause a 
line break when the width reaches 100 mm.

<myText>

This will create a text variable “myText” with no fixed width. If enough data is entered into the 
variable, it will print to the edge of the page size.

3.3.1	Paragraph	variable	tag	format

A paragraph tag has the same type of format as a text variable. Prefixes and suffixes are not used 
in paragraphs, instead there are several dynamic instructions that are important for paragraphs: 
width, maxlines and linespace.

Width is obligatory and is what Accelerator uses to recognise a paragraph. The width can be ex-
pressed in the following units:  “mm”, “cm”, “in” and “p” (“in” being inches and “p” being points 
respectively).

This is different from 
making a paragraph 

variable using 
QuarkXPress as a 

templating tool
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Example:

<w100mm#myText>

<w10cm#myText>

<w3.94in#myText>

<w283p#myText>

 Will all generate paragraphs with the same width.

Maxlines denotes the maximum number of lines allowed in the paragraph. It can be specified 
using the instruction “mNN” where NN is the number of lines. If m-instruction is specified.

Linespace is specified using the “lsNN” instruction where NN is the linespace. If no linespace is 
given, Accelerator will use “autolinespace” which corresponds to using 120 % of the size of the 
used font.

Example:

<w190mm#ls15#m8#myText>

Create a paragraph variable “myText” with the width of 190 mm, linespace of 15 points and a 
maximum of 8 lines.

The	paragraph	generates	a	preview	“jabber”	text	as	shown	in	the	template	preview. 

3.3.2	Paragraph	variable	alignments

Paragraph alignment is a bit different from text variables with regards to alignment. Alignment 
of a paragraph is made both in vertical and horizontal directions. For that reason, the alignment 
instruction “a” is followed by two characters, the first determines the vertical alignment, the 
second determines the horizontal alignment.

For vertical alignment it is possible to use: “t” (top), “c” (center) or “b” (bottom).

For horizontal alignment it is possible to use: “l” (left), “c” (center), “r” (right), “j” (justifed) or 
“u” (user).

If no alignment instructions are given, Accelerator will align to the top and to the left.

Since a paragraph variable has a designated width, the tag always needs to be aligned (in the lay-
out programme) to the left of the box. Accelerator will calculate the horizontal alignment setting 
based on the starting point of the tag and the width of the paragraph.
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The	“Top	Text”	paragraph	has	no	specific	alignment;	it	will	revert	to	the	defaults:	top/left.	The	“Bottom	Text”	paragraph	
uses	alignment	“abj”	=	bottom/justified.	The	“Margin”	paragraph	uses	the	alignment	“acr”	=	center/right.

A vertical alignment always starts from the baseline of the tag. An alignment of “top” will instruct 
the paragraph to build downwards using the specified linespacing. An alignment of “bottom” 
will build the paragraph upwards and a “center” alignment will center the paragraph around the 
baseline of the tag. 
 

The	“Top	Text”	paragraph	builds	from	top	and	down	whilst	“Bottom	Text”	builds	from	bottom	and	up.	Adding	more	content	
closes	the	gap.	The	“Margin”	paragraph	aligns	from	the	center	and	to	the	right,	building	from	the	centerpoint	outwards	
keeping	all	lines	to	the	right.
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3.3.3	Linking	Paragraph	variables

A Paragraph variable can be linked just like text variables can. It is possible to link from para-
graph to paragraph, paragraph to text, text to paragraph and text. All links work recursively.

When linking paragraphs, it is important to think of a paragraph tag as an on-line representation 
of the paragraph. Accelerator will handle a situation where the paragraph expands to a greater 
length, adding the additional space needed.

Example: 

We want to link a header, an introduction text, a subheader and an additional body of text.  
The header and the subheader are single-line text variables, whilst the introductory and body are 
paragraph variables and are able to handle 5 and 20 lines respectively.

We create the tags with the expected space between the different sections and insert the 
appropriate link tags:

<Header>

<LHeader#w150mm#Introduction>

<LIntroduction#Subheader>

<LSubheader#w150mm#ls12#Body>

The text tag “Introduction” will move up to take its place in the event that the text tag “Header” 
is empty. The link from “Subheader” to “Introduction” works both ways. In case “Introduction” 
is empty, “Subheader” moves up, otherwise the number of lines in “Introduction” will decide 
the amount of space “Subheader” is pushed down and so on. Meanwhile, all the movements are 
recursive. When placing “Body”, the movement of the text input is relative to the movement of 
Introduction.

Header,	Introduction,	Subheader1,	Body1,	Subheader2,	Body2	are	placed	the	way	they	would	appear	if 
each	paragraph	variable	only	had	one	line	of	content.	Links	are	specified	from	the	bottom	upwards.
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Inserting	different	amounts	of	data	or	skipping	a	variable	completely	changes	the	positions	 
of	each	variable	while	maintaining	the	distances	in	between. 

3.3.4	Flowing	Paragraph	variables

When using multiple paragraphs on a page, Accelerator will create one input field for every 
paragraph in the input form. By using a paragraph naming convention it is possible to construct 
a single input for multiple paragraphs and have the entered content flow through the paragraphs 
accordingly. 

The naming convention that triggers the above behaviour, is to apply the same name to each of 
the paragraphs in the flow i.e. sequentially, followed by “--N” where N is the order in which the 
paragraphs will be filled.
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Example: 

Making three paragraphs: “Body--1”, “Body--2” and “Body--3” will make a single input field in 
the input form labelled “Body”. The text will first fill “Body--1”. Once full, any remaining text 
will flow into “Body--2” and the remainder will flow to “Body--3”.

Tags	are	created	as	usual.	The	naming	convention	causes	the	Accelerator	input	 
form	to	display	a	single	input	field	and	the	text	flows	between		--1,	--2	and	--3. 

3.3.5	Paragraph	limitations

There are some limitiations in using paragraphs that are important to recognise.

•	 No hyphenation – Accelerator will determine the end of a line based on spaces, hardcoded 
hyphens or newlines. There is no automatic hyphenation that detects when a word is 
wrapped over two lines.

•	 No content overflow warning – If a paragraph gets more content than it can handle, the 
rest will be ignored.

•	 Text volume limitations – Accelerator and the web browsers will not handle endless 
amounts of text in the input forms. Currently Accelerator has been tested using up to 
around 16k of text in a single paragraph scenario.
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3.4	 Making	an	Image	variable

Variable images can be made in much the same way as text and paragraphs variables. Accelerator 
uses the “<” and “>” characters to identify variable images as well, but for images it looks at the 
name of a placed image.

To create the variable, make an image place holder in InDesign using the Rectangle frame tool, 
setting the maximum area to be used by the variable image. The variable image will never be out-
side the area specified by the box, but it may be smaller. For that reason, make the background of 
the image area transparent.

Place a dummy image in the box that has the name “<Variable image>”. When the template is 
printed to the spooler, Accelerator will identify it as a variable image because of the “<” and “>” 
characters and extract the name in between. This name will be used in the the input form.

A	variable	image	is	identified	via	the	filename.

The	variable	image’s	name	is	extracted	from	the	dummy	filename.

After placing the variable dummy image, use the “Fit Content to frame” button to make sure 
that the full area is completely filled. The scaling of the dummy image makes no difference to 
Accelerator, only the size of the image frame.

Make a dummy image 
that can be copied and 

renamed in the Finder to  
different variable names
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Fit	content	
to frame

Set	back-
ground	to	
none

Using	the	“Fit	content	to	frame”	option	and	setting	background	to	none
when	placing	a	dummy	image

3.4.1	Printing	options	for	images

When printing the document from InDesign, some of the options are important both for 
Accelerator´s ability to recognize the variable image and for any static images included in the 
document. In the Print dialogue / Advanced there are options for OPI.

Accelerator uses the OPI comments that are inserted by InDesign when printing. To get the 
proper comments into the file received by Accelerator, the “OPI Image Replacement” checkbox 
needs to be checked. Omit for OPI is not necessary but may speed up the interpretation and 
usage of the template.

Note that if the document includes both static and variable images the OPI settings become 
very important. If “Omit” is used for a certain type of images, Accelerator will need the image 
to be present on the server and on the same location as when the template was made. If not, the 
template will fail due to image replacement errors.

OPI	image	replacement	needs	to	be	turned	on.	Omit	is	optional.
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3.4.2	Selection	of	content	for	Image	variables

Accelerator offers several methods of selecting images: Browsing In Library, Select from Library 
(Recursive or not), Select from list, Select from current WebNative® basket, Upload from local 
computer and standard image per user or grup.

Choosing a method of image selection is done from the administration GUI once the template 
has been created or by passing an instruction in the tag (see next chapter). The template ad-
ministrator needs to select a method and if selecting Library or Library Select, provide a path 
to where images should be selected from. If the method chosen is List select, a path to the file 
specifying the list needs to be provided and if the method is one of the standard image options, 
an optional path can be inserted.

The default Image selection method is Library (browse for an image).

Choose	the	image	selection	method.

When	using	the	library	or	library	popup	methods,	a	folder	needs	to	be	selected	on	the	server.

When interpreting the template file, Accelerator will check the path of the dummy image used 
when defining the image variable. If the image is placed from a directory on the server, that 
folder path will be used to prepopulate the library path.

Browse	for	images	using	WebNative®.
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selection method description

Library Selected	by	browsing	the	assets	in	a	popup	window.	Thumbnails	can	be	viewed	
and	Venture	information	displayed.	If	the	user	has	Venture	enabled	it	is	also	pos-
sible	to	search.	When	using	this	method,	the	user	has	to	have	browse	rights	to	
the	folder	in	question.	Top	folder	for	the	browse	is	chosen	using	the	Image	Library	
path	selection	and	links.

Library	Select Image	may	be	selected	from	a	pulldown	of	choices	generated	from	the	selected	
folder.	Folder	for	creating	select	is	chosen	using	the	Image	Library	path	selection	
and	links.	Only	files	in	the	first	level	will	be	displayed	as	choices	in	the	pulldown	
i.e.	no	(nested)	subfolders.

Library	Select	-	 
Recursive

Same	as	Library	select	but	images	in	nested	folders	within	the	top	folder	will	be	
shown.

List	Select Image	may	be	selected	from	a	pulldown	of	choices	generated	from	a	list	in	a	file.	
The	file	should	list	the	paths	for	all	selectable	images	and	is	chosen	using	the	
Image	List	file	selection	and	links.	Only	files	in	the	first	level	will	be	displayed	as	
choices	in	the	pulldown	i.e.	no	(nested)	subfolders.

Basket	Popup Image	may	be	selected	from	a	pulldown	of	choices	generated	from	assets	in	the	
current	WebNative®	user´s	basket.

Upload	Image Will	be	selected	and	uploaded	from	the	user´s	local	computer.	Once	uploaded,	 
a	preview	of	the	image	will	be	generated.

Standard	Image A	standard	image	for	the	user	can	be	supplied	by	uploading	from	the	local	com-
puter.	If	there	already	is	such	an	image,	it	will	be	indicated	in	the	interface	and	the	
user	may	replace	the	standard	image	if	needed.	Once	replaced	it	will	be	used	until	
replaced	again.	By	adding	an	optional	path	to	a	repository	for	standard	images,	it	
is	possible	to	have	multiple	standard	images	for	the	same	user.	Without	a	path,	a	
standard	location	will	be	used	to	hold	the	images	(/usr/accelerator/stdimg).

Standard	Image	Group A	standard	image	for	the	primary	group.	In	all	other	respects	identical	to	standard	
image	per	user.

3.4.3	Using	standard	images

A standard image is an image variable that is unique per user or group. It gets saved by Accelera-
tor to a repository. The default repository is /usr/accelerator/stdimg but it is possible to assign a 
different repository when setting up the image variable. 

The standard image is shared between multiple templates and it is possible to setup several im-
ages by using multiple repositories for the images. 

Standard	Image	using	the	default	repository,	ie	no	library	path	selected.

Standard	Image	using	a	library	path.

A Standard image is supplied by the user by uploading an image the first time it is used and then 
replacing it when needed. The uploaded image is saved to the server renamed as the username or 
groupname and placed in the repository assigned to the variable.

Accessing	the	template	before	any	image	has	been	supplied

When using the library 
method browse, the 

user has to have browse 
rights to the folder  

in question
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Uploading	an	image

Image	has	been	selected	or	existed	when	template	was	loaded

Standard	image	placed	in	the	template

3.4.4	Placement	of	Image	variables	in	box

Variable images can be placed in several different ways inside the variable image box. 
None of the placement options will cause a selected image’s aspect ratio to be changed.

Depending on size and scale options, the image may need to be placed inside the box using  
vertical (top, center, bottom) and horizontal (left, center, right) alignments.

scAle/crop method description

scale Image	will	be	scaled	to	fit	within	the	image	box.	The	entire	image	will	go	into	the	
box.	The	image	will	be	aligned	according	to	the	alignment	options	unless	the	
aspect	ratio	is	exactly	the	same	on	the	image	and	the	box	in	which	case	no 
alignment	is	needed.	

Crop Image	will	be	placed	into	box	using	its	print	size.	The	image	will	be	cropped	to	the	
box	if	needed.	Cropping	and	placement	within	box	is	decided	by	the	alignment	
setups.
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scAle/crop method description

Fill Image	will	be	scaled	to	fill	the	entire	box.	The	image	will	be	cropped	horizontally	or	
vertically	unless	the	aspect	ratio	is	exactly	the	same	on	the	image	and	the	box.

manual Image	will	be	sized	according	to	percentage	input	in	form.	A	100%	(or	empty)	size	
is	the	same	as	print	size,	i.e	the	Crop	method.	The	image	will	be	cropped	to	the	
box	if	needed.	Cropping	and	placement	within	box	is	decided	by	the	alignment	
setups.

 

Below follow some examples of placing images into a square image box using different  
scale/crop methods and alignments:

Scale:

Using	method	“Scale”,	Accelerator	will	scale	the	image	to	fit	into	the	imagebox	without	changing	the	aspect	ratio.	 
Depending	on	the	aspect	ratio	of	the	box	and	the	image,	it	will	need	to	be	aligned	either	vertically	or	horizontally.	 
In	this	example,	a	portrait	image	is	placed	into	a	square	box	and	aligned	horizontally	to	the	left.

Crop:

Using	method	“Crop”,	Accelerator	will	preserve	the	image’s	print	size	based	on	pixelsize	and	resolution.	The	image	will	be 
cropped	to	fit	into	the	imagebox	if	necessary.	Depending	on	the	print	size	of	the	box	and	the	image,	it	will	need	to	be	aligned	
either	vertically	or	horizontally	or	both.	In	this	example,	a	portrait	image,	larger	in	print	size	than	the	box	both	horizontally	
and	vertically,	is	placed	into	a	square	box	and	cropped	in	both	directions.	It	is	aligned	to	the	bottom	and	to	the	right. 

Fill:

Using	method	“Fill”,	Accelerator	will	scale	the	image	to	fill	the	imagebox	without	changing	the	aspect	ratio.	Depending 
on	the	aspect	ratio	of	the	box	and	the	image,	it	will	need	to	be	aligned	and	cropped	either	vertically	or	horizontally. 
In	this	example,	a	portrait	image	is	placed	into	a	square	box	and	aligned	vertically	to	the	center.	Cropping	occurs	both 
at	the	top	and	the	bottom	of	the	image.
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Manual:

Using	method	“Manual”,	Accelerator	will	start	from	the	print	size	and	apply	a	scaling	factor	assigned	by	the	user	to	the	
image.	The	scaled	image	will	be	cropped	to	fit	into	the	imagebox	if	necessary.	Depending	on	the	print	size	of	the	box	and	
the	scaled	image,	it	will	need	to	be	aligned	either	vertically	or	horizontally	or	both.	In	this	example,	a	portrait	image,	scaled	
down	by	XX%,	is	larger	in	print	size	than	the	box	both	horizontally	and	vertically.	It	is	placed	into	a	square	box	and	cropped	
in	both	directions.	It	is	aligned	to	the	center	both	horozontally	and	vertically.

It is also possible to turn on user control of the image placement allowing the user to dynami-
cally select the scale/crop and alignment methods.

3.4.5	Passing	instructions	in	the	Image	variable	tag	(filename)

Just like with text and paragraphs, it is possbile to pass instructions in the tag when making a 
variable. In this case it means writing more information in the dummy file name. 

Examples:

Create the image variable “MyImage“ with placement method “scale” and place as “library” Al-
low manual crop

 <#cr#psl#MyImageVariable>

For a list of image tag instructions, see section 4.2, Variable options.

3.5	 Setting	additional	options	using	tags

In addition to the tags already mentioned above, there are a number of other tags that can be 
passed via the variable definition tags. Some of them are specific to certain types of variables, 
some are common. Other instructions are related to the process of making templates and not 
related to the variables themselves.

All tags are described in section 4, but a few, releated to no specific variable types, are mentioned 
in the two upcoming sections.

3.5.1	Common	options	for	all	variables

instruction description

n Sort	variable	–	when	a	template	is	received	by	Accelerator	the	variables	are	listed	
and	presented	as	they	occur	in	the	incoming	printfile.	It	is	possible	to	insert	num-
bers	in	the	tags	to	control	the	order	they	appear	in	the	form.	Simply	add	a	number	
instruction	into	the	tag.	The	variable	list	will	be	sorted	using	the	numbers	accord-
ingly.	Numbered	variables	take	precedence	over	non-numbered	ones.

r Required	–	variable	with	the	instruction	“r”	will	be	treated	as	required	by	the	input	
form.	No	proof	(and	thereby	order)	can	be	made	unless	the	variable	has	a	value.

io Input	only	–	a	variable	with	the	instruction	“io”	will	be	treated	as	an	“Input	only”	
variable.	It	looks	the	same	as	a	regular	variable	to	the	user	of	the	template	but	will	
not	be	put	into	the	template	content.	An	io	variable	can	be	used	in	other	backend	
automation	of	data.	See	section	5	for	more	information.
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3.5.2	Options	not	specific	to	any	variable

The volume tag already mentioned is an example of an instruction that can be passed that has no 
relation to any specific variable. Below is a list of other options that can be passed. It is possible 
to have multiple options in the same tag. The deciding factor on whether a tag is a variable or 
option is that “options only” tags have to start with “<#” and end with “#>”.

Most of the instructions below refer back to main config setups described in section 2.7.2. 
Using an instruction in the template will override whatever is set in the main configuration.

Some instructions refer to Template local settings that override the main configuration.

instruction description

vNNNN Use	volume	NNNN,	where	NNNN	is	the	name	of	the	volume

cTEXT Set	TEXT	as	comment	on	new	volume	if	created

nNAME Name	the	template	NAME	(instead	of	the	document	name	in	InDesign)

+VARNAME Add	more	instructions	to	variable	VARNAME

k Main	config:	Keep	temp	files,	set	to	yes

h Main	config:	Static	OPI	images	in	template,	set	to	yes

o Main	config:	Overwrite	old	template	with	same	name,	set	to	yes

u Main	config:	Read	information	from	old	template	with	same	name,	set	to	yes

SpNNN Main	config:	Preview	size,	set	to	NNN	for	this	template.	Overrides	main	config	and	
saves	to	local	settings	for	the	template

QN Local	settings:	Proof	Quality,	0=low,	1=High,	use	for	this	template	and	save	to	lo-
cal	settings	for	this	template

swNNN Local	settings:	Proof	size,	set	to	NNN,	save	to	local	settings	for	this	template

SNNN Local	settings:	Preview	size	&	Proof	size,	set	to	NNN,	use	preview	size	for	this	
template	and	save	both	to	local	settings	for	this	template

ihNNN Local	settings:	Image	resolution	in	output	files,	set	to	NNN,	save	to	local	settings	
for	this	template

   

3.5.3	Sending	additional	instructions	to	variable

In some scenarios the available space for a variable tag can be limited. If there are many instruc-
tions associated with the tag, it may become very long and not be able to fit in the given space.

Accelerator has the ability to read additional tags for the same variable in order to overcome this 
situation. For each variable with a specific name, it is possible to add one or more additional tags  
which only purpose is to add more information. The “add” tag has the following format:

<#+VARNAME#instruction#instruction#...>

For example:

<#+Phone#d+46 70 ...#r#iThis is some info>

Several lines can be added for each variable. The variable Name is used to identify what variable 
to add the instructions to.

Additional instructions 
can be sent in separate 

tags from version 7.0
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Using	additional	<#VARNAME..#>	tag	to	send	instructions

3.6	 Working	with	Typographies

The normal behaviour of a variable, both paragraph and text, is to inherit the Font, Size and 
Color of the original tag that was set in the template document. If a variable is defined using for 
example Optima, Bold, 18 points with a certain color it means that the content will inherit the 
exact same attributes:

In most scenarios this is the desired behaviour since one of the main reasons for using a system 
like Accelerator is to enforce and maintain a consistent graphical profile. Nevertheless, in some 
cases there is value in being able to select from certain predefined typographies and apply these 
to a certain variable. 

This can be done in Accelerator by defining a set of Typographies in the original template that 
can then be associated with specific variables using the Accelerator admin. Typographies can be 
associated with Text or Paragraph variables. For paragraph variables, styles can also be used for 
segments of the variable: detail styles.

3.6.1	Creating	typography	styles

Typographies are defined in a tag similar to the paragraph tag. Several typographies can be 
defined. The tag needs to contain the leading tag instruction “T” followed by an instruction 
“qC” where C is a character that can be used as a short reference to the typography, an optional 
linespacing , “lsNN” and a name:

 <T#qi#ls15#Italic-Blue> 

 <T#qb#ls15#Bold-Grey>

 <T#qt#ls15#Text> 

The font, size and color attributes for the Typograhy are picked up and the name, short reference 
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and line space comes from the tag. If there is no linespace, Accelerator will use 120% of the font 
size just like when creating Paragraphs.

The names of the typograhies have to be unique. The short reference is required and if detailed 
styles are to be used within any paragraph, the short references have to be unique. 

Typography styles are general for the template and can be associated to any of the variables 
using the Accelerator administration. The tags themselves are removed from the page and will 
not show up in the preview. It is possible to use layers in the InDesign document to separate the 
styles from the actual content.

 
Typography	styles	are	included	in	the	pages	as	tags

3.6.2	Assigning	and	using	typography	styles

After the template is printed, the typographies are collected and show up in the “edit variable” 
plage. It is possible to assign the avaiable styles to the different text and paragraph variables in 
the template by checking the checkboxes and saving the changes.

Typography	styles	can	be	selected	for	each	variable

After assigning several styles to a variable, Accelerator will display the selection next to the input 
field. Changing the selected style will change the style on the text. The original text attributes are 
used if no style has been selected.

Typography style names 
have to be unique. 

Short names need to 
be unique when using 

detail styles
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The	selected	style	is	applied	to	the	variable.	With	nothing	selected,	the	variable	is	styled	to	the	attributes	of	the	original	tag.

3.6.2	Assigning	and	using	detailed	typography	styles

For paragraph variables the typography styles can be used both as “Styles” and “Detail Styles”. 
When using Detail styles it is possible to apply styles to bits of the text within the paragraph. A 
combination of a main style and one or more sections of detail styles is also possible. 

Select	detail	styles	for	a	paragraph	variable.

Applying the detail style is done by using the controls beneath the input field. Select the text that 
needs to be updated and choose the style to apply. Accelerator will insert “commands” into the 
paragraph text that define the start and ending points of each detail style using the “quick selec-
tor” name. 
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Select	text	to	be	styled

insert style to use

Accelerator	inserts	control	sequences	“<b>”	and	“</>”

Make	the	proof	and	see	how	the	control	sequence	is	used	to	insert	the	style	information.

3.6.3	Using	detail	styles	in	content	filters

If a template includes styles, these can be used when creating content using content filters (See 
5.5.2 Content filters). The control sequences shown in last section can be written by a content 
filter to generate the same behaviour as above.

3.7	 Working	with	Custom	colors	and	strokes

Typography styles include the ability to set colors. If it is desired to only change the colors it 
may be easier to generate a custom color selector on a variable. Other possible uses of colors and 
strokes are to set borders on images and to add outline on text.

3.7.1	Adding	custom	colors	for	text	and	paragraph

A color selector is a pulldown with different CMYK blends and it is defined by a string listing 
the different options using the format: “Name 1;Blend 1|Name 2;Blend 2|Name 3;Blend 3...” 
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Example: 

 Red;.15 1 1 0|Orange;0 .7 1 0|Green;.75 .05 1 0|Grey;0 0 0 .75

Specifying	a	color	selector	on	a	variable.

Combining	styles	and	color	setups.	A	style	overrides	a	color.

Adding a single selection will set that option to automatic and no select will be displayed.

3.7.2	Adding	stroke	on	an	text	variable

It is possible to add stroke color and width on a text variable. When doing this, the result will 
be an outline on the text. Colors are defined the same way as on the actual text above, while the 
stroke width is defined using points.

Adding a single selection will set that option to automatic and no select will be displayed.
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3.7.3	Adding	fill	and	stroke	on	an	image	variable

The active area is the width and height of the selected image, scaled as necessary, when setting 
the fill color on the background or adding a stoke to the image. Colors are defined the same way 
as on text above, while the stroke width is defined using points.

Note that the fill color will only show up if the selected image has a clipping path.

Also worth noting is that although it is possible to use the colors and strokes from InDesign di-
rectly, these will apply on the defined box for the variable images as opposed to being calculated 
on the actual size of the used image.

Example:

Specifying	the	selects	for	Fill,	Stroke	color	and	Stroke	width

Examples	using	different	stroke	colors	and	widths
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4 setting detAiled templAte options

All options related to the display and behaviour of variables and templates can be edited in the 
Accelerator administration utility. Most of the options can be set from the tags when printing 
the template.

Below are lists covering the options that can be set on the template options shared by all variable 
types, and options specific to the different variables types.

4.1	 General	template	options

The overview page of a template shows a summary of the template’s attributes: Name, Volume, 
Variables, change info, size, usage and so on. The name is presented as : Volume – Template 
Name (ID/QXP) where either ID or QXP is shown depending on the origin of the template.

The main part of the window shows a list of all variables. The list gives a quick overview of the 
setup of the variables using various icons and other information. To the left of the variables is an 
entry that makes it possible to change the display order of the variables.

Interface	for	administrating	template.	Most	icons	will	reveal	more	information	via	tooltips	when	hovering	above.

Below the variable section appears some general information about the template and a num-
ber of buttons used for certain template related tasks like : “Sort”, “Edit local settings”, “View 
Preview”, “Update Preview, “View in plugin/update preview”, etc. If the template is an InDesign 
based template there are also options to add an “Input Only variable” and “Create bundle” and 
if the template also has several pages there is an option to generate input groups from the page 
numbers. Descriptions of the buttons follow.
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4.1.1	Sort	template

Type in numbers and click the “Sort” button and the variables will be resorted according to the 
numbers. Any variable missing a number will be placed at the end. You can leave gaps in the 
series of numbers.

To	sort,	type	in	the	order	and	click	“Sort”.	Negative	numbers	and	gaps	in	the	sequence	are	ok.

Or drag a variable to new place, then use the sort button.

Dragging	a	variable	will	reassign	numbers.	You	also	need	to	use	the	sort	button	to	save.

4.1.2	Edit	local	settings

A template has a number of local settings that can be set on a specific template. Some of the 
settings override user setups. The settings that override user setups can be tricky to use in some 
cases where users use setups which allow orders with multiple templates. In those cases, setups 
like action and action argument will revert to the user setup.

locAl setting description

Preview	Size Preview	size	in	%.	Overrides	global	setting.	Need	to	rebuild	the	preview	to	have	
any	effect.

Proofing	Quality Proofing	quality.	Overrides	global	setting.

Proof	Size Proofing	size	in	%.	Overrides	global	setting.

Output	resolution Overrides	usersetting.	See	7.1	for	more	info.

icc Overrides	usersetting.	See	7.1	for	more	info.

usm Overrides	usersetting.	See	7.1	for	more	info.

Job	Output	format Overrides	usersetting.	See	7.1	for	more	info.

Enter	data	text* Text	to	replace	the	standard	“Enter	data	...”	in	input	form.

Enter	data	more	text* Additional	text	accessible	from	a	“more”	link.

Template	information* Template	information.	This	information	will	only	show	when	using	the	“modern”	or	
“savetodisk”	style.

Create	proof	when	
launching	template

Overrides	usersetting	for	this	template	only.	See	7.1	for	more	info.	
Set	to	“-”	the	usersetting	will	be	used
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locAl setting description

Jobname	filter Overrides	usersetting.	See	6.1.4	for	more	info.

Apply	local	jobname	filter	when	adding	to	order:	If	this	is	additional	option	is	
checked	and	the	user	is	using	the	ecommerce	or	modern	style	(without	single	job	
workflow	set),	the	jobname	filter	specified	above	is	not	used	when	placing	the	
order,	but	instead	when	adding	a	job	to	the	order.

Template	data	history When Reuse	last	data	for	template	is	checked,	the	last	data	used	for	proof	on	
this	data	will	be	remembered	on	the	template	and	be	used	as	default	next	time.

If one	data	set	per	user	is	checked,	a	unique	dataset	is	kept	for	different	users	
using	the	template.

NOTE:	the	data	is	kept	in	a	“.dat”	sidecar	file	next	to	the	template.

Do	not	allow	input	from	
dbFront**

When	checked,	Accelerator	will	not	refer	to	dbFront	for	input	even	if	dbFront	is	
active	and	there	are	fields	that	match	dbFront	data.

Use	dbFront	profile	for	
this	template**

When	selected,	Accelerator	will	refer	to	the	selected	dbFront	profile	for	input	if	
there	are	fields	that	match	dbFront	data.	Any	user	selected	profile	will	be	ignored	
for	this	template.

order form Overrides	usersetting.	See	6.1.4	for	more	info. Will not work for multifile orders.

Action Overrides	usersetting.	See	6.1.4	for	more	info. Will not work for multifile orders.

Action	Argument Overrides	usersetting.	See	6.1.4	for	more	info. Will not work for multifile orders.

counter The	number	of	times	the	template	has	been	ordered.

*	Only	on	InDesign	based	templates
**	Only	if	dbFront	has	been	licensed

4.1.3	Add	input	only	variable

If using an InDesign template, it is possible to add an “input only” variable after the template 
has been created. When the new variable is added, it is possible to give it a name, select the type 
(text or paragraph) and decide where the variable should be appearing in the listing.

Adding	an	input	only	variable	of	type	Text,	copying	another	and	inserting	in	the	list

The	new	variable	appearing	in	the	list

Variables created from the admin utility can also be removed again from the admin. This can be 
done by editing the variable and using the “Delete this variable” link that appears in the Variable 
edit page.
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Deleting	an	input	variable

Input only variables are used to collect data that should not be on the page but used either to 
collect data for administrative purposes or to be used in content filters on other variables. This 
type of variable can be created when the template is printed using the tag “io” as well. Adding 
the variable from the admin gui is a convenient option when the need of new variables arises 
after the template has already been created and prevents having to reprint the template.

For more information on the use of Input only variables, see 5.5.3 Using “input only” fields.

4.1.4	Make	input	groups	from	pages

Input groups is a way to organize variables into logical groups for input. The group can then be 
used to adapt the interface to display the groups in a “step by step” or “selection” manner. Input 
groups can be created by adding groups when editing variables. If a template is a multipage tem-
plate it is also possible to automatically create input groups from the pages the different variables 
appear on.

When the button to create groups is clicked, an area where to decide how the names should be 
created is displayed. It is possible to add a text preceding the actual page number.

Creating	input	groups	from	pagenumbers	using	the	prefix	“Page	“	before	each	page	number

Input	groups	“Page	1”	and	“Page	2”	have	been	added	and	assigned	to	the	variables.

Input groups can only be used with InDesign based templates. See section 5 (Customizing data 
input) for more information regarding the use of Input only variables.
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4.1.5	Create	bundle

A template bundle is a group of templates controlled from a master template. Input is made 
via the master template and all secondary templates are fed the same indata. During the proof-
ing step the user needs to view all proofs before continuing and during ordering the bundle of 
templates are viewed as a single entity. The produced files are named as the master file using -1, 
-2 and so on to denote the secondary templates.

To create a bundle, go to the template that will be the master. Note that as soon as a bundle 
is created the master will always act as a bundle master. Click the “create bundle” button. In 
the screen that follow, select volume and template and add. Repeat for all secondary templates 
needed to make up the bundle:

Adding	the	first	secondary	file.

Keep	adding.	The	admin	suggests	templates	from	the	same	volume	but	volume	can	be	changed.

Main	template	page	show	selected	secondary	templates	and	create	bundle	change	to	edit.

Use the “Edit bundle” button to go back and edit the bundle.

4.1.6 refresh

Clicking this button will refresh the view of the template.

4.1.7	View	Preview

Clicking this button opens the preview of the template. If using this button immediately after 
the “Update” button, the window may be empty. This can happen because the preview has not 
yet been completely generated. 

4.1.8	Update	Preview

Clicking this button will cause Accelerator to rebuild the template preview. When doing this, 
Accelerator will use any default content in the variables instead of building the standard <Title> 
contents in the variables. This makes it possible for default images that will be used instead of 
the standard grey image placeholders for the preview. Also see “View in plugin” below.

Bundle several 
templates together 

from version 7.0
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4.1.9	Update	Type/Creator

Clicking this button will cause Accelerator to reset the Type and Creator on the templates to the 
correct values. If this information is lost due to moving the files not using a Mac Client some 
WebNative styles and Portal Sites may have issues identifying the template files as Accelerator 
templates and will not trigger Accelerator correctly.

4.1.10	View	in	Plugin	/	Update	Preview

Clicking this button opens the template in the standard user interface of Accelerator. With this 
function, it is easy to check the setup of a template as it will be from a user perspective.

It is possible to test run proofs and apply a made proof to be used as the preview for the template, 
thus replacing the current preview (just like in 4.1.4 but with more control).

4.1.11	Delete	template

Deleting a template will delete all files related to the template including .ps, .tag and any header/
footer files.

4.2	 Variable	options

Clicking a variable name, title or the “Modify” button to the right will take the administrator 
into the administration interface to modify the behaviour of the variable. All the titles and fields 
have tooltip information attached that give additional explanation of the feature directory in the 
interface. Hover over the title to the left or start editing the value to see the tooltip.

  

Tooltips	that	show	information	when	editing	variables

Depending on the variable type – text, paragraph or image – the options will vary slightly. Some 
of the options are common between the different variable types.

4.2.1	Common	variable	options

Attribute tAg description

Input	status Controlling	the	input	mode	of	the	variable

Normal Normal	input	field	(or	button	for	image).

Static/Automatic s Data	is	not	generated	by	user.	Accelerator	creates	data	from	internal	setup	
and/or	default	data.	Variable	NOT	displayed	in	form.	Note	that	when	using	
the	s	tag,	the	title	of	the	variable	is	copied	to	the	default	content.

Non-edit ne Default	data	is	shown	in	form	with	no	way	to	edit.

Hide	from	input hi Default	data	is	set	in	form	as	a	hidden	field.	This	setup	is	often	used	along	
with	advanced	pulldown	menus	(see	Customizing	data	input)
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Attribute tAg description

Disable Disable	the	variable.

Required r Make	the	variable	required	for	creating	proof	(and	add	to	order).

Input	only io Variable	will	not	be	passed	to	the	page,	only	used	internally.

Omit	in	final	file of The	content	of	the	variable	will	be	visible	on	proofs	but	not	in	the	final	
output.

Instructional	text inSTRING Instructional	text	that	will	show	as	a	tooltip	in	the	“modern”	style	and	be-
low	the	variable	for	other	styles.	
Adding	a	prefix	“a:”	before	the	instruction	moves	the	text	above	the	vari-
able	in	styles	that	show	instruction	as	text.

Subsection - This	option	inserts	a	sectionizer	before	the	variable.	The	sectionizer	can	be	
of	different	types:	Short	text	+	line,	Short	line	+	text,	Line,	Line	with	margins
or	Main	section.	See	section	5.9 Subsections	for	examples.
Subsections	used	to	be	part	of	the	instructional	text	setting	above.	Insert-
ing	a	character	followd	by	a	“:”,	like	“s:main	variables”	created	a	subsec-
tion.	Accelerator	will	now	recognize	such	settings	in	instructional	text	and	
move	them	to	subsections.	

Input	Group gSTRING Input	group	to	be	used	to	organize	the	input	form.	See	“5.7	Working	with	
input	groups”.

Content	filter cfNAME Apply	a	content	filter	to	the	variable	that	will	generate	content	upon	proof-
ing.	Should	be	used	together	with	input	status	“Static/Automatic”	since	
any	data	typed	into	a	standard	input	field	will	be	ignored	when	using	
content	filters.	For	more	information	on	content	filters,	see	5,	Customizing	
data	input.
For	easier	entry,	lists	of	functions	and	variable	names	can	be	accessed	to	
the	right	of	the	input	field.

Dependency dVARLIST Only	use	content	in	variable	if	VARLIST	is	true.	VARLIST	is	a	comma- 
separated	list	of	variables	that	are	checked	for	content.	For	more	informa-
tion	about	Dependendy	see	“3.2.5	Dependencies	between	variables”.

4.2.2	Text	variable	options

The options available for text variables may differ if the variable is part of a block (see 3.2.4 
Multiple variables on one line – blocks). For the first variable in the block, the options will be 
the same as a non-block text variable, except that a new option – Superscript offset for blocks- 
will appear. For a block variable that is not first in its block, all options regarding movement and 
alignment will not be shown since they are not applicable.

Attribute tAg description

Alignment al,	ac,	ar Alignment	of	text:	Left,	Right	or	Center.	For	more	information	see	“3.2.2 
Text	variable	alignments”.

Prefix Prefix	added	before	the	variable	content.	If	the	prefix	includes	the	“|”	(pipe)	
character,	a	pulldown	selection	of	the	elements	separated	by	the	pipes	will	
be	displayed.

Suffix Suffix	added	at	end	of	the	variable	content.	If	the	suffix	includes	the	“|”	
(pipe)	character,	a	pulldown	selection	of	elements	separated	by	the	pipes	
will	be	displayed.

Always	print ap Print	the	prefix/suffix	even	if	no	content	is	input	or	applied.

Available	styles - The	styles	associated	with	the	Templates	and	available	for	use	in	the	
variable.	A	list	of	styles	with	checkboxes	is	displayed.	By	checking	the	
styles	that	should	be	used,	a	pulldown	menu	will	be	displayed	next	to	the	
variable.	See	section 3.6 Working with typographies	for	more	information	
about	the	use	of	styles.

default content dDCONT Default	content	prepopulating	the	field	when	the	template	is	displayed. 
If	using	static/automatic	input	status	and	not	using	a	content	filter,	this	is	
the	data	inserted	for	proofing.
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Attribute tAg description

Selection	(pull-
down)

pSELECT Values	to	select	from	in	interface.	Type	in	a	manual	selection	separated	
by	“|”	(pipe)	or	the	name	of	a	saved	popupfile	(see	section	5.1.2,	filebased	
popups)	preceded	by	“/”.	A	list	of	existing	files	is	shown	to	the	right	side	of	
the	field	for	convenient	input.
Examples:	“selection1|selection2|selection3”	or	“/mypopupfile”.	The	
popupfiles	need	to	be	saved	into	the	popup	directory	inside	Accelerator’s	
home	setup	folder:	/usr/accelrator/setup/popups.

Checkbox cbCBOX Checkbox	values	to	select	from	in	interface.	Type	in	the	possible	selections	
separated	by	“^”.	After	the	values	type	a	“;”	and	add	the	“padding	text”	
you	want	to	appear	betwen	the	selections.	After	padding	text	it	is	also	pos-
sible	to	specify	(separated	by	“;”)	the	maximum	number	of	selections.
Example:	“ABC^DEF^GHI^JKL;	–	;2”	will	give	you	the	four	selections:	
“ABC”,	“DEF”,	“GHI”	and	“JKL”,	and	any	selections	made	will	be	pad-
ded	by	“	–	“.	By	adding	data	into	default	above,	it	is	possible	to	precheck	
selections.	Example:	specifying	“DEF,JKL”	will	make	those	two	selections	
prechecked.	See	section	“5.6	Checkbox	input”	for	more	examples.

Superscript	off-
set	for	blocks

uNN Number	of	points	the	text	should	move	upwards	from	the	baseline.

Input	size iNN Size	of	input	field	as	defined	in	HTML	input	fields.

Max	chars mNn Max	number	of	characters	allowd	in	input	field.

color selector - Create	a	color	selector	for	this	variable.	The	color	selector	is	a	set	of	name	
and	CMYK	color	pairs	that	will	be	displayed	in	the	interface	to	set	color	on	
the	variable.	The	selections	are	defined	as	a	list	separated	by	“;”	and	“|”:	
name1;color1|name2;color2|...,	example:	
“grey;0	0	0	.5|yellow;0	0	1	0|my	color;.1	.4	0	.3”
See	section	3.7 Working with custom colors	for	more	information	about	the	
use of color selectors. 

stroke colors - Popup	definition	of	stroke	colors	to	apply	on	a	line	around	the	final	image	
area.	Define	the	popup	using	|	(pipe)	and	;	(semi-colon).	Pipes	separate	
the	options	and	semi-colon	the	name	to	be	displayed	and	the	color	to	be	
used.	Colors	are	defined	by	a	cmyk	blend	using	decimal	numbers	for	C	M	
Y	K	separated	by	a	space.
Example: See color selector

Stroke	Widths - Popup	definition	of	stroke	width	to	apply	as	a	line	around	the	final	image	
area.	Define	the	popup	using	|	(pipe)	and	;	(semi-colon).	Pipes	separate	
the	options	and	semi-colon	the	name	to	be	displayed	and	the	width	to	be	
used.
Example:	“|Thin;.25|Medium;1”	create	a	pulldown	with	an	empty	selection,	
a Thin	selection	(.25	point	line)	and	an	Medium	selection	(1	point	line).

Input	filter ifNAME Apply	the	selected	filter	to	the	input	typed	in	the	field.	Input	filters	are	 
normally	used	to	check	and	correct	typed	input	but	can	also	be	used	to	 
set	other	fields.	For	more	information	about	input	filters	see	section	“5.4	
Input	Filters”	for	more	information.

Input	filter 
argument

iaARG Some	input	filters	can	take	arguments.

Link	to lNAME Link	this	variable	to	NAME.

Horizontal	Offset hNN Horizontal	movement	for	link.	Negative	numbers	moves	the	text	to	the	left.

Vertical	Offset VNN Vertical	movement	for	link.	Negative	numbers	moves	the	text	upwards.
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4.2.3	Paragraph	variable	options

Attribute tAg description

Paragraph	width wnn Width	of	paragraph	from	the	starting	point	of	the	tag	on	the	original	page.	
Width	can	be	expressed	in	mm,	cm,	in	and	p,	example	100mm,	10cm,	
3.94in	or	283p	(all	expressing	roughly	the	same	width).

Linespacing lnn Linespacing	expressed	in	points.	Accelerator	will	calculate	a	linespacing	of	
120%	of	the	fontsize	if	no	linespacing	is	given	in	the	paragraph	tag.

Max	lines mnn Maximum	number	of	lines	displayed	in	the	Paragraph.

Vertical 
alignment

aVh Alignment	of	the	paragraph	lines.	See	“3.3.2	Paragraph	variable	align-
ments”	for	examples.	V	is	vertical	alignment	and	H	is	horizontal.

Top t Paragraph	builds	from	tagline	downwards.	Default	behaviour.

bottom b Paragraph	builds	from	tagline	upwards.

center c Paragraph	builds	from	tagline	both	upwards	and	downwards 
simultaneously.

Horizontal 
alignment

Alignment	of	the	paragraph	lines.	See	“3.3.2	Paragraph	variable	align-
ments”	for	examples.

user u Make	a	pulldown	in	interface	to	dynamically	change	the	horizontal	alignment.

Justified j Justified	alignment.	Last	line	is	left	justified.

left l Left	alignment.	Default	behaviour.

Right r Right	aligned.	

center c Center	aligned.

Available	styles - The	styles	associated	with	the	Templates	and	available	for	use	in	the	
variable.	A	list	of	styles	with	checkboxes	is	displayed.	By	checking	the	
styles	that	should	be	used,	a	pulldown	menu	will	be	displayed	next	to	the	
variable.	See	section	3.6 Working with typographies	for	more	information	
about	the	use	of	styles.

Available	detail	
styles

- The	styles	associated	with	the	Templates	and	available	for	use	in	the	vari-
able.	A	list	of	styles	with	checkboxes	is	displayed.	By	checking	the	styles	
that	should	be	made	available,	a	pulldown	menu	will	be	created	beneath	
the	variable	along	with	controls	for	inserting	styls.	See	section	3.6 Working 
with typographies	for	more	information	about	the	use	of	detail	styles.

cols iwNN Width	of	the	input	area	for	typing	the	content.

rows irNN Height	of	the	input	area	for	typing	the	content.

Default	value dDCONT Default	content	prepopulating	the	field	when	the	template	is	displayed.	If	
using	static/automatic	input	status	and	not	using	a	content	filter,	this	is	the	
data	inserted	for	proofing.

Selection	(pull-
down)

pSELECT Values	to	select	from	in	interface.	Type	in	a	manual	selection	separated	by	
“|”	(pipe)	or	the	name	of	a	saved	popupfile	preceded	by	“/”.	A	list	of	exist-
ing	files	is	shown	to	the	right	side	of	the	field	for	convenient	input.

Examples:	“selection1|selection2|selection3”	or	“/mypopupfile”.	The	
popupfiles	need	to	be	saved	into	the	popup	directory	inside	Accelerator’s	
setup	folder:	/usr/accelerator/setup/popups.	See	section	“5.1	Popups”		for	
more	information.

color selector - Create	a	color	selector	for	this	variable.	The	color	selector	is	a	set	of	name	
and	CMYK	color	pairs	that	will	be	displayed	in	the	interface	to	set	color	on	
the	variable.	The	selections	are	defined	as	a	list	separated	by	“;”	and	“|”:	
name1;color1|name2;color2|...,	example:	
“grey;0	0	0	.5|yellow;0	0	1	0|my	color;.1	.4	0	.3”
See	section	3.7 Working with custom colors	for	more	information	about	the	
use of color selectors. 

Link	to lNAME Link	this	variable	to	NAME.	Link	to	another	variable.

Horizontal	Offset hnn Horizontal	movement	for	link.	Negative	numbers	moves	the	text	to	the	left.

Vertical	Offset Vnn Vertical	movement	for	link.	Negative	numbers	moves	the	text	upwards.

The tag for aligning a 
paragraph is given 
as a VH where V is 

the vertical alignment 
(t,b,c) and H is the 

horizontal alignment 
(u,l,r,c,j)
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4.2.4	Image	variable	options

Attribute tAg description

Scale/Crop msp
one	instruc-
tion	is	
used for 
both	scale/
crop		and	
selection	
method. 

Start	with	
scale/crop	
followed	by	
selection	
method

Placement	options	for	the	image.	Options	are	“Select	by	user”,	“Scale	to	
box”,	“Crop	to	box”,	“Fill	box”	and	“Manual	size”.	See	“3.4.2 Placement of 
Image	variables	in	box”	for	full	description.	

In	the	tag,	use	mSP	and	replace	S	with	the	corresponding	scale/crop	
method:	u	(Select	by	user),s	(Scale	to	box),	c	(Crop	to	box),	f	(Fill	box)	or	m	
(Manual	size).

Selection	
method

Method	to	select	images	for	the	user.	Options	are	“Library”,	“Library	
select”,	“Library	select	recursive”,	“List	select”,	“Basket	select”,	“Upload”	
“Standard	Image”	and	“Standard	group	image”.	See	“3.4.1	Selection	of	
content	for	Image	variables”	for	full	description.

In	the	tag,	use	mSP	and	replace	P	with	the	corresponding	selection	
method:	l	(Library),p	(Library	select),	r	(Library	select	recursive),	f	(List	
select),	b	(Basket	popup),	u	(Upload),	s	(Standard	image)	or	g	(Standard	
group	image).

NOTE:	the	same	tag	is	shared	for	both	Scale/Crop	and	Selection	method.	

Example:	mcl	will	set	Scale/crop	to	c	(=crop)	and	Selection	method	to	l	(=library)
Example:	msu	will	set	Scale/crop	to	s	(=scale)	and	Selection	method	to	u	(=upload)

Image	Library	
path

- Library, Library select, Library select recursive, Standard image, Standard 
group image
For	selection	methods:	“Library”,	“Library	select”	and	“Library	select	re-
cursive”:	specifies	the	path	where	the	selection	should	be	made	from.	For	
selection	methods:	“Standard	image”	and	“Standard	group	image”:	speci-
fies	the	path	where	the	uploaded	image	is	saved	to.	If	no	path	is	selected	
the	default	(/us/accelerator/stdimg/)	is	used.

Pulldown	and	links	are	used	to	navigate	to	the	appropriate	folder.

Image	List	file - List Select
Specifies	the	file	where	the	selection	of	images	is	defined.

Default	image - Library, Library select, Library select recursive, Upload 
Default	image	to	be	used	for	the	variable.	Use	the	Pulldown	and	links	to	
select	image.

Allow	uploads	in	
image	browse	
window

au Library
When	using	an	image	browse	method,	allow	the	user	to	upload	new	im-
ages	into	the	browse	window.

Allow	selecting	
templates

- Library
When	using	an	image	browse	method,	control	if/how	the	user	should	be	
allowed	to	select	subtemplates.

Size	of	image	
name	display

- Library, Upload
Size	of	display	of	the	selected	image	name

Custom	text	on	
button

- Library, Upload 
Custom	text	instead	of	the	“Choose	image”	/	“Upload	image”	language	
texts.

Vertical	
alignment

aVh
one	instruc-
tion	is	used	
for	both	
horizontal	
and	vertical	
alignment.	

Start	with	
Vertical,	
followed	by	
Horizontal	
alignment

Vertical	alignment	options	when	placing	image.	Options	are	“Select	by	
user”,	“Top”,	“Bottom”	and	“Center”.	“Select	by	user	will	display	a	pull-
down	menu	for	dynamically	choosing	the	alignment.	See	“3.4.2 Placement 
of	Image	variables	in	box”	for	full	description.

In	tag,	use	aVH	and	replace	V	with	the	vertical	selection:	t	(top),	c	(Center),	
b	(bottom)	or	u	(User).

Horizontal	 
alignment

Horizontal	alignment	options	when	placing	image.	Options	are	“Select	by	
user”,	“Left”,	“Right”	and	“Center”.	See	“3.4.2	Placement	of	Image	vari-
ables	in	box”	for	full	description.

In	tag,	use	aHV	and	replace	H	with	the	horizontal	selection:	l	(Left),r	
(Right),	c	(Center)	or	u	(User).
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Attribute tAg description

NOTE:	the	same	tag	is	shared	for	both	Vertical	and	Horizontal	alignment.	

Example:	atj	will	set	Vertical	alignment	to	t	(=top)	and	Horizontal	alignment	to	j	(=justified)

Manual	image	
crop

cr Enable	the	manual	cropping	tool	for	the	variable	image.	

Minimum	image	
resolution

rresa Minimal	effective	resolution	to	be	accepted	for	the	image.	The	effective	
resolution	will	be	calculated	taking	into	account	crops	and	scaling	method	
as	well	as	the	image	box	size.

In	tag,	use	rRESa	where	res	is	replaced	with	the	resolution	(as	a	number)
and a	is	replaced	with	one	of	the	actions	below	(w	or	s)

Action	when	
below	image	
resolution

If	a	minimum	image	resolution	is	set,	this	action	will	decide	what	should	
happen	if	the	minimum	resolution	is	not	met:	w=warn	and	s=stop

Warn	user	about	
resolution

rresw Warn	-	A	user	can	still	select	and	use	an	image/crop/placement	method	
even	though	the	resolution	limit	is	not	met.	The	user	will	be	warned.

Prevent	from	
selecting/crop-
ping	image

rress Stop	-	A	user	cannot	make	the	selection	since	the	resolution	limit	is	not	
met.

NOTE:	the	same	tag	is	shared	for	min	resolution	and	action.	

Example:	r250w	will	set	minium	reolution	to	250	dpi	and	use	the	action	w(=warn)

Fill	Colors - Popup	definition	of	Fill	colors	to	apply	as	a	background	to	the	final	image	
area.	Define	the	popup	using	|	(pipe)	and	;	(semi-colon).	Pipes	separate	
the	options	and	semi-colon	the	name	to	be	displayed	and	the	color	to	be	
used.	Colors	are	defined	by	a	cmyk	blend	using	decimal	numbers	for	C	M	
Y	K	separated	by	a	space.
Example:	“|Grey;.5	.5	.5	0|Other;.5	0	.2	.3”	creates	a	pulldown	with	an	
empty	selection,	a	Grey	selection	(cmyk	.5	.5	.5	0)	and	an	Other	selection	
(cmyk	.5	0	.2	.3).

stroke colors - Popup	definition	of	stroke	colors	to	apply	on	a	line	around	the	final	image	
area.	Define	the	popup	using	|	(pipe)	and	;	(semi-colon).	Pipes	separate	
the	options	and	semi-colon	the	name	to	be	displayed	and	the	color	to	be	
used.	Colors	are	defined	by	a	cmyk	blend	using	decimal	numbers	for	C	M	
Y	K	separated	by	a	space.
Example:	See	fill	color

Stroke	Widths - Popup	definition	of	stroke	width	to	apply	as	a	line	around	the	final	image	
area.	Define	the	popup	using	|	(pipe)	and	;	(semi-colon).	Pipes	separate	
the	options	and	semi-colon	the	name	to	be	displayed	and	the	width	to	be	
used.
Example:	“|Thin;.25|Medium;1”	create	a	pulldown	with	an	empty	selection,	
a Thin	selection	(.25	point	line)	and	an	Medium	selection	(1	point	line).

Populate	fields	
from	Image	
data (read from 
Venture)

- Specify	the	relationship	between	any	fields	that	should	be	read	from	
Venture	on	the	selected	image	and	used	to	populate	variables	in	the	input	
form.	The	format	for	the	setup	is	a	semicolon-separated	list	of	relations	
specifying	the	name	of	the	Venture	field	followed	by	a	“>”	and	the	name	
of	the	Variable	where	to	map	the	data.	Example:	“VentureField1>Variable
1;VentureField2>Variable2”.	The	content	is	pulled	from	the	database	and	
populates	the	fields	as	soon	as	an	image	is	selected.	The	data	can	then	
be	updated	in	the	form.

Custom	made	keywords	and	variable	names	can	be	inserted	using	the	
pulldowns	provided	to	the	right	side	of	the	field.

Update	Image	
data	from	fields	
(Write	to	Venture)

- Specify	the	relationship	between	any	fields	that	should	be	updated	in	
Venture	on	the	selected	image	using	variables	from	the	current	template.	
The	format	for	the	setup	is	a	semicolon-separated	list	of	relations	specify-
ing	the	name	of	the	Venturefield	followed	by	a	“=”	and	the	name	of	the	
Variable	where	to	get	the	data.	Example:	“VentureField1=Variable1;Ventur
eField2=Variable2”.	Updating	the	Venture	database	fields	is	done	when	an	
order	is	placed.

Custom	made	keywords	and	variable	names	can	be	inserted	using	the	
pulldowns	provided	to	the	right	side	of	the	field.
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5 customizing dAtA input

In chapter 3 & 4, templates were created and configured. Using the different settings and 
instruction tags, the behaviour of the variables can be changed as well as the formatting of the 
input fields.

In this chapter, more detailed examples will be outlined and additional ways of altering and 
enhancing the input setup of the templates will be looked at.

5.1 selects

Selections can be made in three different ways: simple selection from interface, filebased selec-
tion and filebased selection that populate multiple fields.

The select can be displayed in two different ways depending on what style is being used for the 
user interface. From version 6.0 a new interface is introduced: “modern”. See section 6.2 Accel-
erator styles for more information about styles. In the “modern” interface a select is of a type that 
allows the user to type in characters to limit the select. Accelerator will display only those options 
that contain the input. The other styles display all values in the pulldown selection.

select	in	modern	style	allows	user	to	type	in	for	simplifed	selection

select	in	classic	style

5.1.1	Simple	select

In the “popup” section of the setup of a text or paragraph variable, enter the possible selections 
separated by “|” pipe.

 
 
Using	popups	simplifies	the	input.	Putting	a	“|”	at	the	beginning	of	the	line	adds	an	empty	choice.
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By combining the default value and the popup, the resulting popup can load with a preselected 
choice. The “|” at the start of the line results in an empty choice for the first selection.

By using “;” in the setup it is also possible to specify one value for the label of the pulldown and 
another for the value of the pulldown. Using this type of setup it is possible to hide longer values 
behind a shorter label on the popup as well as putting in a custom text on the empty selection 
(otherwise controlled by the selected language).

Label	and	content	specified	independently.

A special value can be set in the popup: “_other_”. By selecting this value, an input field opens 
up in the form.

 

Adding	an	“_other_”	option.

5.1.2	Filebased	selects

When the number of selections becomes big or if the selection should be used to set data into 
multiple fields, filebased popups are necessary.

A popupfile is saved to the popup directory inside Accelerator’s setup folder: /usr/accelerator/set-
up/popups. To use a popupfile type the name of the file preceded by a “/” or choose a file from 
the list to the right of the input field.

Example:  “/Countries” will point to

/usr/accelerator/setup/popups/Countries

It is possible to use subfolders within the popup folder to divide the files into groups. You cannot 
however, put the files in another location.

Select	a	file	using	list	to	the	right

Example:  “/ACME/MyPopupFile” will point to

/usr/accelerator/setup/popups/ACME/MyPopupFile
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A popupfile needs to be formatted with UNIX linefeeds (LF) and saved with ISO Latin 1 
encoding for Accelerator to properly read the file. Barebones BBEdit or TextWrangeler are two 
good editors that can be used. For more information see http://www.barebones.com.

Popupfiles can be saved with single entries for both labels and values or individual entries for 
labels and values separated by a tab. A popupfile can also have comments at the top. 
A comment line starts with the “#” character.

Example, single value

Afghanistan

Albania

Algeria

American Samoa

Andorra

Anguilla

Antarctica

Antigua and Barbuda

Argentina

...

Example, label and value + comments 

# this is a comment

# any line starting with a # will be ignored

# 

Select country  _nochoice_

Afghanistan  Afghanistan

Albania  Albania

Algeria  Algeria

American Samoa  American Samoa

Andorra  Andorra

Anguilla  Anguilla

Antarctica  Antarctica

Antigua and Barbuda  Antigua and Barbuda

Argentina  Argentina

Armenia  Armenia

...

Select	created	from	last	example	above.

There are two special tokens that can be used for values inside popupfiles: “_nochoice_” and 
“_other_”.

“_nochoice_” is used whenever the pre-selection needs to be empty. 

“_other_” is used when there is a need to have an option where the user can type in the value 
(see example in section 5.1.1 above).

Use UNIX linefeeds 
(LF) and ISO Latin 1 

encoding for popupfiles
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5.1.3	Filebased	selects	setting	multiple	fields

Another reason to use filebased selects is when data should be populated into multiple fields 
based on the selection made where the select has been defined.

A typical example would be to select a branch office from a branch list and based on the selec-
tion populate branch name, address and phone number. It is also possible to change images the 
same way.

When preparing a file to be used for multiple fields, the first line has a special meaning. It is used 
to define the relationships between the columns in the file and the fields to be populated. 

Viewing the file as a table separated by tabs, the first row describes the relationships and the fol-
lowing rows are the fields that will be used to populate. Just like a “normal” select, the file has to 
be tab-delimited and saved using Unix linefeeds and encoded as ISO Latin 1. 

Again looking at the file as a table, the first column is the label to be used on the select option 
and the second column is the value to be used for the field where the select is attached. Follow-
ing columns are the values to be set in the fields corresponding to the setup in the first line.

For Accelerator to be able to distinguish the file from other select files, the first two entries in the 
first row (the ones pointing to the label and the value of the field) need to be set to “*”. 

Example: Following fields should be set:

Branch, will be used to hold the select

•	 Phone

•	 Web

•	 Logo

•	 Popupfile
*  *  Phone  Web  Logo

Select branch  _nochoice_

Europe  ACME Europe  +44 1222 333444  www.acmeeurope.com  /Images/Logos/Logo_acme_europe.eps

Asia  ACME Asia  +60 603 2051-1320  www.acmeasia.com  /Images/Logos/Logo_acme_asia.eps

North America  ACME Inc  555.444.3333  www.acmeinc.com  /Images/Logos/Logo_acme_inc.eps  
 
Will make the following select:

Selecting	a	value	from	a	pulldown	populates	multiple	fields.
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Using this type of select file can be combined with setting input fields to “non-edit” or “hidden”. 
By doing so, the user will not be able to change the values populated from the popup. Which 
one to use, depends on what the preferred display is.

The relationships can point to field titles or tagids (ie ACCTGNNN). It is also possible to refer-
ence to fields that do not exist on the page, which means that files can be created and shared 
within several templates, even if not all the fields exist in all the templates.

5.1.4	Selects	for	paragraphs

Select files can be used for paragraphs as well as for texts. In the case of paragraphs, the text may 
include newlines. These have to be typed using escaped newlines: “\n”.

Example:

This is a text. 
It has three lines. 
Line three 

Should be written as

This is a text.\nIt has three lines.\nLine three

5.2 default content

There are several ways of loading default content into a template when it is loaded. Some are in 
the administration gui and some are based on reference files being saved to certain locations in 
the system much like the popupfiles.

5.2.1	Default	content	admin	gui	settings

Every variable has a default content setup. By typing in the default and saving, the data will be 
populated to the fields when the template form loads.

It is also possible to setup the user (or group) to keep a list of used values and have them au-
toload into the fields. This setting is available under section 7.1.3, user options.

A similar setting is available on the template itself under the local setting options (see 4.1.6, tem-
plate local setting options). This option, “Reuse last data for template” will (if checked) save data 
used to proof into the template. When loading the template, the last used data will be shown. By 
checking “... one data set per user” Accelerator will maintain the data as one setup per userlogin.

5.2.2	Using	default	files

In the Accelerator setup directory, there is a folder called defaults: /usr/accelerator/setup/defaults. 
By saving a default file into this folder and naming it as the username or groupname, Accelerator 
will will use the data in any template loaded, wherever there is a match on the variable title. 

Example: 

File “bilbo.baggins” saved into /usr/accelerator/setup/defaults 
User logs in as “bilbo.baggins”

Since the popup is 
populated in the form, 

it is not possible to set 
fields that are set to 
“static/automatic”. 

These will not be 
in the form
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The file looks like this:

Name  Bilbo Baggins

Cell  111.222.4444

Address1  Baggins Hill

Address2  Hobbiton

When loading a template that has any fieldnames matching the identifiers on the left side of the 
table in the file, the corresponding data will be populated into the field. 

Data	is	populated	from	file.

In addition to working with user specific files, it also possible to read data from a groupfile. 
A group defaultfile is saved to the same location as the userfile but named after the group as 
opposed to the user. User and group data is merged together, with any userdata overwriting 
groupdata if referenced to the same name.

Example: 

File “hobbits” saved into /usr/accelerator/setup/defaults 
User logs in as “bilbo.baggins” who is a member of the primary WebNative® group “hobbits”.

The file looks like this:

Phone  111.222.4444

Web  hobbits.acme.com

Logo  /Images/Logos/Logo_acme_hobbits.eps

 
Loading a template merges the userdata with the groupdata and populates any matching fields.

Data	is	populated	from	files	for	both	user	and	primary	group

 
A third type of file can be used to populate the data. In this file, it is possible to collect data for 
multiple users in one group into a single file. The file is saved in the same location and named 
groupname.tab. 
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The file is organized using data in columns and users in rows. First line specifies the fields to use 
and first entry is a “*”. Every row of data starts with the username and is followed by the data 
used in the different sections.

Example: 

File “hobbits.tab” saved into /usr/accelerator/setup/defaults 
User logs in as “bilbo.baggins” who is a member of the primary WebNative® group “hobbits”. 
He will then get the default values on the row starting with the name “bilbo.baggins”.

 
*  Name  Cell  Address1  Address2

bilbo.baggins  Bilbo Baggins  111.222.4444  Baggins Hill  Hobbiton

samwise.gamgee  Samwise Gamgee   3 Bagshot Row  Hobbiton 

Using	the	same	file	to	load	different	data	for	different	users	in	the	same	primary	group.

5.2.3	Loading	order	of	default	values

Since there are so many ways to prepopulate the data into a template the interal sequence of how 
the different sources are read are of importance. The data is loaded in the following order, values 
of the next source overriding the prior if using the same reference name. 

Some setups may produce unexpected results.

Loading order:

•	 template defaults
•	 group default file
•	 grouptab default file
•	 user default file
•	 used data from earlier templates in job
•	 remember data from template

5.2.4	Setting	values	other	than	data	from	default	files

In addition to setting data from default files, it is also possible to load email notification address 
as well as variable image placement libraries.

To set the email dynamically from the default files (user, group and group.tab) specify 
“CUMAIL” instead of a variable name and in the section where one would normally type the 
data, enter the desired email address.
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When loading the data intended for an image variable, it is possible to specify a path to the im-
age: “/Images/Logos/Logo_acme_hobbits.eps”. If different users instead require different places 
to select images from, that information can be passed from a default file (user, group or group.
tab). In the case of user or group files, the third column can be used to pass the information: 

Phone  111.222.4444

Web  hobbits.acme.com

Logo  /Images/Logos/Logo_acme_hobbits.eps  /Images/Logos

 
As for the group.tab file, data is organized in columns. The data has to be listed under the same 
column. Instead of placing the data in different columns, both the image path and the image se-
lection folder path, has to go into the same entry. To separate them, an escaped tab is used: “\t”: 

 
*  Name  Logo

bilbo.baggins  Bilbo Baggins  /Images/Logos/Logo_acme_hobbits.eps\t/Images/Logos

samwise.gamgee  Samwise Gamgee  /Images/Other_Logos/Logo_acme.eps\t/Images/Other_Logos

5.2.5	Defaults	for	paragraphs

Default files can be used for paragraphs as well as for texts. In the case of paragraphs, the text 
may include newlines. These have to be typed using escaped newlines: “\n”. See 5.1.4, Selects for 
paragraphs for an example.

5.3	 Reading	data	from	Venture

Data saved into the Venture database and attached to an image can be automatically loaded into 
fields when selecting an image. It can either be done at the time of selecting the image or when 
making a proof. 

5.3.1	Reading	data	from	Venture	when	placing	images

If the desired method is to populate data visibly during image selection, the setup needs to be 
made on the image variable where the data is attached. This method will allow the user to edit 
the text that has been brought in from the database.

In the “Populate fields from Image Data (Read from Venture)” section on the variable image, 
specify the relations between any fields that should be read from Venture on the selected image 
to the fields to be populated in the input form. The format for the setup is a semicolon-separated 
list of relations specifying the name of the Venturefield followed by a “>” and the name of the 
Variable where to put the data. 

Example:

“VentureField1>Variable1;VentureField2>Variable2”

 The content is pulled from the database and populates the fields as soon as an image is selected.
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Venture	databasefields	used	on	the	image.

Selecting	the	image	populates	the	right	fields	according	to	the	setup.

5.3.2	Reading	data	from	Venture	when	making	proof

If the desired method is to populate data “silently” when making a proof, the setup needs to be 
made on the variable where the data will be populated. This method will update the data from 
the current value in the database every time a proof is made, without any chance to change the 
data afterwards.

In the “Content filter” section, the text and paragraph variables that should be populated during 
proofing, are specified as to what fields should be read from the asset and to which image vari-
able fields they should be matched. The format for the setup is the content filter function “ven-
ture” specifying the name of the variable holding the selected image followed by the Venturefield 
to look at. Variable and field are separated by “;”. 

venture(MyImgVar;TheDBFieldName)
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Example: 

 
Selecting	the	image	does	not	populate	the	field	until	a	proof	has	been	made.

Since setting field data this way cannot be changed, the setup would normally be to select Static/
Automatic, non-edit or hidden for the receiving text variable.

5.3.3	Reading	multiple	data	from	Venture	when	making	proof

In addition to the method described in the previous section, there is also a way to read and 
generate data from several fields into a single paragraph field. The content filter function to use 
is “mventure”. It works in a way similar to the venture function but reads multiple fields and 
combines the keyword field names and the data from the keywords into a single string like:

Product Name = Lamp, Product Id = 1.234.567, Photographer = Donald Duck 

The function syntax is:

mventure(ImgVar;KeywordNames;pad1;pad2)

Where ImgVar is the name of the variable where the data should be read

KeywordNames is a list of database keywordnames separated by a comma: 
dbfield1,dbfield2,dbfield3 ... 

pad1 is the padding between each keywordname and data and pad2 is the padding used be-
tween the keywordsets. Note that there is no trailing pad after the last keywordset.

The function returns:

Keywname1 + pad1 + Keywdata1 + pad2 + Keywname2 + pad1 + Keywdata2 + ...

Assuming the image variable name Product Image, in the above example, the call is

mventure(Product Image;Product Name,Product Id,Photographer; = ;, )

And the return may be something like:

Product Name = Lamp, Product Id = 1.234.567, Photographer = Donald Duck 
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To use returns in the text one can enter the string “_nl_”

mventure(Product Image;Product Name,Product Id,Photographer;: ;_nl_)

Would instead create the text:

Product Name: Lamp
Product Id: 1.234.567
Photographer: Donald Duck 

By combining Typography styles and mventure with other content filter techniques it is possible 
to format the paragraph of text returned by mventure in more complex ways.

The list of keyword names can be specified in the content filter setup or be the result of a check-
box entry field.

Accelerator will use the user’s current database permission setup in case the list of fields is empty.  

For more information regarding content filters see section 5.5.2 below.

5.4	 Input	filters

When a user changes the value in a text variable input field, it is possible to run a javascript on 
the data in order to validate the input value. The script can also be used to change or set values 
in other fields.

Accelerator ships with a number of default filters and it is possible to add new filters to the sys-
tem. 

To specify an input filter, select the desired filter from the list. Some filters may require one or 
more arguments (see list below). If that is the case, add the arguments to the field adjacent to the 
popup menu.

Selecting	the	“Namecase”	filter	on	the	variable.	The	filter	has	no	arguments. 

Using	“Namecase”	filter	on	the	variable.	“bilbo	baggins”	is	validated	and	changed	to	“Bilbo	Baggins”.

Selecting	the	“AllowSelected”	filter	on	the	variable.	The	filter	will	only	allow	certain	characters.	 
As	an	argument,	the	allowed	characters	are	specified	in	the	field	to	the	right.

Input filters are 
only available for 

text variables
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Using	“AllowSelected”	filter	on	the	variable	with	“012345789.()-”	as	argument.	 
“070	-	123	4567”	is	validated	and	changed	to	“070-1234567”.

filter Arguments description

Allowselected Characters to 
be	allowed

Current	text	is	scanned	and	any	character	not	specified	in	the 
argument,	is	removed.

RemoveSelected Characters not 
allowed

Current	text	is	scanned	and	any	text	that	IS	in	the	“not	allowed	list”	
specified	in	the	argument	is	removed.

lowercase Current	text	is	scanned.	All	characters	forced	to	lowercase.

namecase Current	text	is	scanned.	Initial	character	of	word	is	forced	to	upper-
case	and	all	ensuing	characters	are	forced	to	lowercase.

NoEmail Trailing	text	beginning	with	a	“@”	is	removed.	Suitable	to	use	when	
email	address	domain	is	added	as	suffix	or	other	method.	

PriceComma Current	text	is	scanned	and	turned	into	a	two	digits	decimal	number.	 
A	comma	is	used	as	the	decimal	character.

PriceDot Current	text	is	scanned	and	turned	into	a	two	digits	decimal	number.	 
A	dot	is	used	as	the	decimal	separator.

round Prec;KDiv;	
Decimalchar

Current	text	is	scanned	and	rounded	as	a	decimal	to	Prec	(default	
0).	Further	it	is	formatted	using	KDiv	to	divide	each	thousand	(default	
space)	and	Decimalchar	(default	,)	as	decimal	character.

SwedishPhone Current	text	is	scanned	and	turned	into	a	Swedish	phone	number	
format.

usphone Current	text	is	scanned	and	turned	into	a	US	phone	number	using	
format:	(NNN)	NNN-NNNN.

usphonedot Current	text	is	scanned	and	turned	into	a	US	phone	number	using	
format:	NNN.NNN.NNNN.

USPhoneSpace Current	text	is	scanned	and	turned	into	a	US	phone	number	using	
format:	NNN	NNN	NNNN.

Uppercase Current	text	is	scanned	and	any	character	given	in	lowercase	will	be	
changed	to	uppercase.

cl_clickSample-
Filter

SAMPLE	filter	that	demonstrates	the	ability	to	have	a	filter	that	is	initi-
ated	by	clicking	on	the	input	field	instead	of	typing	in	data.	This	type	
of	filter	is	differentiated	from	others	by	the	leading	“cl_”	in	the	name.	
Using	this	filter	requires	knowledge	of	javascripting.

getFromSystem COMMAND This	filter	will	execute	the	COMMAND	string	supplied	as	an	argument	
with	a	javascript	“eval()”.	For	that	reason,	it	is	possible	to	for	example, 
to	capture	the	username	or	any	other	information	that	is	available	in	
the	window.	In	most	cases	it	is	desirable	to	use	this	filter	on	loading 
the	page	and	on	a	non-edit	field,	for	example,	to	capture	the	user-
name.	In	order	for	the	filter	to	run	on	open,	there	has	to	be	some	
default	data	in	the	field.	Any	data,	like	a	space,	can	be	used. 
Using	this	filter	requires	knowledge	of	javascripting.

getFromCookie Cookiename This	filter	will	read	the	current	value	of	the	cookie	“Cookiename”.
In	order	to	run	the	filter	when	the	page	is	loaded,	there	has	to	be	
a	default	value	set	on	the	variable.	This	value	will	be	replaced	by	
the	filter.
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filter Arguments description

setToCookie Cookiename This	filter	will	set	the	current	value	of	the	field	to	the	cookie	given	by	
“Cookiename”.
setToCookie	followed	by	getFromCookie	can	be	used	to	pass	specific	
values	between	templates.

lookupFromFile Filename;	
Field1;Field2...

This	filter	does	a	dynamic	lookup	in	a	flat	file	(Filename)	table	on	the	
server.	The	flat	file	needs	to	be	formatted	as	a	tab-delimited	file	with	
UNIX	line	breaks	and	encoded	as	ISO	Latin	1.	The	location	of	the	file	
needs	to	be	in	/usr/accelerator/setup/lookups.	The	data	in	the	field	
where	the	filter	is	applied	to	is	compared	to	the	first	column	of	the	file	
and	the	result	is	passed	into	the	fields	“Field1”,	“Field2”	and	so	on	
consecutively	based	on	the	columns	in	the	file.	Any	not	matched	field	
is	skipped.

only_A_to_z Fieldname Current	text	is	scanned	and	any	text	that	is	NOT	inside	the	range 
“A	to	Z”	is	removed.	The	Fieldname	argument	is	optional.	If	given 
the	result	will	be	set	to	the	field	with	name=”Fieldname”	instead	of 
replacing	the	value	of	the	original	field.

only_a_to_z Fieldname Current	text	is	scanned	and	any	text	that	is	NOT	inside	the	range 
“A	to	Z”	or	“a	to	z”	is	removed.	The	Fieldname	argument	is	optional. 
If	given	the	result	will	be	set	to	the	field	with	name=”Fieldname”	
instead	of	replacing	the	value	of	the	original	field.

only_a_to_z Fieldname Current	text	is	scanned	and	any	text	that	is	NOT	inside	the	range	“a	to	
z”	is	removed.	The	Fieldname	argument	is	optional.	If	given	the	result	
will	be	set	to	the	field	with	name=”Fieldname”	instead	of	replacing	the	
value	of	the	original	field.

only_normAscii Fieldname Current	text	is	scanned	and	any	text	that	is	NOT	a-z,	A-Z,	0-9,	“_”, 
“-”	or	“.”	is	removed.	The	Fieldname	argument	is	optional.	If	given 
the	result	will	be	set	to	the	field	with	name=”Fieldname”	instead	of	 
replacing	the	value	of	the	original	field.

isodate_yy Enforce	iso	date	format	YY-MM-DD

isodate_yyyy Enforce	iso	date	format	YYYY-MM-DD

jq_datePicker Format Will	open	up	a	jquery	date	browser	where	to	pick	a	date.	The	optional	
format	specifier	is	used	to	set	the	format	of	the	date	that	the	datePick-
er	inserts	when	date	is	selected.	
Following	formatters	can	be	used
		d	-	day	of	month	(no	leading	zero)
		dd	-	day	of	month	(two	digit)
		o	-	day	of	the	year	(no	leading	zeros)
		oo	-	day	of	the	year	(three	digit)
  D - day name short
		DD	-	day	name	long
		m	-	month	of	year	(no	leading	zero)
		mm	-	month	of	year	(two	digit)
  M - month name short
		MM	-	month	name	long
		y	-	year	(two	digit)
		yy	-	year	(four	digit)
		anything	else	-	literal	text

There	are	also	a	number	of	predefined	standard	date	formats	available
		ATOM	-	‘yy-mm-dd’	(Same	as	RFC	3339/ISO	8601)
		ISO_8601	-	‘yy-mm-dd’
		RFC_822	-	‘D,	d	M	y’	(See	RFC	822)
		RFC_850	-	‘DD,	dd-M-y’	(See	RFC	850)
		RFC_1036	-	‘D,	d	M	y’	(See	RFC	1036)
		RFC_1123	-	‘D,	d	M	yy’	(See	RFC	1123)
		RFC_2822	-	‘D,	d	M	yy’	(See	RFC	2822)
		RSS	-	‘D,	d	M	y’	(Same	as	RFC	822)
		W3C	-	‘yy-mm-dd’	(Same	as	ISO	8601)

sampleArgu-
ments

SAMPLE	filter	that	demonstrates	the	ability	to	have	a	filter	that	is	
passed	arguments.	Using	this	filter	requires	knowledge	of	javas-
cripting.

Note that input filters also will be run when the form loads in order to validate any data from 
defaults.
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Accelerator has the ability to use filters that are initiated by clicking on the input field instead of 
typing in data. This type of filter is differentiated from others by the leading “cl_” in the name. 
Naming the filter this way automatically makes the input field non-editable and adds the ability 
to trigger the filter by clicking on the field. “Clickstart” of an input filter is intended to be used 
for introducing external methods to capture, validate and deliver data.

5.5 Automated data

In addition to the already mentioned ways to use default values, input filters and so on, there are 
more ways to automate data generation when a user updates a proof in Accelerator. By using the 
input mode “Static/Automatic” on a variable, Accelerator is instructed to look at the default data 
or the content filter for the content to use.

5.5.1	Static

Using static variables, either by using the “s” instruction in the layout or by manually selecting 
the option in the admin interface, makes it possible to have components in the layout that can 
act as dynamic but not be changeable for the user. There are several reasons to use static vari-
ables:

•	 components that may need to be changed in the future, like a logo for example

•	 components that should be on proof but not on final PDF (see “Omit in final file”, 
section 4.2.1)

•	 non-changeable components that need to be part of blocks or links

 
 
Using	the	“s”	instruction	puts	the	name	in	the	default	content	and	sets	input	status	to	“Static/Automatic”.

5.5.2	Content	filters

Content filters are used to dynamically create content. The content filter setup is a string that 
concatenates several string compontents using the “&” character to “glue” the components 
together. The final string result is then used as content.

The different componentens can be either strings, variables, special tokens or calls to functions.

•	 A string is a regular string: abc123

•	 Variables are names or tagids for variables in the template: My Var, ACCTG005

•	 Special tokens are tags with special meaning: templ.file, user.name, _amp_

•	 Functions are Accelerator specific functions: first(), replace(), .. 

There is currently 
no way to send the s 

instruction and default 
data for an image 

variable in the layout
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Parameters for functions are separated by “;”. Arguments can be pointers to other variables and 
strings. It is not possible to use nested function calls (i.e. calling functions and arguments to 
functions). However, a function can call a variable that in turn is calculated by a function. 

Examples of content filters: 

Filter: ACCTG004
Effect: Will use the value from ACCTG004 as content

Filter: user.name&_&templ.job
Effect: Will use the user’s login name and template filename 
  separated by a “_” 

 
Filter: left(Name; )&@acmeinc.com
Effect:  Will use the value from variable Name up to first space 
  and add the string “@acmeinc.com”
 
Filter: lookup(Custcode;codedata;2)
Effect: Will open the file /usr/acceleator/setup/lookups/codedata and lookup  
  the row starting with the value from the field Custcode. It then  
  returns the second column (treating the file as tab-delimited).

The table below lists the tokens that can be used.

token inserted content

_amp_ “&”	character

_nl_ newline	character

templ.file Path	to	template

templ.job Filename	of	template

job.id Unique	identifier	(4	digits)

user.name User	loginname

user.group Primary	group	of	user

user.ip IP address of user

session.id Session

The table below lists all of the functions that can be used. Arguments to a filter are passed within 
“(“ and “)” and separated by “;”. 

In the table below, STR can be a static string or the name of a Variable or the Tagid of a variable. 
VAR refers to a variable name or Tagid and FILE to a filename. N is a number.

function Arguments description

left STR;MARK;incl Get	the	string	from	STR,	up	to	the	first	MARK.	If	"incl",	also	include	
the	MARK.

Example:	left(NAME;	)	-	return the left section of the variable NAME up 
to the first space	-	with	NAME=”Bilbo	Baggins”,	result	is	“Bilbo”	

right STR;MARK;incl Get	the	string	from	STR,	from	the	last	occurence	of	MARK.	If	"incl",	
also	include	the	MARK.

first STR;N Get	the	first	N	characters	from	STR.

last STR;N Get	the	last	N	characters	from	STR.

Use a simple content 
filter to repeat the  

data from one input  
to multiple fields. 

Just specify the field to 
copy data from
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function Arguments description

from STR;N Get	all	characters	from	position	N	in	STR.

ps VAR Get	content	from	VAR	with	prefix	and	suffix	appended

p VAR Get	prefix	from	VAR.	
Returns	empty	string	if	VAR	is	empty	even	if	there	is	a	prefix	set

s VAR Get	suffix	from	VAR.	
Returns	empty	string	if	VAR	is	empty	even	if	there	is	a	suffix	set

lookup STR;FILE;POS Get	string	from	tab-delimtted	file	FILE.	Match	first	column	with	STR	
and	return	column	POS.	FILE	is	the	name	of	the	file	inside	/usr/accel-
erator/setup/lookups.	If	FILE	contains	a	row	starting	with	"default"	that	
row	will	be	used	as	a	match	in	case	STR	is	not	matched.

Example:	lookup(FID;Franchisees;2)	-	return the data from the second 
column in file /usr/accelerator/setup/lookups/Franchisees when data 
from variable FID is found in first column

See	input	filter	lookupFromFile,	Section	“5.4	Input	Filters”

venture PATH;DBFIELD Get	string	from	venture	database	keyword	DBFIELD	associated	with	
PATH.	Normally	PATH	would	be	the	name	of	a	variable	image	but	
can	also	be	a	hardcoded	path.	DBFIELD	can	also	be	passed	in	as	a	
variable	field	making	it	possible	to	dynamically	choose	what	database	
field	to	read	from.

mventure PATH;
DBFIELDS;
PAD1;PAD2

Get	string	from	venture	database	keyword	list	DBFIELDS	associated	
with	PATH.	Normally	PATH	would	be	the	name	of	a	variable	image	but	
can	also	be	a	hardcoded	path.	
DBFIELDS	is	a	commaseparated	list	of	keyword	fieldnames.	It	can	
also	be	passed	in	as	a	variable	field	making	it	possible	to	dynamically	
choose	what	database	fields	to	read	from.	A	checkbox	text	entry	can	
easily	be	formatted	as	a	commaseparated	list.	
PAD1	is	inserted	between	each	keyword	name	and	data	value	(default	
is	“=”)
PAD2	is	inserted	in	between	each	keyword	name	/	data	pair	(default	is	
newline)
Keyword	name	1	+	PAD1	+	Keyword	data	1	+	PAD2	+	Keyword	name	
1	+	PAD1	+	Keyword	data	1	+	PAD2	...

replace STR;TOKENn;	
VARn;..

Replace	all	TOKENs	in	STR	with	current	data	in	VARs.	STR	can	point	
to	another	variable	or	be	left	out.	If	left	out,	the	filter	will	use	the	default	
content	from	the	variable	where	the	filter	is	attached.	Up	to	10	pairs	of	
tokens/vars	can	be	used.

Example:	replace(;_RATE_;Rate;_LENGTH_;Leaseterm)	-	return the 
the data from default where all instances of “_RATE_” has been re-
placed with value in Variable Rate and all instances of _LENGTH_ has 
been replaced with value from variable Leaseterm.

With	default	“The	rate	_RATE_	is	applicable	when	term	is	_LENGTH_“	
and	variables:	Rate=“3.5%“	and	Leaseterm=”15	months”	this	content	
filter	will	return	“The	rate	3.5%	is	applicable	when	term	is	15	months	“

replace STR;FILE Open	tab-delimited	FILE.	For	every	line	in	the	file,	replace	all	occur-
renses	of	TOKEN	(first	column)	in	STR	with	VAR	(second	column).	
STR	may	point	to	another	variable	or	be	left	out.	If	STR	points	to	the	
variable	where	the	filter	is	run	from,	it	will	use	the	default	content	as	
the	source.	The	data	to	be	used	as	a	starting	point	can	also	be	passed	
inside	FILE.	On	a	new	line,	add	the	Token	"DEFAULT"	and	on	the	sec-
ond	column	type	the	data.	Any	newlines	need	to	be	encoded	as	"\n".	
FILE	has	to	be	saved	inside	the	folder	/usr/accelerator/setup/lookups.

date FORMAT;	 
OFFSET

Creates	a	string	from	the	current	date.	FORMAT	is	the	formatter	to	be	
used.	The	FORMAT	follow	the	UNIX/C	standard	(see	appendix).	If	not	
format	is	specifed,	the	filter	will	default	to	"%Y-%m-%d"	(2009-01-31).	
OFFSET	is	an	optional	argument	to	add	an	offset	to	the	current	date.	It	
can	be	given	in	days,	hours	and	minutes	-	days:hours:minutes.

hascont VAR1;VAR2;..
VARn;Cont_
true;Cont_false

Test	if	variables	VAR1,	VAR2,	..	up	to	VARn	has	content.	If	true,	use	
content	Cont_True	else	use	Cont_false.
Variables	can	be	preceded	by	!	to	invert	the	logic
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function Arguments description

if CONDITION;	
STR1;STR2

If	CONDITION	is	true,	STR1	will	be	used,	else	STR2.	The	CONDITION	
can	be	a	comparison	between	a	variable	and	a	text	or	a	test	for	the	
length	of	a	variable.	Conditions	are	described	below.

VAR==STR		True	if	value	in	VAR	equals	STR.	STR	can	be	static	string	
or	another	variable	name.

VAR!=STR		True	if	value	in	VAR	is	not	equal	to	STR.	STR	can	be	static	
string	or	another	variable	name.

VAR<N		True	if	length	of	VAR	is	less	than	N

VAR>N	True	if	length	of	VAR	is	more	than	N

N1<VAR<N2	True	if	length	of	VAR	is	more	than	N1	NAD	less	than	N2

See Example 5.5.4

round STR;PREC;	
THMARK;DEC

Rounds	STR	as	a	decimal	using	the	precision	PREC.	It	formats	the	re-
sulting	string	using	THMARK	as	a	marker	between	groups	of	thousand	
and	uses	DEC	as	the	decimal	point.	All	arguments	are	optoinal	except	
STR.	Default	values	are	PREC=0,	THMARK	none,	DEC=",".	Negative	
values	on	PREC	rounds	to	10	(-1),	100	(-2)	and	so	on.

Example:	round(PRICE;2;	;.)	- format the value in variable PRICE using 
two decimals, a space between thousands and a dot as demical point.

PRICE=”2500”	prints	as	2	500.00,	PRICE=”70.5”	prints	as	70.50

calc EXPRESSION; 
PREC;	
THMARK;DEC

Calculates	EXPRESSION,	rounds	and	formats	the	result	as	round().	
The	simplified	calculation	is	performed	from	left	to	right	and	does	
not	use	normal	math	precedence.	The	expression	can	use	any	of	the	
normal	math	operators	+,	-,	*	and	/.	Any	value	from	another	variable	is	
substituted	for	the	actual	value	put	into	the	field.

Example:	VAR1*VAR2+100/VAR3

VAR1	is	multiplied	by	VAR2.	100	is	added	and	the	total	is	 
divided	by	VAR3.

VAR1=	10,	VAR2=2,	VAR3=6	->	CALC	return	20

register DBFIELD Retrieve	the	DBFIELD	from	InAlias	registration	for	the	user.	Can	only	
be	used	if	user	has	registered	through	InPress	System’s	InAlias	 
product.

makepar PAD1;PAD2;	
VAR1;VAR2;..
VARn

Makes	a	paragraph	by	concatenating	VAR1..VARN.	PAD1	and	PAD2	
are	used	before	and	after	each	string,	only	if	there	is	content	in	the	
variable:
		PAD1	+	VAR1	+	PAD2	+	PAD1	+	VAR2	+	PAD2	....
  PAD1 has no default
		PAD2	defaults	to	\n
To	include	newlines	in	pads,	use	“_nl_”

makepar2 n;	PAD1;PAD2;	
VAR1;VAR2;..
VARn

Makes	a	paragraph	by	concatenating	VAR1..VARN.	Combine	n	vari-
ables	with	data	(skipping	any	empties)	using	PAD1	and	end	the	“line”	
with	PAD2.Then	repeat	for	n	groups	of	variables	again	until	all	vari-
ables	have	been	used.
  PAD1 has no default
		PAD2	defaults	to	\n
To	include	newlines	in	pads,	use	“_nl_”
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function Arguments description

pad PADSTRING;	
WIDTH

Repeat	PADSTRING	for	WIDTH
Used	to	write	a	string	that	should	“fill”	a	certain	width.	
Example.	The	dots	in	the	following	line
Product	name	.................	X.XX

PADSTRING	is	a	string	of	characters.	Example:	.		(a	dot)
WIDTH	is	the	witdth	which	can	include	other	variables	and	mathemati-
cal	expressions	that	will	be	interpreted	one	at	a	time.
Example:	7.3062in-Price	1-Item	1*1.15)
7.3062in	will	be	converted	to	points.	
Width	of	content	in	variable	Price	1	will	then	be	deducted.	
Width	of	content	in	variable	Item	1	will	then	be	deducted.
Current	value	will	then	be	multiplied	by	1.15.
The	resulting	width	will	then	be	filled	with	the	chosed	padstring.

qr TYPE;ADV;	
COLOR;	
BGCOLOR;	
STRING1;	
STRING2;
STRINGn;

Use on image variable only
Create	a	QR	code	of	type	TYPE	from	STRING.

ADV:	Specify	utf-8	to	convert	data	in	qrcode	to	utf-8.	Note	that	the	
type	vcard	will	automatically	convert	to	utf-8.

Color	can	be	set	to	COLOR	and	background	to	BGCOLOR.	Colors	
are	CMYK	or	RGB	blends	(C	M	Y	K	or	R	G	B).	Default	is	transparent	
background	and	black	code.

TYPE	can	be	url,	email,	tel,	sms,	mms,	vcard,	mecard	and	determine	
how	STRINGs	are	interpreted.	If	type	is	left	empty,	STRING1	will	be	
used	as	is	to	generate	a	QR	Code.	
STRINGs	required:
vcard:	Name;Lastname	(optional);Title;Company;Phone;Email;Web;Ad
dress	(or	three	different	fields	for	addresses)
mecard:	Name;Lastname	(optional);Phone;Email;Address	(or	three	dif-
ferent	fields	for	addresses)
sms:	Cell	phone	number;Message

Example:	qr(url;;1	.9	.1	0;;Website)	will	generate	a	blue	QR	code	point-
ing	to	the	URL	in	the	Website	variable

qr QRTEMPLATE;
ADV;COLOR;	
BGCOLOR;	
STRING1;	
STRING2;
STRINGn;

Use on image variable only
Create	a	QR	code	of	From	qrcode-template	QRTEMPLATE

Accelerator	expects	QRTEMPLATE	to	be	saved	as	a	UNIX-lf	file	inside		
/usr/accelerator/setup/qrtemplates

The	QRTEMPLATE	fileformat	is	similar	to	email	and	report	templates	
using	the	#token#	denotation	when	interpreting	the	template.
Use	#arg1#,	#arg2#	etc	to	refer	to	the	STRING1,	STRING2,	..	argu-
ments	given	to	the	function.

Example:	qr(My-vcard;utf-8;;;Name;Title;Phone;Email)	
will	generate	a	blue	QR	code	using	the	custom	qrcode	template	My-
vcard	using	the	data	from	variables	listed	as	arguments	and	converted	
to utf-8.

Sample	layout	for	a	custom	qr-code	template

BEGIN:VCARD
VERSION:4.0
N:#arg1#
ORG:Acme	Industries	Inc.
TITLE:#arg2#
TEL;;TYPE=work:#arg3#
TEL;;TYPE=voice,cell:#arg4#
URL:http://www.inpress.se
EMAIL:#arg6#
ADR:;;Street	1,	City
END:VCARD
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5.5.3	Using	“input	only”	fields

Using the option “input only” for fields is usually done for one of two reasons: capturing data 
that will be needed with the specific files or capturing data to be used in content filters.

Since most content filters are designed to read data from one field and show in another, the abil-
ity to create a variable that does not show up on the page is very useful. It can be used for things 
like capturing a Code that is used to lookup data for other fields, or receiving data that will be 
used in one of several other fields based on logics.

In the following subchapters, examples are outlined using content filters to create solutions for 
certain typical applications

From version 6 it is possible to add “input only” fields to templates made from InDesign. See 
section 4.1.3 for more information. 

5.5.4	Example:	Altering	typesize	to	fit	textarea

Changing size of text based on number of characters in the user input.

To use this feature, four different paragraph variables will be needed. Three variables (Par_14pt, 
Par_12pt and Par_10pt) all have different font sizes/line spacings and will be used for the out-
put. One is setup for input only (Par_Input) and will be used to capture the text. Each of the 
output variables will get its content based on content filters applied.

Create the three output paragraphs in the desired location on the page. Note that they need to 
be on top of each other since the starting location will be the same. The content filters will make 
sure that they are not used at the same time. The location of the input paragraph is not impor-
tant since it will not be shown on the page.

 
Three	paragraphs	placed	at	the	same	location.	Only	one	will	be	used	at	any	one	time.

Print the Template through the Accelerator spooler and open it in Accelerator admin. The pre-
view of the template show all three of the paragraphs at the same time. That can be changed at a 
later stage using the “update preview” options.

The	template	has	three	normal	variables	and	one	Input	only.
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Open the template through the admin utility and edit the Par_10p variable. Change the input 
status to “Static/automatic” and enter a content filter:

Par_10p Content filter: if(Par_Input>280;Par_Input;)

The way to interpret this “if ” content filter is:

if length of text in Par_Input is more than 280 characters long, use content from 
Par_Input in this field, otherwise print nothing.

Note that the names of variables are case sensitive. Also note that no extra spaces should be in 
the function and that the “;” at the end is important since the filter needs to know to put an 
empty string if the logic is false.

In the same way, change the input status to “Static/automatic” and use the following content 
filter for the Par_14p variable:

Par_14p Content filter: if(Par_Input<180;Par_Input;)

The way to interpret this “if ” content filter is:

if length of text in Par_Input is less than 180 characters long, use content from 
Par_Input in this field, otherwise print nothing.

The last field is Par_12p. In this case a range is needed:

Par_12p Content filter: if(179<Par_Input<281;Par_Input;)

The way to interpret this “if ” content filter is:

if length of text in Par_Input is more than 179 and less than 281 characters 
long, use content from Par_Input in this field, otherwise print nothing. 

 
Template	has	three	static/automatic	variables	that	will	not	show	up	in	the	form.

 
Only	the	Par_Input	variable	shows	in	the	form.
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Entering	more	than	280	characters	causes	the	data	to	be	used	in	the	Par_10pt	variable.

 
Entering	less	than	180	characters	causes	the	data	to	be	used	in	the	Par_14pt	variable.

5.5.5	Example:	Changing	text	within	a	predefined	paragraph

Changing certain words inside an otherwise predefined paragraph.

In several cases it is interesting to have a predefined text where some words are changed dynami-
cally and allowing a user to change only those words. One example is a Legal text that appears 
as part of an ad. The legal text is in most cases static but a few words may need changing. Those 
words are embedded in the text and some of them occur more than once.

One way to deal with this would be to have a paragraph with default text that the user can 
change accompanied with some instructions. However, this approach is a bit prone to error since 
it is easy to make mistakes typing and may be hard to “catch” the errors in the softproof.

A solution to this situtation is to use a “replace” content filter along with a number of “input 
only” variables to collect the information that needs to be inserted into the legal text.

To use this solution, the output paragraph “Legal” will need to be created as well as many input 
only variables that will be used inside the text. In this example, we will use the “input only”  
variables: “Rate”, “Months”, “Deposit”.
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A	normal	paragraph	and	three	“input	only”	variables	to	collect	the	words	that	need	replacing.

Setup the “Legal” Paragraph variable using the Accelerator admin. The text that should be in the 
paragraph is typed into the default area. For the words within the text that should be dynamic, 
use placeholders that can be identified in the content filter: “_RATE_”, “_MONTHS_” and 
“_DEPOSIT_”. The placeholders are referred to as “tokens”.

The “replace” filter takes at least three arguments: Sourcetext and a token/variable pair. The 
sourcetext is the name of the variable where to read the text. If the source is the name of the vari-
able where the filter is applied, the text from default content will be used. If the source is another 
variable, its content will be used.

The token/variable pairs are the different tokens that should be replaced along with the associ-
ated variables where the data should be pulled from.

Legal Content filter: 
replace(Legal;_RATE_;Rate;_MONTHS_;Months;_DEPOSIT_;Deposit)

Deafult	text	with	tokens	and	the	accompanying	replace	content	filter.

Using	a	default	text	and	a	replace	function	as	content	filter.
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5.5.6	Example:	Creating	a	QR	Code

One common use for QR Codes is to embed Contact information in a QR code that can be 
read from a business card. In this example we make a business card that has two pages. Page one 
is the normal data and page 2 has an image variable that will hold the QR Code. Note that Ac-
celerator will automatically create the graphic element that make up the QR Code and place it as 
an image.

The template looks like below.

Page	1	of	the	template.	Defining	the	fields	that	will	be	used	to	create	the	QR	Code

Page	2	of	the	template.	The	image	variable	will	be	used	to	hold	the	QR	Code

The image variable QRContact needs to be set to static/automatic and get its content from a 
content filter. The default image variable options : scale and align (center/center) will work fine 
since we want to place the QR code in the boxes and center them.

The type used for the qr code is mecard. mecard is a compact version of vcard that need Name, 
Lastname, Phone, Email and Adress information. Lastname is optional. If the Lastname field is 
empty, Name will be assumed is of form Firstname Lastname and used instead. Address can be 
given as three separate fields or as a single field. In this example we also choose to make the QR 
Code into a orange color of 70% Magenta, 100% yellow and 10% Black. For that reason we 
enter the cmyk color blend 0 .7 1 .1

The	three	setups	that	are	important	for	creating	QR	Codes:	Input	status,	Scale	and	alignment	and	Content	filter

A sample run of the template will create the following:
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Input	of	data

Showing	proof	of	page	2.

Since the QR code image created is of vector type, the Final Pdf will render the QRCode with 
full resolution.
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Pdf	version	of	page	2.

See the table in section 5.5.2 for more information on the setups for qrcodes.

5.6	 Checkbox	input

For text variables it is possible to setup the input as a number of checkbox values to select from 
in the interface. The checkbox values are patched together using an optional and definable “pad” 
text. The number of boxes possible to check can also be defined.

In the checkbox field, type in the possible selections separated by “^”. After the values type a “;” 
and add the “padding text” you want to appear betwen the selections. After padding text it is 
also possible to specify (separated by “;”) the maximum number of selections.

Example: 

“ABC^DEF^GHI^JKL^MNO;	•	;3”	will	give	five	selections:	“ABC”,	“DEF”,	“GHI”,	“JKL”	
and “MNO”. It is not possible to select more than a maximum of three selections.

Checkbox	setup	with	five	options

Using	the	checkboxes	creates	a	text	built	up	by	the	checkbox	data	and	padded	with	“	•	“.

The	result	of	entering	data	by	checkbox
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5.7	 Working	with	Input	Groups

The variables in an InDesign-based template can be organized into logical “input groups”. The 
group can either be passed in the variable tag or be edited from the admin GUI.

Any variable in the template can be added to an input group. To create a new group from the 
admin GUI type in a new name on a group and save the variable. When there are groups created 
for the template, a dropdown is shown next to the field in the variable edit from which a selec-
tion can be made. 

Typing	in	a	new	input	group

Selecting	from	already	added	input	groups

It is also possible to select and save input groups for any number of variables from the main tem-
plate overview page. From the main page, no new groups can be added. Note that input groups 
are not shown in the main template page until one or more groups have been added.

Editing	input	groups	from	main	template	page.	

If the template is a multipage template, the page numbers can be used as a base to create input 
groups. Click the “Make input groups from pages” (only displayed on Indesign templates with 
multiple pages) button and an area where to decide how the names should be created is dis-
played. It is possible to add a text preceding the actual page number.

Creating	input	groups	from	pagenumbers	using	the	prefix	“Page	“	before	each	page	number
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Input	groups	“Page	1”	and	“Page	2”	have	been	added	and	assigned	to	the	variables.

For a set of input groups to have any effect, an input group method needs to be applied. The 
method is chosen on the main template page and can be either “Step by step” or “Select group”.

Selecting	the	input	group	method	to	use.

5.7.1	“Step	by	step”	Input	Group	method

“Step by step” will make the input process sequential, turning the interface into a step-by-step 
process where the user needs to go through all the groups before making a proof. Any variables 
not in a group will be assigned to the “last group”.

This method of using the input groups is suitable for dividing a large number of variables into 
multiple steps for a better overview. The steps can for example be per page (if the template is 
multipage) or in a logical order (like the below example using one product per group).

Example: Setting up a Catalogue page into input groups - one group per product.

The template´s variables are divided into the groups: Product 1, Product 2, Product 3 and Prod-
uct 4. The remaining variables will automatically be appended to a “last group”.
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Setting	up	the	groups	and	selecting	the	“Step	by	step”	method.

When launching the template, only the first group will be visible and no “Create proof” button. 
The user steps through the different groups and inputs the data. When getting to the last group, 
the “Create Proof” button will be displayed.

First	group	=	Product	1
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Second	group	=	Product	2

Last	group,	where	proof	can	be	made

When the proof has been made, the user is automatically directed back to first group again if he 
wants to edit again.

5.7.2	“Select	group”	Input	Group	method

“Select group” will make the input process into a selection, turning the interface into several 
optional layouts using the variables applied to a certain group. Any variables not in a group will 
be active no matter which group has been selected.

This method of using the input groups is suitable when several optional layouts/fields are to be 
used in the same template. An example would be a product sheet where the layout can be either 
one or two images. Depending on the selection by the user, certain fields would be used and the 
other kept empty.
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Example: Setting up a Catalogue page into input groups - one group per product.

The template´s variables are divided into the groups: Single Image, Two Images and No Image. 
Some variables are not in any group at all.

Setting	up	the	groups	and	selecting	the	“Select	group”	method.

When launching the template, the first group will be shown along with the non-assigned vari-
ables. This selects the group to use, enter the data and proofs. Using different groups will create 
different layouts.
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Selecting	“Single	Image”	selects	certain	fields	to	create	a	specific	layout.

Selecting	“Two	Images”	selects	other	fields	to	create	another	layout.
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5.8	 Using	subtemplates

Accelerator can handle PDFs as variable images. Using that capability it is possible to place 
output from one template into another, i.e. create a page from Accelerator and place that page in 
another template as an image.

The Accelerator imagebrowser will automatically recognize a template when browsing for im-
ages. If a template is selected when browsing for a variable image, a “child template” will open 
and allow the user to dynamically create the pdf that in turn is placed into the “parent template”.

Example:

Consider a template that has placeholders for several ads like the one below:

Each ad (Ad 1, Ad 2, Ad 3 and Ad 4) can have different layouts; by setting up many Accelerator 
variables it would be possible to make all the work within one template. Using that approach can 
work but will create a complicated template that may be hard to use. By viewing the Ads instead 
as separate templates and using subtemplates, it is possible to supply a number of different ad 
types making it easier to use while supplying more options. It is also easy to create new subtem-
plates for the ads as neeeded without affecting the current layout.

The ad images (Ad 1, Ad 2, Ad 3 and Ad 4) are all setup to use image library (the same or differ-
ent libraries depending on the needs). A varitey of ad templates are created that will fit nicely in 
the ad areas. These subtemplates can in turn be setup to use both images and text and are placed 
in a folder. Using the main (parent) template and selecting subtemplates work like this:
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1. Go to select an ad in the main template

2. Select the ad to use, just like selecting an image.

3. The window updates to present the selected template

4. Enter data, select images and proof the subtemplate. Then select to place the subtemplate in 
the main template.
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5. The subtemplate is rendered to PDF and saved to the main template. Repeat for all the ads 
and proof the main template.
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5.9	 Using	subsections	in	input

Working with InDesign based templates it is possible to create sections in the interface by as-
sociating sections of different types to variables. Each section divider will be added before the 
variable. There are 5 types of subsections: Short text and line, Short line and text, Line, Line with 
margin and Main section. Following is a sample showing all setups along with the resulting dis-
play:

1

2

3

4

5

Configuring	the	sections

1

2

3

4

5

Text	to	the	left	and	
a	line	to	the	right

Line	to	the	left	and	
a	text	to	the	right

A	line	only

A	line	only,	but	with	
more	spacing

Header	text	to	the	
left	above	a	line

Resulting	interface
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5.10	 Working	with	template	bundles

Accelerator 7.0 adds the ability to bundle several templates together using one template as the 
Master and the other as Secondary templates. The user inputs data in the Master and is present-
ed wiht proofs for all the bundle templates before confirming and ordering. All bundle templates 
are created in the final output.

The feature can be used to create product “Bundles” or “Variations” For example, a user may 
order a set of different “products” represented by different PDF.s or when ordering an ad, there 
may be several variations on the ad created at the same time.

Some important notes regarding bundles:

•	 Data matching between Master and Secondary templates use the variable title

•	 Since the Master template controls the input, make sure all the variables needed are de-
fined in the Master

•	 A proof is generated for each secondary template which mean that the proofing time will 
be longer.

•	 A designated bundle master cannot be used without triggering the bundle.

•	 A bundle secondary template can be used by its own as well.

•	 A user only need access to the master in order to use the bundle.

•	 Bundled templates are defined by the path. Do not move the secondary templates after 
adding to the bundle.

To create a bundle, go to the template that will be the master. Note that as soon as a bundle 
is created the master will always act as a bundle master. Click the “create bundle” button. In 
the screen that follow, select volume and template and add. Repeat for all secondary templates 
needed to make up the bundle:

Adding	the	first	secondary	file.

Keep	adding.	The	admin	suggests	templates	from	the	same	volume	but	volume	can	be	changed.

Main	template	page	show	selected	secondary	templates	and	create	bundle	change	to	edit.

Use the “Edit bundle” button to go back and edit the bundle.

Proofing and ordering the bundle:
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All	bundled	templates	are	proofed	with	the	data	from	the	first	template	and	the	user	needs	to	step	through	the	secondary	
template	proofs	before	ordering.

The	bundle	appear	as	one	item	in	the	order.
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6 WorkfloW

Accelerator has many workflow options. It is for example possible to control what happens to 
the files created, how notifications are sent, reporting on orders and writing back information 
to the Venture database. Using the workflow options it is also possible to create the orderform 
displayed to the user when ordering as well as fine tuning the behaviour of the ordering process. 

To setup the workflow, select the “User” tab. In the form displayed, it is possible to type in the 
user or groupname to be configured in the input field or to scroll and select in the list. Typing 
into the field, will also auto-select a user or group in the list.

By changing the popup menu to the right, it is possible to show users, groups or users and 
groups in the selection window.

When a user has been selected, click the “Modify Accelerator” button to change the configura-
tion. The “Reset Accelerator” will remove the usersetting for the selected user or group. 

Select	a	user	and	click	Modify.

When a user or group is configured for the first time, it is possible to copy a setting from an 
existing user or group. 

The	first	time	a	user	is	configured,	it	is	possible	to	copy	another	setup.
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6.1	 User	and	group	setups

Accelerator controls most of the workflow by user or WebNative® primary groups. When using 
Accelerator the primary group of WebNative® is checked and Accelerator configurations from 
the user and the group will be retrieved.

For any user, a “private” configuration will override any group configuration. That means that 
if a user has both his own Accelerator configuration and belongs to a primary group that has an 
Accelerator configuration, the user configuration will override the group.

When selecting “Modify Accelerator” for a user that already has a configuration from the Pri-
mary group, the interface will display a warning.

 
 
A	warning	is	displayed	when	a	group	setup	is	already	in	effect	for	a	user.

The same type of information is displayed when editing the user/group setup. 

 
 
A	warning	is	displayed	when	a	user	has	both	a	group	and	user	setup.

Several features in the aBiz tab take advantage of the fact that a user is part of a Primary Group 
and that configuration can be done on both the user and the group.

The following subchapters (6.1.1 - 6.1.7) discuss the setups that can be done on each subtab on 
the user/group configuration. Some of the tabs will show different options depending on the 
style that has been chosen for the user/group since the styles offer different workflows.

Each setting is described in more detail in tooltips that show when hovering over the title to the 
left of the setting or when changing the setup:

     
Tooltips	for	more	information	about	the	setting
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6.1.1	Display

The “Display” tab contains setups related to the display of the Accelerator interface. Some setups 
are “look & feel” related only, while some affect the workflow, like selection of style and order-
form. 

The	Display	tab	with	modern	style	selected	and	with	some	custom	configuration	examples.

The table below lists all options on the Display tab. If the setup is specific to any style it will be 
noted in the description field.

setup description

style Interface	style.	By	default	Accelerator	is	shipped	with	four	styles:	“modern”,	“classic”,	
“ecommerce”	and	“savetodisk”.	modern	is	a	new	style	that	offers	an	updated	interface.
classic and ecommerce	have	the	same	basic	look	and	feel	but	the	classic	style	offers	a	
linear	one-document	type	of	workflow.
The	modern	style	allows	the	choice	of	single-job	workflow	or	a	basket	type	of	workflow.
When	using	the	classic	style	on	a	single	template	the	form	is	presented	and	after	proofing	
the	page,	it	can	be	ordered.
The	ecommerce	style	has	a	“current	order”	approach	that	allows	the	user	to	proof	and	
add	to	the	current	order.	When	the	user	has	added	a	number	of	jobs	to	the	order,	he	can	
decide	to	“check	out”	all	the	jobs	at	once.
savetodisk	offers	another	type	of	workflow.	It	is	based	on	a	non-order	principle.	The	user	
picks	the	template,	creates	proof	and	can	then	save	the	pdf	back	to	the	server	to	any	of	
his	volumes	or	have	it	sent	to	an	email	address.
See	more	on	styles	in	section	6.2 Accelerator styles.

Single	job	work-
flow

modern
Enforce	a	workflow	of	the	classic	type,	i.e.	stricly	one	job	per	order	and	no	current	order

Allow	email	with	
attachment

savetodisk
Allow	sending	an	email	with	the	file	attached

Save	to	disk	
method

savetodisk
Select	the	method	used	to	save	the	file	that	has	been	created:
Save	file	to	folder	-	browse	to	location
Save	file	to	static	folder	-	use	the	default	path	below
Pickup	file	-	generate	the	file	and	a	link	to	download
No	file	save

Save	file	to	path savetodisk
Save	file	to	this	path.	If	allowed	to	browse,	this	is	the	starting	point

Language Select	the	language	to	use.	Languages	can	be	custom	created. 
See	section	6.3	for	more	details.	The	default	language	is	English.

Title	bar	text The	text	displayed	in	the	Accelerator	window	bar	can	be	customized. 
Input	the	text	to	display	here.	The	default	is	“Accelerator	–	Templates	on	the	web”.
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setup description

Page	Width For	modern,	this	is	the	width	of	the	active	area	of	the	window.
For	classic, ecommerce and savetodisk,	this	is	the	width	of	the	window	if	opened	in	a	new	
window

Page	Height classic, ecommerce, savetodisk
This	is	the	height	of	the	window	if	opened	in	a	new	window.

Proof	Size modern
Size	of	the	proof	and	preview	area.	Defaults	to	248x248	pixels

Display	variable	
info	text	as	link

classic, ecommerce, savetodisk 
A	variable	may	have	an	associated	instructional	text	displayed	next	to	the	variable.
This	checkbox	changes	the	behaviour	to	show	the	text	as	a	popupwindow	triggered	by	a	
link	on	the	variable	title.

Webpath	to	‘wait’	
animation

classic, ecommerce, savetodisk 
When	making	a	proof,	an	animation	is	shown	on	the	right	side	of	the	Accelerator	window.
Type	in	a	webpath	to	an	image	to	replace	the	default	animation.
The	webpath	needs	to	be	a	url	that	can	be	viewed	from	the	browser	of	the	user.
If	the	image	is	placed	inside	the	WebNative®	“user	directory”	(i.e.	/var/adm/webnative/
username...)	the	webpath	is	“/webnativedoc/username/imagename”.

order form classic, ecommerce, modern 
When	the	order	is	placed	(checked	out)	an	orderform	is	displayed.
The	orderform	can	be	used	to	collect	data	to	be	used	for	invoicing,	shipping,	ordering 
and	so	on	and	the	data	is	accessible	for	reports	and	notifications.
It	is	possible	to	create	orderforms	using	the	form	wizard	or	by	creating	custom	html	pages.
See	section	6.4	for	more	information	on	the	orderforms.

Accept	condition	
text

classic, ecommerce, modern
Type	in	an	Accept	condition	text	that	will	show	on	the	checkout	page	along	with	a	
checkbox.	Order	cannot	be	placed	until	checkbox	is	checked.	See	6.4.5 Orderforms and 
Accept settings

Accept	condition	
warning

classic, ecommerce, modern
Type	in	an	Accept	condition	warning	that	will	be	shown	in	an	alert	of	the	user	has	not	
checked	the	condition	checkbox	when	trying	to	submit	the	order

Background	
color

Color	to	display	in	the	Accelerator	window.	The	color	can	be	given	in	webform	like	“#ee-
eeee”	or	as	a	named	web	color	like	“red”

plate color modern
Color	displayed	benath	the	small	preview/proof.
The	color	can	be	given	in	webform	like	“#eeeeee”	or	as	a	named	web	color	like	“red”.

Prefix/Suffix	
color

Color	to	display	in	the	section	of	the	input	form	that	displays	the	values	of	prefix	and 
suffix	of	text	variables.	
The	color	can	be	given	in	webform	like	“#eeeeee”	or	as	a	named	web	color	like	“red”.

Limit	prefix/suffix	
(0=dont	display)

classic, ecommerce, savetodisk
When	using	a	prefix	or	suffix	on	a	text	variable,	the	corresponding	text	is	shown	in	the	
input	form.	Default	behaviour	is	to	show	the	complete	text.
The	length	can	be	limited	to	a	number	of	characters	by	typing	a	number	into	this	setting.	
0	=	no	display	of	prefix/suffix.

Ignore	InPressive	
color	setup

classic, ecommerce
When	Accelerator	is	started	from	an	environment	using	the	InPress	Systems	WebNative® 
interface	product	InPressive,	it	automatically	tries	to	pickup	the	color	scheme	set	in	the	
InPressive	admin	overriding	any	colors	set	in	this	interface.
Check	this	box	to	NOT	read	colors	from	InPressive.
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6.1.2	Integration

The “Integration” tab contains setups that control Accelerator templates and how they are used 
and accessed within Accelerator aware environments. Currently those environments are: the 
Xinet™ style house_inpress shipped with Accelerator, styles controlled by InPressive Styles (by In-
Press Systems) and Xinet™ Portal® used together with the InPress Portal Integration kit (IPIK). 

The	integration	tab	with	some	custom	options

The table below lists the options on the Integration tab. Using these configurations it is possible 
to control what assets should be considered orderables from Accelerator (in addition to tem-
plates) and how to treat these assets in WebNative/Portal.

Firstly, in the Accelerator aware environments, a template is always considered as an orderable. If 
other assets like pdf-files or jpg-images are to be ordered, they need to be configured as ordera-
bles. The order non-template documents checkbox enables ordering of ALL assets for the user/
group that has Accelerator enabled and that particular configuration set.

When the order non-template documents setup is checked, several other setups are enabled. They 
are used to restrict what assets should be orderable using other criteria like paths, extensions and 
so on.

current order 
title

For	styles	that	work	with	a	current	order	(modern	and	ecommerce)	an	“Accelerator	basket	
widget”	is	displayed	in	the	environment.	The	title	is	by	default	the	corresponding	language	
string	for	“Jobs	in	current	order”.	Change	the	title	by	typing	in	a	custom	title	here.

Orderadmin	link	
title

When	using	Accelerator	in	Accelerator	aware	environments	(see	above),	a	link	to	the	
“orderadmin”	page	is	shown	in	the	WebNative®	environment.
Configure	the	link’s	label	here.	By	default	the	link	is	labeled	“Accelerator	orderadmin”.	

dont show or-
deradmin	link

Check	this	checkbox	to	surpress	showing	the	link	to	Accelerator	orderadmin	in	Accelera-
tor	aware	environments	(see	above).

Admin	link	title When	using	Accelerator	in	Accelerator	aware	environments	(see	above),	a	link	to	the	
“orderadmin”	page	is	shown	in	the	WebNative®	environment	if	the	user	has	been	enabled	
as	an	administrator.
Configure	the	link’s	label	here.	By	default	the	link	is	labeled	“Accelerator	admin”.	

If you just enable or-
dering of non-templates  

without making any 
restrictions - ALL as-

sets will be considered 
orderables
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dont show or-
deradmin	link

Check	this	checkbox	to	surpress	showing	the	link	to	Accelerator	admin	in	Accelerator	
aware	environments	(see	above).

Dont	use	basket	
for	templates

In	Accelerator	aware	environments	(see	above),	this	checkbox	can	be	checked	to	remove	
“add	to	basket”	button	on	Accelerator	orderable	items	as	well	as	remove	the	Accelerator	
plugin	from	the	basket	section.

Remove	image-
info	on	templates

In	Accelerator	aware	environments	(see	above),	this	checkbox	can	be	checked	to	remove	
the	“imageinfo”	button	on	Accelerator	orderable	items.

Name	of	button	
image

In	Accelerator	aware	environments	(see	above),	this	entry	controls	the	use	of	a	graphical	
icon	as	a	button	to	access	Accelerator	on	orderable	items.
The	name	of	the	icon	is	added	to	whatever	icon	path	set	by	the	rest	of	the	environment.

Text	in	button In	Accelerator	aware	environments	(see	above),	this	entry	controls	the	text	to	appear	
inside	a	button	to	access	Accelerator	on	orderable	items.
If	an	icon	has	been	specified	above,	the	icon	will	overrule	any	text.

Help	title	on	but-
ton	&	thumbnail

In	Accelerator	aware	environments	(see	above),	this	entry	controls	the	hover	text	to	ap-
pear	when	hovering	over	the	button	or	the	thumbnail	of	an	orderable	item.

Hide	Folders In	Accelerator	aware	environments	(see	above),	this	entry	can	be	used	to	specify	named	
folders	that	should	be	hidden	from	the	user.	Several	foldernames	can	be	specified,	sepa-
rated	by	commas.
This	function	is	ideal	to	be	used	when	folders	of	images	need	to	be	accessed	from	tem-
plates	but	when	the	user	should	not	have	regular	access	to	the	same	images.

order non-tem-
plate	documents

Checking	this	will	allow	that	user	to	add	other	filetypes	(like	PDF)	to	an	Accelerator	order.	
In	Accelerator	aware	environments	(see	above),	this	checkbox	will	trigger	the	environment	
to	treat	assets	other	than	templates	to	behave	like	templates.	This	means	that	an	order-
button	will	be	added	and	normal	asset	management	features	will	be	disabled.

Copy	non-tem-
plate	documents	
on order

When	ordering	non-templates,	collect	these	files	as	well	in	to	the	order.

Restrict	to	exten-
sions

In	Accelerator	aware	environments	(see	above),	this	entry	can	be	used	to	restrict	what	
assets	to	treat	as	templates.	List	what	extensions	to	restrict	to,	using	comma	to	separate	
multiple	extensions.	Example:	.jpg,.pdf

Restrict	to	file-
types

In	Accelerator	aware	environments	(see	above),	this	entry	can	be	used	to	restrict	what	
assets	to	treat	as	templates.	List	what	filetypes	to	restrict	to,	using	comma	to	separate	
multiple	extensions.	Example:	PDF,JPEG

Restrict	to	paths	
or	subpaths

In	Accelerator	aware	environments	(see	above),	this	entry	can	be	used	to	restrict	what	
assets	to	treat	as	templates.	List	what	paths	and	subpaths	to.	Use	only	one	setting	per	
entry.	three	separate	paths	can	be	configured.
Use	either	full	paths	(/raid1/myfiles/ACME/templates/)	or	subpaths	(/templates/)

Below is an example of some of the settings as seen through an Exhibit site in Xinet™ Portal® 
using the InPress Portal integration kit.
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The	integration	tab	configured	for	a	user	logging	into	a	Portal	style	using	IPIK

Portal	Exhibit	style	with	Accelerator	basket,	Custom	button	and	toplevel	links
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6.1.3	User	options

The “User options” tab contains miscellaneous setups related to the workflow of the Accelerator 
interface.

The	User	options	tab	with	some	custom	configuration	examples.

setup description

Also create pdf 
proof

A	PDF	proof	will	also	be	generated.	The	PDF	proof	is	downloadable	from	a	link	above	the	
jpg	proof.	NOTE:	this	checkbox	does	not	have	to	be	checked	to	send	a	PDF	proof	 
attached	to	the	customer	mail.

Show	all	proof	
pages	at	once

classic, ecommerce 
When	using	templates	with	multiple	pages,	the	proof	can	be	viewed	by	selecting	the	page	
number	from	a	popup	menu.	When	checking	this	checkbox,	all	pages	can	be	viewed	in	a	
long	list.

Create	proof	
when	launching	
template

The	input	page	will	auto-submit	and	immediately	generate	a	proof	when	a	template	is	
launched.

Allow	uploads	in	
image	browse	
window

Button	to	upload	new	files	is	presented	in	the	Image	browse	window.

dont select mul-
tiple	images	in	
same	browse

When	browsing	for	images	and	the	template	has	multiple	image	variables	with	the	image	
library	set	to	the	same	folder,	they	can	all	be	selected	before	window	is	closed.	After	
checking	this	option,	a	user	can	only	selcect	one	image	at	a	time.

reuse data for 
next	template	in	
same order

This	option	enables	a	list	to	be	maintained	for	the	user	where	data	used	in	templates	is	
collected	by	the	name	of	the	variable.	Any	new	template	launched	will	read	its	default	
data	from	the	collection.	Data	will	also	be	passed	into	the	(form	wizard)	orderform.

Reuse data also 
between	orders

When	Reuse	data..	(above)	AND	Reuse	data	between	orders	are	both	checked,	any	saved	
data	from	order	will	be	saved	until	next	order	by	the	same	user	account.

Restrict	saved	
fields	to

Only	save	the	named	fields	when	saving	data	for	reuse	for	next	template.	Comma-sepa-
rate	the	fieldnames.	If	left	empty,	all	fields	will	be	saved.

Exclude	named	
fields	(above)

If	checked,	the	list	restricting	fields	will	be	treated	as	“save	all	but	the	listed”.
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Save	orderform	
data

When	this	option	is	used,	the	data	from	the	final	orderform	is	“remembered”	the	next	time	
the	orderform	is	used	and	any	data	is	then	prefilled.	It	is	possible	to	override	this	option	per	
field	in	the	orderform	setup	if	using	the	Form	Wizard	forms

No	Approval	
checkbox

Turns	off	the	approval	checkbox	in	the	inputform.	All	jobs	added	to	order	will	be	assumed	
to	be	approved.

Hide	job	
comment

Turns	off	the	input	field	for	job	comment.

Allow user to 
change	jobname	
when	adding	to	
order

classic, ecommerce, modern
Enables	an	input	field	where	the	name	of	the	job	can	be	changed	when	adding	to	order.

Upload	file	 
attached	to	job

Enable	upload	of	an	“extra”	file	per	job	in	the	order.	The	file	will	be	part	of	the	collection	 
of	files	that	belong	to	an	order.

Wait	for	files	
workflow

When	checkeck,	Accelerator	will	wait	for	the	order	to	finish	before	returning	when	the	
user	submits	the	order.	If	the	output	option	is	set	to	copyto	and	the	files	are	accessible	
for	the	user,	links	for	downloading	the	final	files	will	be	automatically	added	to	the	confirm	
window.

Allow	multiple	
orders of same 
template

classic, ecommerce 
Checking	this	option	enables	the	option	to	create	several	instances	of	the	same	template	
before	adding	to	the	current	order	(ecommerce	style)	or	checking	out	(classic	style).

Javascript	in-
clude	file

All	users	and	groups	can	have	a	"js"	file	attached	to	them.	The	js	file	can	be	used	to	set	op-
tions	that	are	not	in	the	administration	gui,	to	change	language	strings	and	even	to	pass	in	
new	or	changed	javascript	that	can	be	used	to	alter	the	workflow.	
The	link	on	this	page	opens	a	window	where	the	javascript	file	can	be	created	and	edited.	
Use	the	"View	the	sample	JS	file"	button	to	see	the	sample	file	that	illustrates	all	the	current	
advanced	setups.
The	“Search	and	add	language	string”	input	box	is	used	to	type	in	a	string	or	parts	of	
strings	that	need	changing	in	the	language.	Acceleator	admin	will	show	the	language	strings	
that	contain	the	typed	string	and	by	clicking	on	the	string,	it	will	be	inserted	into	the	edit	
area.
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It	is	possible	to	edit	the	user	or	group	js	file	from	the	admin.

6.1.4	 Job	options

The “Job options” tab contains setups related to the creation and handling of jobs and orders.

setup description

Output	resolution The	output	resolution	of	variable	and	static	images	in	the	template.	If	no	resolution	is	
given,	the	resolution	from	the	base	configuration	is	used.

icc ICC-profile	to	be	used	while	inserting	variable	(and	static	OPI)	images.	Use	of	a	profile	
implies	that	a	source	profile	is	saved	in	the	images	or	a	default	source	profiles	for	the	im-
age	type	has	been	saved	in	the	Xinet®	FullPress®	setup.	The	selection	of	profiles	depends	
on	the	base	config	"ICC	Directory".

usm Unsharp	Mask	setup	to	be	used	while	inserting	variable	(and	static	OPI)	images.	The	
selection	of	USM	choices	is	taken	from	the	Xinet®	FullPress®	setup.

Job	output	
format

Output	format	of	the	final	files	created	from	Accelerator.	The	default	selections	are:	eps	
(Encapsulated	PostScript),	pdfx1a	(PDF	according	to	the	X1A	spec),	postscript	(High	Res	
PostScript),	print_pdf	(CMYK	PDF	with	jpg	compression	on	images),	pdf_preserve	(Images	
stay	in	original	color	space	and	have	jpg	compression	enabled),	pdf_rgb	(RGB	PDF	with	jpg	
compression	on	images),	print_pdf_grey	(Greyscale	PDF	with	jpg	compression	on	images),	
print_pdf_spot	(CMYK	and	spotcolors	PDF	with	jpg	compression	on	images).	It	is	possible	
to	add	more	setups	into	the	Accelerator	system.

Xinet® annota-
tion	URL	on	PDF	
output	(server)

Put	in	a	server	address	here	to	enable	WebNative®	links	on	images	in	the	PDF’s. 
The	webserver	address	should	be	the	address	to	be	accessed	by	a	user,	i.e.:	 
http://www.myserver.com
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Watermark	text	
on proofs

A	watermark	can	be	applied	to	the	jpg	and	pdf	proofs	created	by	Accelerator	to	differenti-
ate	a	proof	from	the	final	production	file.	The	text	typed	into	the	setup	will	be	applied	at	
45°	angle	in	the	middle	of	the	page.
For	finer	control,	it	is	also	possible	to	change	the	positioning,	the	grey	tone	and	the	 
size	of	the	watermark	by	entering	the	string	in	following	format: 
STRING_TO_PRINT;PLACEMENT;GREY;SIZE.
PLACEMENT	can	be	"top"	or	"bottom".	If	printing	using	top	or	bottom,	no	angle	will	be	
used	on	the	text.	When	using	"top"	or	"bottom"	it	is	also	possible	to	hardcode	the	Size	
instead	of	resizing	text	to	fit	width.	Type	the	size	instead	of	SIZE.	GREY	can	be	replaced	
with	a	greytone	expressed	as	a	decimal.	"1"	is	white	and	"0"	is	black.	The	default	value	is	
"0.5".	See	watermark examples	at	the	end	of	this	subchapter.

Keep	proof	files	
in	order

Checking	this	option	will	keep	the	jpg	(and	pdf)	proofs	in	the	orderfolder.

Keep	order	and	
file	information	in	
order

A	very	basic	reportfile	will	be	saved	to	the	orderfolder.	This	option	will	be	ignored	if	receipt	
is	used.	

Keep	uploaded	
images	in	order

Any	images	uploaded	to	be	used	in	the	templates	will	be	kept	in	a	subfolder.

Collect	used	im-
ages	to	Order

Images	selected	in	the	templates	will	be	collected	to	a	subfolder	within	the	orderfolder.

Action Action	to	be	called	on	the	orderfolder	when	user	places	order.	Accelerator	ships	with	four	
default	actions:	"copyto",	"copyto_files",		"sendlink"	and	"demo".
The	"copyto"	and	"copyto_files"	copy	the	orderfolder	(copyto)	or	the	files	within	the	order	
(copyto_files)	to	the	path	given	in	the	action	argument.	After	copying	the	files	database	
information	can	be	applied	to	the	files	(see	below).
Sendlink	will	pack	the	entire	orderfolder	into	a	sit	or	zip	file,	place	the	file	in	a	location	
on	the	server	and	send	an	email	with	a	link	to	download	the	order.	See	the	syntax	of	the	
argument	below.
Demo	does	nothing	to	the	files	and	is	ideal	for	test	and	demo	setups	where	the	files	never	
need	to	be	processed.

Action	argu-
ments

The	argument	to	be	used	with	the	action	selected	above.	Depending	on	the	action,	differ-
ent	arguments	will	appear.	For	copyto and copyto_files	a	path	argument	will	be	shown	
as	well	as	options	to	set	database	on	the	created	files.	For	sendlink	a	number	of	fields	
will	be	shown.	demo	has	no	arguments.
For	custom	actions,	a	single	argument	entry	will	be	shown.

copyto	and	
copyto_files

Path	where	to	copy	orders	:The	path	can	be	dynamic	and	include	information	from	the	
order,	for	example	fields	from	the	orderform,	username	and	such.	It	is	also	possible	to	
include	dynamic	date	information	by	using	the	date(	)	command	and	abbreviate	informa-
tion	using	the	abr()	command.	The	different	segments	are	concatenated	by	using	the	“&”	
character. copyto	places	the	order	in	an	enclosing	folder	named	as	the	ordername	and	
copyto_files	places	the	ordered	files	in	the	specified	path
When	using	copyto_files	two	additional	parameters	can	be	added	at	the	end	of	the	
path	(separating	path	and	parameter	with	“;”):	ind and seq.	Both	parameters	will	prevent	
overwriting	an	existing	file	with	same	name.	ind	will	add	a	-N	index	to	the	file.	seq	will	
increase	the	filename	sequentially	(only	works	with	filenames	using	numbers	only)
date(format)	-	format	of	date	can	use	same	parameters	as	UNIX	date	command
abr(content;method;num)	-	where	content	is	the	data	(like	user.group),	method	is	the	ab-
breviation	method	(lvl,num,AB,Ab,ab)	and	num	the	number	of	characters.
Example: 
/mypath/Acc_output/&abr(user.group;AB;2)&/&user.name&/&date(%Y-%m)&/	
will	create	a	dynamic	path	by	putting	together	static	path	segments,	abbreviation	of	the	
usergroup	(Agroup),	the	username	(accuser)	and	the	date	expressed	with	year	and	month:	
/mypath/Acc_output/AG/accuser/2009-11/.
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sendlink Compress	orderfolder,	place	in	accessible	location	and	send	email	with	link	for	download.	
A	sendlink	will	send	the	download	link	to	the	same	email	address	as	the	customer	mail.
Html	path	to	pickup	folder:	The	path	to	where	pickup	files	are	placed,	as	seen	from	
outside.	Typically	something	like	“http://www.myserver.com/pickups”
Local	path	to	pickup	folder:	The	local	path	where	to	put	the	pickup	files.	Depends	on	
platform	and	apache	setup.	Example	:	“/var/apache/htdocs/pickups”
Staytime:	Number	of	hours	the	file	stays	in	place.	Default	is	24	hours
Subject	in	email:	Subject	of	email	to	user	with	link	for	pickup.	The	default	content	is	
language	dependent	and	taken	from	the	associated	language	file.
Notification	template:	Path	to	custom	notification	template.	Uses	standard	template	
controlled	by	notification	setup.	Standard	template	is	sendlink. When	using	a	custom	
mailtemplate	file,	the	placeholder	for	the	dynamic	link	should	be	#LINK#.
Compression	format:	Format	of	compressed	file.

Set	database-
fields	on	output	
(copyto	only)

When	using	copyto	and	copyto_files,	data	can	be	applied	to	Venture	fields	on	the	created	
files.	Specify	the	field	to	set	and	the	value	to	apply.	If	setting	more	than	one	field,	separate	
the	fields	with	";".	Data	from	the	order	as	well	as	static	data	and	dates	can	be	applied.	
Example:	"Purchase	Order=order.PO;Orderdate=date()"	will	cause	the	venture	field 
"Purchase	Order"	to	be	populated	with	the	value	from	the	field	"PO"	from	the	orderform	
and	the	Venture	field	"Orderdate"	to	be	populated	with	the	current	date. 
See database examples	at	end	of	this	subchapter.

Jobname	filter By	default,	a	job	inherits	the	name	of	the	template.	It	is	possible	to	rename	the	job	when	
it	is	added	to	the	order	using	a	jobname	filter	set	on	the	template	local	settings.	Another	
option	is	to	turn	on	the	useroption	to	name	the	job	when	adding.	At	the	time	of	the	order	
collection;	it	is	also	possible	to	rename	the	job	with	a	jobname	filter.
At	this	time,	the	most	common	renaming	option	is	to	add	the	ordername,	the	date,	the	
username	or	maybe	a	value	from	the	orderform	to	the	current	jobname	for	production	
purposes.	The	jobname	filter	is	a	string	using	static	segments	and	tokens	for	data	form	
the	order	or	job.
Example	"order.session&-&job.idx&-&job.name"	will	concatenate	the	order	session	id,	a	
"-"	character,	the	job	index	in	the	order,	another	"-"	and	the	current	name	to	a	final	name	
like:	"accdemo.1257173713-2-mytemplate".

Ordername	filter An	order	is	by	default	named	using	the	username	followed	by	the	"."	character	and	the	
session	id,	i.e.	accdemo.1257173713.	The	naming	can	be	changed	using	the	array	of	
order	and	user	information	used	for	paths,	reports	and	emails.	Typical	tokens	to	use	are	
user.name,	user.group,	user.corders,	order.session	and	order.FIELD	(where	FIELD	is	a	
name	from	the	orderform).	Just	like	the	paths	and	jobnamefilters	above,	the	filter	is	made	
up	by	static	segments	and	tokens	concatenated	by	the	"&"	character.
Example:	"user.name&_&user.corders&_&date()"	will	create	the	ordername	from	the	user	
login	name,	the	total	order	count	for	the	user	and	the	current	date	(iso	format)	like: 
"accdemo_123_2009-11-02".	Even	job	data	can	be	used.

hotfolder When	processing	the	order,	final	files	can	be	attached	to	email	and	handled	by	the	action.	
It	is	also	possible	to	feed	the	files	to	a	location	where	they	can	be	picked	up	by	other	
applications.	When	using	this	hot	folder	feed,	select	at	what	stage	(as	low-res	PostScript,	
high-res	PostScript	or	final	format)	the	files	should	be	passed	to	the	folder.	The	hot	folder	
path	need	to	exist.

place nontem-
plate	files	in	
hotfolder

When	ordering	regular	files,	for	example	pdfs,	these	files	can	also	be	passed	to	the	hot	
folder.
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The	Job	options	tab	with	some	custom	configuration	examples.

 
 

A	watermark	using	:	“DRAFT”	as	setup,	“DRAFT;top”	as	setup	and	“DRAFT	-	DRAFT	-	DRAFT	-	DRAFT	-	DRAFT	-	
DRAFT;bottom;;25”	as	setup.

The	database	fields	Print	Orderno	and	Print	Orderdate	have	been	set	by	Accelerator 
on	the	order	using	data	from	the	orderform	and	automatic	data.
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The	ordername	and	jobnames	have	been	set	using	filters.

6.1.5	Notification	&	Reporting

The “Notification & Reporting” tab contains setups related to sending notification, writing re-
ports and interacting with Venture datafields on the jobfiles (templates or other documents that 
are ordered).

Notifications are sent by email to three different “recipients”: prepress, admin and customer. The 
differences between the three emails are that they may have different content, different layout 
and the attachments are different. The prepress mail may have the high res files attached, the 
customer mail may have the low-res proof files attached and the admin mail can have no attach-
ments. Each receiver may have multiple emails entered, separated by commas.

In addition to setting up the email addresses in the user/group configuration it is possible to use 
dynamic emails given by the orderform. See 6.4 Orderforms for more information.

Reports and receipts are written when an order is processed. Any report is written to the dynam-
ic reportpath and if the report file already exists, the new data is appended to the end of the file. 
Any receipt is written to the orderfolder.

All emails and reports can be customized. They all share a technology based on templates using 
placeholders for “tokens” that reside in an array of values (content array) that is unique for the 
order. See sections 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 for more information.
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The	Notification	and	Reporting	tab	with	some	custom	configuration	examples.
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Prepress	Mail Email	address	where	to	send	the	“prepress”	notification. 
Can	be	a	commaseparated	list	of	emails.	
Email	address	“inalias”	instructs	Accelerator	to	look	up	email	from	the	user	record	in	the	
InAlias	database	(see	www.inpress.se	for	more	info	about	InAlias).

Attach	Jobfile Attach	the	high-res	files	created.	Note	that	attaching	files	can	be	a	problem 
since	attachments	often	are	blocked	by	certain	email	servers.

Attach 
non-template 
documents

Attach	other	files	(non-templates)	ordered	to	the	email.

Administrator	
Mail

Email	address	where	to	send	the	“admin”	notification.	 
Can	be	a	commaseparated	list	of	emails.

Customer	Mail Email	address	where	to	send	the	“customer”	notification. 
Can	be	a	commaseparated	list	of	emails.	
Email	address	“inalias”	instructs	Accelerator	to	look	up	email	from	the	user	record	in	the	
InAlias	database	(see	www.inpress.se	for	more	info	about	InAlias).

Attachment  
options

Attach	the	jpg	proofs,	pdf	proofs,	both	jpg	and	pdf	proofs	or	no	proofs	at	all. 
Note	that	attaching	files	can	be	a	problem	since	attachments	often	are	blocked 
by	certain	email	servers.

Reply	mail	ad-
dress

Email	address	to	be	used	as	Reply-to	when	sending.	If	not	set,	the	main	setting	for	reply	
to	address	will	be	used.

Notification	
template

Select	set	of	notifications	to	be	used	for	ther	user/group.
Each	notification	template	setup	corresponds	to	a	number	of	files	saved	into	a	folder	
inside	/usr/accelerator/setup/notiftempl/FOLDER.
Each	file	is	used	for	its	specific	email:	prepress,	admin,	customer	or	when	saving	an	order.
If	the	corresponding	file	is	not	inside	the	folder,	Accelerator	defaults	back	to	the 
corresponding	file	in	the	parent	directory	/usr/accelerator/setup/notiftempl
The	default	installation	ships	standard	notifications	in	html	format.
As	an	alternative,	a	notification	template	setup	“simpletext”	is	shipped	if	plain	text	emails	
are needed.
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Report	templates Template	to	be	used	to	format	the	report. 
The	templates	are	textfiles	saved	to	/usr/accelerator/setup/reports. 
Select	the	template	to	use	for	this	user/group. 
For	more	information	on	the	structure	of	a	template,	see	section	6.6 Reports & Receipts.

Report	output	
path

The	output	path	where	to	write	the	report.
The	path	is	the	full	path	to	the	reportfile	itself,	example	“/myRAID/reports/Accelerator/
userA.txt”.
The	path	can	also	be	dynamic	and	contain	a	number	of	tokens	or	functions	concat-
enated	by	the	“&”	character,	example:	“/myRAID/reports/Accelerator/&user.group&/&user.
name&/&date()&.xml”	will	translate	to	something	like:	“/myRAID/reports/Accelerator/ 
inpress/jorgen/2009-11-01.xml”.
Most	tokens	that	are	avaliable	for	reports	and	notifactions	(see	6.4-6.6)	and	can	be	used	
in	the	path	but	since	an	order	may	include	multiple	jobs,	the	job	related	tokens	(like	job.
name)	are	of	no	real	use	in	this	case.

Receipt	 
templates

Template	to	be	used	to	format	the	receipt. 
The	templates	are	textfiles	saved	to	/usr/accelerator/setup/reports 
Select	the	template	to	use	for	this	user/group 
For	more	information	on	the	structure	of	a	template,	see	section	6.6 Reports & Receipts.

Receipt 
name

The	name	of	the	receipt	to	go	into	the	orderfolder. 
Note	that	the	receipt	is	always	written	into	the	orderfolder	and	cannot	be	a	path.

get Venture 
fields	for	reports

It	is	possible	to	use	data	saved	into	Venture	fields	associated	with	templates	and	other	
files	ordered	int	notifications	and	reports.
In	order	to	use	these,	Accelerator	needs	to	be	instructed	to	retrieve	them	before	generat-
ing	the	report/notification.
Specify	the	venture	field	names	separated	by	a	semi-colon:	Field1;Field2;Field3.
The	fields	can	then	be	used	inside	the	report/notification	as	part	of	the	job	array	objects.
The	token	to	be	used	is	job.vent.FIELDNAME.

Set	Venture	fields	
on	job	files

It	is	possible	to	set	datafields	in	Venture	associated	with	the	original	Jobfile	 
(template	or	regular	file).
Multiple	fields	can	be	set	separated	by	semi-colon:	Field1=value;Field2=value;Field3=value.
The	values	can	be	names	of	variables,	strings,	numbers	or	tokens	from	the	order 
content array.
It	is	also	possible	to	appoint	values	using	other	operators	than	“=”,	for	example	“=+”.

Field=VALUE Sets	the	Field	to	VALUE.	Example:	“Orderdate=date()”. 
The	date	function	inserts	the	current	date.

Field=+ Increments	the	field	by	1.	The	field	can	be	an	integer	or	string.	Example:	“Usage=+”.

Field=- Decrements	the	field	by	1.

Field=+VALUE Increments	the	field	by	VALUE.	Example:	“Total_Sales=+job.quant”.

Field=+VALUE Decrements	the	field	by	VALUE.	Example:	“Stock=-job.quant”.

Field=!VALUE Sets	to	VALUE	only	if	no	the	database	field	is	empty.	Example:	“First_Orderer=!user.name”

Field=>VALUE Inserts	string	VALUE	before	any	existing	value	and	reapplies	the	string	to	the	field.
Example:	“Last_orderdates=>date()&,”.
A	string	like	“2009-10-25,2009-09-15,2009-06-12”	will	be	maintained,	with	new	additions	
at	the	START	of	the	string.

Field=<VALUE Inserts	string	VALUE	after	any	existing	value	and	reapplies	string	to	the	field.
Example:	“LastOrderPOs=<order.PO&	“.
A	string	like	“123456	456789	789123”	will	be	maintained,	with	new	additions 
at	the	END	of	the	string.

Field=[VALUE Adds	string	VALUE	to	a	list	of	unique	values.
Example:	“Orderers=[user.name”.	A	string	like	“adam	bill	ceasar”	will	be	maintained.	
Field={VALUE
Adds	string	VALUE	to	a	list	of	unique	values,	maintains	count	of	each	occurence.
Example:	“Orderers={user.name”.	A	string	like	“adam(2)	bill(5)	ceasar”	will	be	maintained.

format of date The	date	format	used	in	the	content	array	for	the	“order.date”

Format	of	time The	date	format	used	in	the	content	array	for	the	“order.time”	token.
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format of date 
&	time

The	date	format	used	in	the	content	array	for	the	“order.dateTime”	token.

order count Current	number	of	orders	placed	by	user/group.	Insert	new	value	and	save	to	update.

Job	Count Current	number	of	jobs	in	orders	placed	by	user/group.	Insert	new	value	and	save	to	
update.

6.1.6	aBiz

The “aBiz” tab contains setups related to pricelists, credit card checkout, order archiving and 
approval and order history. All these features are part of the “aBiz” add-on module and the tab 
is described in chapter “8 aBiz”.

6.1.7	dbFront

The “dbFront” tab contains setups related to the dbFront add-on database functionality, and the 
tab is described in chapter “9 dbFront”.

6.2 Accelerator styles

Accelerator uses the concept of “styles” that can be applied on a user or group to control the look 
and feel as well as workflow for a certain user or group.

Four styles are included in the release: modern, classic, ecommerce and savetodisk, and it is possible 
to create custom styles to change the look and feel and/or the workflow.

6.2.1 modern

The modern style is new from version 6.0 of Accelerator. The style is free from any framesets and 
popup windows. Everything is kept within the same browser window and when need arises, a 
“lightbox” is opened. The preview and proof of a Template is done using a smaller version of the 
page that can be clicked and “zoomed” for details.

The style is designed to be used in a “basket” type workflow whereby a job is created, proofed 
and added to a working basket much like a user would look at a product and add it to the basket 
before purchasing multiple products on a webshop. When a job is added, the user is returned to 
the starting point, which means a standard browse page in WebNative or WebNative Portal. 

In some cases there is a need for a simpler, more linear workflow where a user only orders a sin-
gle job at a time. The modern style can be used in a “single job mode” by a configuration in the 
user setup.

6.2.2	classic

The classic style is a single job workflow using the initial interface of Accelerator. A frameset is 
used in this style to separate the input area from the proof area in the window. Image selection 
and other tasks are performed using popup windows.

6.2.3 ecommerce

The ecommerce style shares the look and feel with Classic and uses frameset and popup windows 
as well. The workflow is a basket type workflow similar to modern.

Change from the classic 
and ecommerce styles 

to avoid framesets and 
popup windows
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6.2.4	savetodisk

The savetodisk style offers a different type of workflow. Instead of ordering files it is designed to 
create and save/pickup/send the files immediately to a designated area.

The user picks the template, creates a proof and can then choose to save the pdf back to the 
server, send the file via email or pickup the final pdf as a link depending on the setup.

6.2.5 custom styles

A style is a set of files containing javascript that renders the user interface. The files are saved into 
a subfolder (styles) in the Accelerator setup directory (/usr/accelerator/setup). Each style is an 
independent folder. Some of the pages can be shared among the different styles and are placed 
directly inside the styles folder. If a file is found inside the style folder, it will replace the generic 
one outside.

Styles	are	folders	inside	/usr/accelerator/setup/styles.	Some	pages	are	shared	between	styles	and	saved	outside	the	folders.

It is possible to create custom styles. In order to make a new style, copy an existing style into 
a new name and edit the individual pages. The files can be edited using a standard editor like 
BBEdit. As soon as a new style folder has been added, it becomes selectable from the administra-
tion GUI.

6.3	 Custom	languages

Languages in Accelerator are files saved into a subfolder (language) in the Accelerator setup 
directory (/usr/accelerator/setup). Each language is an independent file that can be selected from 
the administration GUI.

A language file consists of a number of variables, for example:

lang.inp_acceptproof = “Approve proof”

 
A language string can be changed by editing the text within the quotes. To change a lot of the 
language strings, the best strategy is to create a new language file. Make a copy of the language 
file to start from and edit the entries that need to be changed. Select the new language from the 
admin GUI.

Do not edit the 
standard styles since 
these changes will be 

overwritten when up-
grading Accelerator

Do not edit the 
standard language files 
since these changes will 

be overwritten when 
upgrading Accelerator
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If only a few strings need to be changed for only certain users or groups, the changes can be 
made in the Javascript include file described in section 6.1.3. Just add the string variables to be 
changed in the include file and the changes will override the selected language file.

6.4 orderforms

The last step in an Accelerator order is the orderform. The orderform is used to collect the main 
order information pertaining to the complete order. It can include fields such as Purchase order 
number, Reference and Shipping information. The orderform can also be used to collect job 
quantities. Note that when a pricelist is used (see section 8.4 Pricelists), quantities are handled by 
the pricelist setup and should not be repeated in the form.. 

The orderform can be created in one of two ways: using a text editor or using the Accelerator 
form wizard.

It is also possible to setup a user or group to use no order form at all, effectively bypassing that 
step in the order process. This may be useful in some workflows.

6.4.1	Using	the	Form	Wizard

The Accelerator form wizard is a web based tool to create orderforms that can be selected from 
the Accelerator admin interface. A form wizard form is saved and can be used for multiple users/
groups.

To create a new form, click the “Form Wizard” tab and the “Add form” link. When creating a 
new form, it is also possible to copy an existing form. Edit an existing form from the Form 
Wizard tab or by clicking the “Edit” link in the user setup next to the selected form.

 

Type	in	the	new	form	name	and	optionaly	select	an	existing	form	to	copy.

A normal Form Wizard form is built from top down and can include different types of input 
elements: Textfield, Checkbox, Popup, and so on. Add the fields by selecting the fieldtype to add 
from the “Add form element” pulldown  menu. 

Select	the	type	of	element	to	add.

After selecting an element, define the element and “Submit changes” to save the new field. In the 
upper right corner, another pulldown menu is displayed which can be used to select the point 
where the field is inserted into the form. The default position is at the bottom of the form. De-
pending on what type of element that has been added, different information is needed.

Do not collect quanti-
ties in the form when 

using pricelists!

The position of a field 
cannot be changed 

afterwards
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6.4.2	Form	Wizard	Input	elements

Following elements collect or silenty pass data: “Textfield”, “Checkbox”, “Popup”, “Textarea” 
and “Hidden field”. 

Three of the form element attributes are used on several types of elements: “Title”, “Name” and 
“Default value”.

Editing	a	form	element.

The “Title” is only displayed in the resulting form and is not recognized by the back end pro-
cesses. For most elements the Title is displayed to the left of the field itself. In repeated fields it 
may be displayed above the field.

The “Name” is what can be seen in email notifications and reports. It can also be used to access 
the values when creating custom emails and reports. The name is also important when using 
form values to control workflow. See 6.4.3 Using orderforms to control workflow.

The “Default value” is displayed as a default when the form is loaded. If the “remember data” 
function is enabled for the user, the last value used will override this value. For the “hidden field” 
type, the default value is the value passed via the element. As the name “hidden” implies, the 
user will not see the value.

In addition to the above fields, there are several formatting attributes like width, height, max 
characters, readonly and required that can be set on the fields.

The “dont save” attribute is used when the user or group has its user setup “Save orderform data” 
checked. In this case all the data from the form is saved and autopopulated the next time the 
form is used. The “dont save” excludes the particular field from the autopopulate process.

For the “Popup” type there are two specific values that need to be configured: “Popup Values” 
and “Popup Titles”. These entries expect values to be used for the popup Titles (seen) and Values 
(used) listed separated by the pipe character “|”. If the titles and values are the same, it is possible 
to only enter the first row: “Popup Values” and they will be used both for display and input.

As an alternative, it is possible to call on predefined pulldowns that have been saved to files. 
A pulldown file is a tab-separated file that has the title to display in the first column and 
the matching data in the second column. The file needs to be saved to the Acceleartor seup 
directory´s “popups” folder: /usr/accelerator/setup/popups. 

In the setup, a leading “/” character is used to specify that the popup should be read from a file.  
The filename (following the / character) needs to be entered both in the Values and Titles fields:
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Creating	form	wizard	popups	from	files	and	single	values.

6.4.3	Form	Wizard	control	and	display	elements

Following elements are used for formatting: “Break row”, “Horizontal ruler”, “Title/Comment” 
and “Image”. The “Block” element is used to create horizontal blocks of elements. A horizontal 
block of elements can be repeated for every job in the order.

The simplest of the control/display elements: “Break row”, “Horizontal ruler”, “Title/Comment” 
insert a blank line, a horizontal ruler line and a title/comment text. 

The “image” can be used to include a logo or illustration in the form. The Image source to the 
image is the weburl and the info is the text displayed when hovering over the image. If specify-
ing a link url, the image will act as a button opening a new window to the url. It is possible to 
add link options as well if using a link. The options correspond to the options available for the 
window.open() javascript function.

Creating	a	form	wizard	form	using	display	elements	and	the	resulting	form	in	Accelerator.

The “Block” element is used to display elements in the form horizontally as opposed to the 
normal vertical listing. This function is particularly useful in conjunction with the repeat for 
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every job option. It is possible to add fields that will repeat for every job in the current order and 
thereby create an order form for collecting job related data like quantity and job comment.

First add the block marker and then the fields to be used within the block. There are options for 
placing the titles above or next to the fields, whether to have a title for the block or not and to 
control the widths of the rows or not. The repeated title can have the Jobnames appear. The text 
JOBNAME will be substituted with the real Jobname when the form is created.

Make	a	block	element	with	2	fields.	Repeat	for	jobs	and	use	real	jobname	as	title.

Create	the	two	elements	to	be	used	within	the	block.	In	this	case,	a	popup	for	quantity	and	a	textfield	for	comment.

The special form element names JOBQUANT and JOBCOMM will be interpreted as the Job 
quantity and Job comment. Note that Accelerator will interpret a quantity of 0 as NOT include 
in the order.

Preview	of	the	block.	To	modify	or	delete	a	field	in	a	block,	use	the	buttons	below	the	element.
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The	form	as	it	would	be	seen	from	the	user.

6.4.4 html forms

As an alternative to using the Form Wizard, it is possible to use a standard html file as the form. 
The form file should be saved into a subfolder (forms) in the Accelerator setup directory (/usr/
accelerator/setup). The form file should be a standard HTML formatted page but a few things 
need to be considered since the page is included as a part of the Accelerator genereated page:

•	  The “FORM” tag is generated by accelerator

•	  The “SUBMIT” button is generated by accelerator

•	  No “HTML” or “BODY” tags should be in the file 

Accelerator will scan the file for a specific placeholder: “#TEMPLATE#”. When found, that 
line will be repeated for every job in the order, with the jobname replacing the tag. A string 
“QUANT_” followed by a jobname will be used to collect the Quantity for the job. See the 
example below from the default.eng form shipped with Accelerator. Since repetition will only 
happen per line, it is important to get the entire section that needs repeating into one line.

<TABLE>

 <TR><TH ALIGN=LEFT COLSPAN=2>Enter order information:

 <TR><TH ALIGN=LEFT COLSPAN=2>&nbsp;

 <TR><TH ALIGN=LEFT>Contact*:<TD><INPUT TYPE=TEXT NAME=CONTACT* VALUE=’’ SIZE=30>

 <TR><TH ALIGN=LEFT>Customer Purchase Order:<TD><INPUT TYPE=TEXT NAME=PO VALUE=’’ SIZE=30>

 <TR><TH ALIGN=LEFT>Shipping adress:<TD><INPUT TYPE=TEXT NAME=ADRESS VALUE=’’ SIZE=30>

 <TR><TH ALIGN=LEFT>Quantity, #TEMPLATE#<TD><SELECT NAME=’QUANT_#TEMPLATE#’> <OPTION SELECTED  
 value=’100’>100 pcs<OPTION value=’200’>200 pcs <OPTION value=’300’>300 pcs </SELECT> 

 <TR><TH ALIGN=LEFT>Delivery time:<TD><SELECT NAME=DELTIME>

  <OPTION SELECTED value=’Norm 5’>Normal (5 business days)

  <OPTION value=’Fast 3’>Fast (3 business days)

  </SELECT>

<TABLE>

<BR>

*	This	line	is	typed	as	a	single	line,	but	to	be	able	to	show	the	content	it	had	to	be	broken	into	two	lines.

The text “Quantity”, with the associated pulldown menu needs to be on ONE single line in or-
der to repeat correctly. The “#TEMPLATE#” token will translate into the current jobname and 
“QUANT_#TEMPLATE#” into “QUANT_” + the current jobname.
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The	orderform	from	the	default.eng	html	form.

6.4.5	Orderforms	and	Accept	settings

On the user/group configuration´s Display tab there are two entries that affect the display of the 
orderform: Accept condition text and Accept condition warning

The two “Accept” setups are deisigned to force the user to accept a condition before placing an 
order. The first setting is the text that is displayed next to a checkbox beneath the orderform 
(Form wizard or HTML). The second setting is the warning that is displayed if the user tries to 
place the order without checking the box.

Adding	accept	settings	in	usersetup	:	Display

The	resulting	orderform
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Accept	warning

6.4.6	Using	orderforms	to	control	workflow

The workflow is controlled by the settings in the user/group setups covered earlier. Several of 
these setups can be overridden by values in the orderform. A typical example is the email address 
where to send the confirmation and proof.

To use dynamic setups, fields need to be added to the orderform in the Form Wizard or the 
HTML form file. These fields need to have specific names. The titles displayed next to the names 
are of no importance. Following fields are supported.

Notification setups:

fieldnAme description

cumAil Email	for	user	mail.	If	several	CUMAIL	fields	exist,	the	email	will	be	sent	to	all	(using	
mail1,mail2,...	format).	Unless	ADDMAILS	is	set,	the	mail	address	from	the	usersetup	is	
overwritten.	CUMAIL0,	CUMAIL1,	...	can	also	be	used.	For	more	information	on	usermail	
see 6.5 Notifications.

Attproofs used	to	control	attachments	to	the	customer	email.	If	set	to	1,	both	jpg	and	pdf	proofs	
will	be	attached.	If	set	to	2,	jpg	proofs	will	be	attached,	and	if	set	to	3,	pdf	proof	will	be	
attached.

ppmAil Email	for	prepress	mail.	If	several	PPMAIL	fields	exist,	the	email	will	be	sent	to	all	(using	
mail1,mail2,...	format).	Unless	ADDMAILS	is	set,	the	mail	address	from	the	usersetup	is	
overwritten.	PPMAIL0,	PPMAIL1,	...	can	also	be	used.	For	more	information	on	usermail	
see 6.5 Notifications.

AttJobs If	set	to	1,	the	output	file	will	be	attached	to	the	Prepress	mail.

Attregs If	set	to	1,	regular	files	ordered	(i.e.	files	not	created	by	Accelerator)	file	will	be	attached 
to	the	Prepress	mail.

AdmmAil Email	for	admin	mail.	If	several	ADMMAIL	fields	exist,	the	email	will	be	sent	to	all	(using	
mail1,mail2,...	format).	Unless	ADDMAILS	is	set,	the	mail	address	from	the	usersetup	is	
overwritten.	ADMMAIL0,	ADMMAIL1,	...	can	also	be	used.	For	more	information	on	user-
mail	see	6.5 Notifications.

AttmAilcont If	set	to	a	string,	the	content	of	the	adminmail	will	also	be	sent	as	an	attachment	email.	
The	name	on	the	attachment	is	the	string	from	the	form.	The	name	can	use	variables	from	
the	content,	example:	"order.name&.txt"	will	name	the	attached	version	of	the	mailcontent	
to	the	same	as	the	order	+	".txt"	at	the	end.	This	feature	can	only	be	set	from	the	form.

AddmAils If	set	to	1,	mail	addresses	from	the	form	will	be	added	to	any	addresses	set	in	the	user/
group	setup.

sender Override	the	global	reply-to	address	in	the	sent	emails.	 
This	feature	can	only	be	set	from	the	form.
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Job format setups:

fieldnAme description

outformAt Final	output	format	of	templates.	The	content	needs	to	match	one	of	the	selections	from	
the	"Job	output	format"	pulldown	in	the	user/group	setup.	

imgres Resolution	on	variable	and	opi	images	in	template.

icc_out Output	ICC	profile	to	use	when	inserting	images.	The	full	path	to	the	ICC	profile	is	
needed.

Workflow setups:

fieldnAme description

Action Action	to	run	on	the	final	files.	The	content	needs	to	match	one	of	the	selections	from	the	
"Action"	pulldown	in	the	user/group	setup.

ActArg Argument	for	the	Action.	The	content	depends	on	the	action	selected.

ActAndArg Both	Action	AND	Argument	separated	by	a	";".

keep_thin Set	to	1,	Keep	the	thin	PostScript	in	the	output	folder.

keepproofs Set	to	1,	Keep	the	proof	files	in	the	output	folder.

collectreg Set	to	1,	Collect	non-template	documents	on	order.

onAmef Ordername	filter.	For	more	information	on	ordername	filters,	look	at	section	6.1. 
User	and	group	setups.

JobnAmef Jobname	filter.	For	more	information	on	ordername	filters,	look	at	section	6.1. 
User	and	group	setups.

onlyAction If	set	to	1,	only	run	action.	Skip	the	notification,	reporting,	order	history,	and	any	hot 
folders. This	feature	can	only	be	set	from	the	form.

6.4.7	Skipping	the	orderforms

In some workflows, we want a direct order with no additional form. If a setup uses no form 
(html or form wizard) or a form wizard form with no user dependent fields (popups, textfields, 
etc.) the orderprocess will run immediately, skipping the orderform step.

6.5	 Notifications

Accelerator sends out notifications when an order is checked out. There are three differ-
ent sets of notifications being sent out: customer, prepress and admin. The three differ-
ent sets can use different content and layout and have different attachments. In order to 
generate the different content, different mailtemplates are used.

emAil mAiltemplAte AttAchment possibilities

customer user PDF	and/or	JPG	proof.

Prepress prepress Final	Files.

Admin admin NO	attachment	unless	"ATTMAILCONT"	has	been	set	using	the	form.

6.5.1	Dynamic	mail	adresses

The mail address to use is setup in the user/group setup. There are two ways to use dynamic 
mail address: setting CUMAIL, PPMAIL or ADMMAIL in the form (See section 6.4.5 using 
orderforms to control workflow) or by reading the CUMAIL from a default file (see section 5.2.4, 
setting other values than data from default files).
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CUMAIL and PPMAIL can also be read from the InAlias database. By setting up the maila-
dress for customer or prepress in the useradmin to “inalias” Accelerator is instructed to look in 
the InAlias database for the emailaddress registered to the logged in user. For more information 
about InAlias, please contact your reseller or sales@inpress.se.

6.5.2	Customizing	email	look	and	feel

Accelerator emails are based on mailtemplates. The mailtemplates are files saved into a subfolder 
(notiftempl) in the Accelerator setup directory (/usr/accelerator/setup). There is one template per 
type of email notification: “user”, “prepress” and “admin”. 

In addition to these there is also a template named “anote” and one named “userdel”. The 
“anote” template is used when saving an order (see section 8.3 aBiz: order archiving). The 
“userdel” template is used when working with file delivery products (see section 8.4 aBiz: 
pricelists)

The “notiftempl” subfolder (/usr/accelerator/setup/notiftempl) contains the main mailtemplates 
and subfolders for customized templates. From the user/group setup it is possible to select from 
the subfolders. When sending a specific email, Acceleator will check the notification setup of the 
user/group and if a selection has been made, look for the appropriate template within the folder. 
If the template is not found in the folder it will revert back to the top folder and use the default 
template. This strategy makes it possible to create customized emails only for certain emails 
while still using the defaults for the remainder.

Accelerator ships default emails formatted as html emails. As an alternative, the same emails are 
shipped as text only in the subfolder simpletext (selectable from the admin interface).

To create a new email setup, make a new folder inside notiftempl. Copy the template or templates 
that need customization into the the folder. Either copy the html or the plain text originals. Edit 
the emails as needed and select the folder from the admin interface. Please note that the standard 
emails should not be edited since they may be overwritten when a software upgrade is made.

6.5.3	Email	template	format

The emails are in plain text and should be edited using a text editor like BBEdit or TextWran-
gler. Save the files using UNIX linefeeds and encoded as ISO Latin 1. Any empty line in the file 
will be ignored so if you need a line that shows up as empty, just use a space on that line.

The first line in the email template is used as the Subject line of the email and will be stripped 
out and not be part of the email body itself. If the email is of HTML type, it is of upmost im-
portance that the first line after the subject is an <HTML> tag. 

Thanks for the order

<HTML>

<HEAD>

<STYLE TYPE=”text/css”>

 
The example above is the top four lines of an html email template. “Thanks for the order” is the 
subject and the first line is an HTML doc tag.

Accelerator parses the email template looking for markers specifying tokens that will be ex-
changed for the unique data pertaining to the specific order. The marker used in the email 
templates is “#” (the hash character). The token is normally embedded inside two markers as in: 
“#order.name#”. 
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<TR><TD class=’headline’ colspan=2>#mail.title# #order.name#</TD><TR>

 
The section above is taken from the default html template for the admin mail. It has two tokens: 
“mail.title” and “order.name” embedded within “#” characters.

Accelerator builds an array with many different values that come from the current order. The 
array is structured into different sections like “session”, “user” and “order”, each with subvalues 
like “session.id”, “user.name”, “user.group” and “order.name”. To insert a value from a certain 
variable, use the token within the markers.

In addition to the simple sections there are also numbered sections and subsections that can have 
different lengths depending on the data available. Example: “job0”, “job1”, job2”, and “order.
metaname0”, “order.metaname1” and “order.metaname2”. 

Retrieving data from the numbered sections has to be done using loops. There are two types of 
loops: single-line and multi-line. A single-line loop is created by typing one of the numbered 
variables at a line using a “@” instead of the number. The entire line will be repeated, string with 
the number “0” and increasing the counter as long as there is data:

<TR><TD class=’boldtext’>#order.metaname@#</TD><TD class=’text’>#order.meta@#</TD></TR>
 

With the data 

order.metaname0 = “PO”

order.metaname1 = “REF”

order.metaname2 = “ADDRESS”

order.meta0 = “123456”

order.meta1 = “Bilbo Baggins”

order.meta2 = “Bag End” 

The template section will be expanded to:

<TR><TD class=’boldtext’>PO</TD><TD class=’text’>123456</TD></TR>

<TR><TD class=’boldtext’>REF</TD><TD class=’text’>Bilbo Baggins</TD></TR>

<TR><TD class=’boldtext’>ADDRESS</TD><TD class=’text’>Bag End</TD></TR>

 
A multi-line loop can be created using specific loop tags. These tags are only used to create the 
loop and will not be printed. A loop tag needs to be aligned to the left of the line and the follow-
ing syntax is used: “#TOKEN@<#” where TOKEN is the numbered variable token name, for 
example “job”, followed by the section to loop and then closing the section by “#TOKEN@>#”.

Following example from the simpletext prepress mail template shows the use of a multi-line loop 
on the job@ variable:

#job@<#

----------------------------------------------------------

#lang.accapp_jobname#: #job@#

#lang.ord_quant#: #job@.quant#

#lang.inp_regcomment#: #job@.comment#

#job@.contname@# = #job@.cont@#

#job@>#

A multi-line loop tag 
needs to start the 

line to the left
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With the data 

job0 = “BusinessCard”

job0.quant = “100”

job0.comment = “”

job0.contname0 = “Name”

job0.contname1 = “Occupation”

job0.cont0 = “Frodo Bagger”

job0.cont1 = “Bum”

job1 = “BusinessCard (1)”

job1.quant = “200”

job1.comment = “Make laminated”

job1.contname0 = “Name”

job1.contname1 = “Occupation”

job1.cont0 = “Sam Gamgee”

job1.cont1 = “Gardener”

lang.accapp_jobname = “Jobname” 

lang.ord_quant = “Quantity” 

lang.inp_regcomment = “Comments”

 
The template section will be expanded to:

----------------------------------------------------------

Jobname: BusinessCard

Quantity: 100

Comments: 

Name = Frodo Bagger

Occupation = Bum

----------------------------------------------------------

Jobname: BusinessCard (1)

Quantity: 200

Comments: Make laminated

Name = Sam Gamgee

Occupation = Gardener

 
In addition to the tag for multi-line repetitions, there is a tag for logics. The logics tag can test 
for 4 different criteria: token exists, token does not exist, token equals value and token does not 
equal value. The logics tag is almost identical to the loop tag and also needs to be placed to the left 
on the line.

#TOKEN?<# token exists and has a value

#!TOKEN?<# token does not exist or does not have a value

#TOKEN==VALUE?<# token exists and equals value

#TOKEN!=VALUE?<# token does not exist, has no value or does not equal value

#TOKEN?>#	 closing	tag	for	the	different	versions	of	the	logic	tag

To illustrate how the logics work, let us assume we have the following tokens in our dataset: 

mytoken = test

anothertoken = 123

A single-line loop can 
be made within a 

multi-line loop
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Also, lets assume that the lines below makes up the template:

---

#mytoken?<#

this is the value for mytoken: #mytoken#

#mytoken?>#

---

#!mytoken?<#

there is no value for mytoken

This will also be printed if there is no mytoken

#mytoken?>#

---

#anothertoken==123?<#

anothertoken	definitely	has	the	value:	#anothertoken#

This will also be printed. I can also use this here: #mytoken#

#anothertoken?>#

---

#yetanothertoken!=456?<#

Nope, we dont have a token yetanothertoken with the value 456

#yetanothertoken?>#

---

When processed, all the dotted lines will be included since they are all outside any logic sections.

The first logic section encountered is “#mytoken?>#” which comes out as true since “mytoken” 
does exist and has a value (TEST). The lines between the starting and ending tokens are then 
processed and inserted. In this subsection, the same token is used to put in the data: “this is the 
value for mytoken: TEST”

The second logic section, “#!mytoken?<#”, is evaluated as false since “mytoken” exist and has a 
value.

The third section uses the logics “#anothertoken==123?<#” which evaluates to true since the 
value of “anothertoken” exist and equals 123. The lines up t,o but not including the end logic 
tag, are processed and included.

The last logic test is “#yetanothertoken!=456?<#” which also evaluates to true since the token 
“yetanothertoken” is NOT in the dataset. The lines up to, but not including the end logic tag, 
are processed and included.

The final output of merging the template with the dataset is:

---

this is the value for mytoken: TEST

---

---

anothertoken	definitely	has	the	value:	123

This will also be printed. I can also use this here: TEST

---

Nope, we dont have a token yetanothertoken with the value 456

---

Some of the email and report data produced by Accelerator is specifically added to be used for 
logic control. This makes it possible to “trigger” certain parts of the mail or report templates 
when specific criteria are met. For example, there is a token named “haspayment” that is created 
and added with a value=”1” when there is a payment service used via the aBiz add-on. 
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Following is an example from the simpletext admin mail template: 

#haspayment?<#

#lang.cc_Provider#: #payment.provider#

#lang.cc_Transid#: #payment.transid#

#lang.cc_Authid#: #payment.authid#

#lang.cc_Message#: #payment.message#

#haspayment?>#

With the data

haspayment = “1”

payment.provider = “Paypal”

payment.transid = “123456789”

payment.authid = “987654321”

payment.message = “Approved”

lang.cc_Provider = “Credit card Provider”

lang.cc_Transid = “Transaction id”

lang.cc_Authid = “Authorization id”

lang.cc_Message = “Provider Message”

The template section will be expanded to:

Credit card Provider: Paypal

Transaction id: 123456789

Authorization id: 987654321

Provider Message: Approved

 
If the same template is being used in a setup where no payment service is being used, there will 
be no “haspayment” token in the dataset array and the section will be ignored.

The table below describes the different types of tokens that can be used in an email or report 
template.

token type description

#NAME# Simple	token	to	be	replaced.	

## Replace	with	#	(single	#)

#NAME@# Repeatable	token.	Will	repeat	for	data	NAME0,	NAME1,	...

#NAME@<#
   ...
#NAME@>#

Repeatable	token	section.	Will	repeat	entire	section	between	start	and	end	token	
for	data	NAME0,	NAME1,	...	and	replace	each	section	with	the	corresponding	
values	of	NAME0,	NAME1,	...

#NAME?<#
  ...
#NAME?>#

Logic	token.
The	section	between	start	and	end	token	will	be	processed	if	data	NAME	exists	
and	has	a	value.	

#!NAME?<#
  ...
#NAME?>#

Logic	token.
The	section	between	start	and	end	token	will	be	processed	if	data	NAME	does	not	
exists	or	exists	but	has	no	value.	

#NAME==VALUE?<#
  ...
#NAME?>#

Logic	token.
The	section	between	start	and	end	token	will	be	processed	if	data	NAME	exists	
and	has	a	value	exactly	equal	to	VALUE

#NAME!=VALUE?<#
  ...
#NAME?>#

Logic	token.
The	section	between	start	and	end	token	will	be	processed	if	data	NAME	does	not	
exist	or	exist	and	has	a	value	not	equal	to	VALUE
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6.5.4	Email	template	content

The data array available to the email is generated by Accelerator and is unique for every order. In 
addition to the order data, the strings from the user’s language file are included in the array.

The variables are listed in the table below. Note that some data can be accessed from multiple 
names. In the table all the numbered variables are noted as tokenN, where N will be replaced by 
0,1,2,... In some cases there are subsets of numbered variables (within jobN). These are noted as 
tokenK.

TOKEN	NAME(S) description

session,	session.id session	Id

user,	user.name user	account	name	(login)

user.group user	primary	group

user.corders user order count

user.cjobs user	job	count

group.corders group	order	count

group.cjobs group	job	count

order,order.name order name

order.session order	session	ID

order.date orderdate	(formatted	according	to	dateformat)

order.time orderdate	(formatted	according	to	timeformat)

order.dateTime orderdate	(formatted	according	to	date	and	timeformat)

order.datecustom orderdate	(formatted	according	to	custom	format)

order.cumail customer	email

order.ppmail prepress	email

order.admmail admin	email

order.njobs number	of	jobs	in	order

order.metanamek name	of	ordermetadata	(from	orderform),	metadata	K

order.metak content	of	ordermetadata	(from	orderform),	metadata	K

order.metAdAtAnAme content	of	ordermetadata	(from	orderform),	metadata	with	name	METADATANAME

hasprice exists	and	is	1	only	if	pricelist	is	used

order.price price	before	tax	and	shipping

order.ship shipping	cost

order.shipmeth shipping	method	when	using	pricelist

order.tax tax

order.weight weight

order.total total	price

order.subtotal total	price	before	tax

order.pricelist name	of	pricelist	used

order.currency currency	of	selected	pricelist

order.weighttype weight	type	from	pricelist

order.taxrate taxrate

order.fixedcostnameK name	of	fixed	cost	(from	pricelist),	fixed	cost	K

order.fixedcostvalK value	of	fixed	cost	(from	pricelist),	fixed	cost	K
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TOKEN	NAME(S) description

order.fiXedcostnAme value	of	fixed	cost	(from	pricelist),	fixed	cost	with	name	FIXEDCOSTNAME

hasfixedcost exists	and	is	1	only	if	there	is	at	least	one	fixed	cost

order.discountnameK name	of	discount	(from	pricelist),	discount	K

order.discountvalK value	of	discount	(from	pricelist),	discount	K

order.discountnAme value	of	discount	(from	pricelist),	discount	with	name	DISCOUNTNAME

hasdiscount exists	and	is	1	only	if	there	is	at	least	one	discount

payment.provider payment	provider

payment.transid payment	transaction	id

payment.authid payment	authorization	id

payment.message payment	message

haspayment exists	and	is	1	only	if	payment	is	used

jobN,jobN.name jobname	(template	name	OR	from	jobnamefilter)

jobN.idx index	within	order	(1,2,3...)

jobN.count specific	job	count,	this	jobs	index	in	main	user	jobcount

jobN.template template	(or	file)	name

jobN.quant ordered	quantity

jobN.price price	

jobN.comment supplied	comment

jobN.metanameK name	of	repeated	job	ordermetadata	(from	orderform),	metadata	K

jobN.metaK content	of	repeated	job	ordermetadata	(from	orderform),	metadata	K

jobN.METADATANAME content	of	repeated	ordermetadata	(from	orderform),	metadata	with	name	META-
DATANAME

jobN.conttypeK type	of	job	N,	variable	K

jobN.contnameK name/title	of	job	N,	variable	K

jobN.contK content	of	job	N,	variable	K

jobN.VARNAME content	of	job	N,	variable	with	name/title	VARNAME

jobN.ventnameK fieldname	of	venture	metadata	for	job	N,	field	K

jobN.ventcontK content	of	venture	metadata	for	job	N,	field	K

jobN.vent.FIELDNAME content	of	venture	metadata	for	job	N,	venture	field	with	name	FIELDNAME

jobN.hasvent set	to	1	if	there	is	venture	database	data	assigned	to	the	job	(see	6.1.5	Notification	
&	Reporting)

register.metanameK name	of	InAlias	registration	data,	data	K

register.metacontK value	of	InAlias	registration	data,	data	K

register.REGISTNAME value	of	InAlias	registration	data,	where	REGISTNAME	is	the	corresponding	name	
of	the	InAlias	metadata	field	

lang.LANGSTRING language	string	LANGSTRING	from	selected	language

6.5.5	Viewing	available	content

It is possible to save a debugfile containing the array of data that can be used. 

To generate the file, add a field to an orderform. The fieldname should be “SAVECONTFILE” 
and in the default content, type in the serverpath where the file should be saved to. Apply this 
orderform to a user, login as the user and place an order. Open the file to see the array.
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6.6	 Reports	&	Receipts

Accelerator writes reports and receipts upon completing an order. A receipt is always written into 
the orderfolder and the name and content can be controlled. The report is written to a specific 
path and appended to any existing file that may be residing at the path. The report path can 
include tokens pointing to information in the order or date and user information. See section 
6.5.4, Email template content for more information.

6.6.1	Reports	&	Receipts	template	format

The templates for reports and receipts are saved to the same setup folder (/usr/accelerator/setup/
reports) and share the same templating technology as the email notifications. Named tokens 
embedded in “#” characters are used to draw information unique to the specific order and lines 
and sections can be looped and logically selected.

The actual information that can be used for the reports and receipts is the same as can be used for 
the notification emails (see above). Using the report and receipt templates it is easy to make files 
that can be used for imports into other systems or into spreadsheets or displayed in other ways.

Example of a report template to create a tab-delimited file:

#order.name#<tab>#order.date#<tab>#job@.name#<tab>#job@.quant#<tab>#job@.comment#

 
With the data 

order.name = “baggins.1256047497”

order.date = “11/30/2009”

job0 = “BusinessCard”

job0.quant = “100”

job0.comment = “”

job1 = “BusinessCard (1)”

job1.quant = “200”

job1.comment = “Make laminated”

 
The report will be expanded to:

baggins.1256047497<tab>11/30/2009<tab>BusinessCard<tab>100<tab>

baggins.1256047497<tab>11/30/2009<tab>BusinessCard (1)<tab>200<tab>Make laminated 

If the path for the report points to a file that already exists, the report will be appended auto-
matically to the existing file. If there is no file, it will be created. 

By saving a header template to the reports folder, Accelerator will write a header to the report 
when a new report file is created. To use a header file for a certain report, save the appropriate 
header file to the same folder (/usr/accelerator/setup/reports) with the same name as the normal 
report template and add a “.head” extension to the filename.

In the example above, if there was a matching .head file to the report template

Order number<tab>Date<tab>Job<tab>Quantity<tab>Comment

 
Accelerator would create the following file (if this was the first entry to the file):

Order number<tab>Date<tab>Job<tab>Quantity<tab>Comment

baggins.1256047497<tab>11/30/2009<tab>BusinessCard<tab>100<tab>

baggins.1256047497<tab>11/30/2009<tab>BusinessCard (1)<tab>200<tab>Make laminated
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Just like with emails, it is possible to create loops over single or multiple lines (or combinations 
of both). This is necessary when writing more complex reports or receipt files. See following xml 
report template example: 

<order id=”#order.name#”>

    <orderinfo>

        id=”#order.name#”

        date=”#order.date#”

        time=”#order.time#”

        #order.metaname@#=”#order.meta@#”

    </orderinfo>

#job@<#

    <job idx=”#job@.idx#”>

        name=”#job@.name#”

        template=”#job@.template#”

        comment=”#job@.comment#”

        quantity=”#job@.quant#”

    </job>

#job@>#

</order>

 
With the data 

order.name = “baggins.1256047497”

order.date = “11/30/2009”

order.time = “12.05.01”

order.metaname0 = “PO”

order.metaname1 = “REF”

order.metaname2 = “ADDRESS”

order.meta0 = “123456”

order.meta1 = “Bilbo Baggins”

order.meta2 = “Bag End”

job0 = “Frodo Baggins-BC”

job0.idx = “1”

job0.name = “Frodo Baggins-BC”

job0.template = “Businesscard”

job0.quant = “100”

job0.comment = “”

job1 = “Sam Gamgee-BC”

job1.idx = “2”

job1.name = “Sam Gamgee-BC”

job1.template = “Businesscard”

job1.quant = “200”

job1.comment = “Make laminated”
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The report will be expanded to:

<order id=”baggins.1256047497”>

    <orderinfo>

        id=”baggins.1256047497”

        date=”11/30/2009”

        time=”12.05.01”

        PO=”123456”

        REF=”Bilbo Baggins”

        ADDRESS=”Bag End”

    </orderinfo>

    <job idx=”1”>

        name=”Frodo Baggins-BC”

        template=”Businesscard”

        comment=””

        quantity=”100”

    </job>

    <job idx=”2”>

        name=”Sam Gamgee-BC”

        template=”Businesscard”

        comment=”Make laminated”

        quantity=”200”

    </job>

</order>

6.6.2	Reports	&	Receipts	path	and	names

The receipt can only have its name configured. It is always written to the orderfolder. 

The report path is dynamic and can include the same data as the report itself. The path needs to 
point to the resulting file and when specifying the path out of static and dynamic segments the 
different portions are “glued” together using the “&” char: 

/myRaid/reports/Accelerator/&user.group&/&date(%Y-%m)&.txt

Runing an order on Nov 20, 2009 with the data 

user.group = “hobbits”

 
The path would translate to:
/myRaid/reports/Accelerator/hobbits/2009-11.txt

For more information about the date command formats see manual on the UNIX date com-
mand or equivalent.

6.7	 Redirecting	Accelerator	to	an	external	URL

When an order has been placed (directly or via a payment) Accelerator returns with it´s confirm 
page. Normally this page just states a “thank you for the order” screen.

It is possible to setup a redirect, making Accelerator instead redirect to another URL, somewhere 
else or on the same server. The redirect can be a POST of the data that Accelerator has at the 
moment it is returning from running the order. This feature can be used in a couple of different 
scenarios: 
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•	 The user has been directed to Accelerator from another site and needs to go back when 
the order is placed.

•	 The data collected from the order needs to go into another system that allows a post.

•	 Accelerator should pass control to a payment server AFTER processing the order.

6.7.1	Setting	up	a	redirect	to	external

Accelerator uses a jsfile to setup a redirect to an external (meaning outside Accelerator but not 
necessarily outside the server) URL. A file specifying the setup needs to be saved to /usr/accelera-
tor/setup/java and named USER_ext.js where USER should be replaced with the user or group-
name.

Accelerator 5.1 (and above) ships with a sample_ext.js file that explains the steps to setup a redi-
rect to an external site. The sample file is  /usr/accelerator/setup/java/sample_ext.js .
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7 sAmple templAtes

A number of sample files are delivered both as ready to use templates and as a zip archive 
containing the Indesign files and linked images used to create the templates. Both the template 
files and the zip gets installed into a new Accelerator volume named “ACC Samples” that will be 
placed alongside the “default” Accelerator volume. 

The	accSampleFiles	folder

In the zip archive, each template is saved into a separate folder.

Unzipped	the	samplefiles_v6.zip
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The “ready-to-use” templates contain additional setup like pointing to select files, image variable 
alignment and placement, etc. Each template is described below. Use the Indesing files and the 
premade templates to test different setups.

The	ACC	Samples	volume	is	created	by	Accelerator	when	installing.

7.1	 acme_businesscard

A simple example of a businesscard template. The Indesign file include all the basic variable 
setups like alignment and links.

The	InDesign	file	for	the	acme_businesscard	template

The final template has some additional setups applied to it from the administration GUI:

The	template	as	viewed	from	the	administration	GUI

The “input only” variable Division has a select applied to it from a selectfile. The select file reside 
in /usr/accelerator/setup/popups and is named AcmeSampleDivs. 
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The selection defined in the file AcmeSampleDivs sets the values of “Address 1”, “Address 2”, 
“Phone”, “Website” and “Logo” using the method described in section 5.1.3. “Logo” is an image 
variable. The select file points to sample logos supplied in the location : /usr/accelerator/setup/
lookups/Acme_sampleIMGs.

Both the select file and the images are installed by the Accelerator installer and comes as a part of 
this example.

“Logo” is set to non-edit. Note that since it is set to non-edit, it can be using Library as a 
method. the method will not be used in this case.

The other variables set from the Division select could also be set to non-edit (or hidden). Note 
that a variable set from select need to be in the form so it is not possible to set it to “automatic”.

testing	the	acme_businesscard	template	from	the	“View	in	plugin”	function	in	the	administration	GUI

7.2	 acme_prodsheet

The acme_prodsheet is an A4 sized product sheet where it is possible to select an image for a 
Product. The Indesign file has all the basic variable setups like alignment and links.
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The	InDesign	file	for	the	acme_prodsheet	template

The final template has some additional setups applied to it from the administration GUI:

The	template	as	viewed	from	the	administration	GUI

Division is an input only variable that sets the values of “Address 1”, “Address 2”, “Phone”, 
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“Website” and “Logo” using a select file “AcmeSampleDivs” like in the bussinescard template 
above. It uses the same select file and the same sample images.

This type of template is best used when combined with functionality to draw information as-
sociated to the selected image and pass it to other variables.

In order to make that work, there is a need to setup the selection method of the “Product” 
variable to point to a library of images that has database information associated to them and to 
set up the “Populate fields from Image Data” to properly match the Keyword names from the 
Venture database to the Field titles in the Template.

Image	selection	method	setup	to	use	library	and	pointing	to	an	image	library	that	has	database	assigned	to	it’s	volume	and	
keyword	data	assigned	to	the	images.

Assigning	keywords	from	the	Venture	database	to	be	used	to	populate	data	in	the	template	as	images	are	selected.

When this setup is completed, data from Venture will automatically be pushed to the fields in 
the template.

Selecting	image	from	library	...
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...	populates	data	into	the	fields.

7.3	 Contact	sheet	Templates

The contact sheet templates have similar setup and are designed to be used by only selecting im-
ages. One template handle a single image, another handle two images and the third handle four 
images. All other data is either preconfigured or is populated  by contentfilters using the image 
and related data. The templates can be used from normal Accelerator or via Accelerator aCat.
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The	InDesign	layout	for	the	Landscape_Single	template

 
The	Landscape_Single	template	from	the	administration	GUI

The single, double and quadruple image templates share most of the common elements, some of 
them static:

Background image: this is an image variable set to be used as a background for easy branding/
variation of the template. It can be turned off if a white background is required. The scaling 
method used is “Fill” in order to make sure that the full area is filled. To avoid non-proportional 
scaling of a background image, use an image of A4 size (or proportional thereof )

Legal: A text at the bottom that can be entered as default data and the variable then set to auto-
matic.

Watermark image(s): is a variable image that sits on top of the normal images. When populated 
by an appropriate image this acts as a watermark for the placed image. The placement method 
selected is “scale” which places the image scaled to it defined max size. The alignment selected is 
top/left and together with the placement method this works well with a smaller eps image, plac-
ing the eps on top of the selected image. A sample eps that can be used is supplied along with 
the InDesign file (watermark.eps).

Set this variable up as a static or use library select to turn on or off. If no watermark is needed, 
this variable can be disabled.

The other variables are also similiar:

Image (or Image 1, Image 2,...) : the main image that is placed by selection or via aCat in-
put. The images are scaled to a maximum area allowing both landscape and portrait images. A 
colored stroke (70% grey / .5 points) is added to the image. 

Using	a	single	stroke	color	or	width	will	apply	the	setting	instead	of	showing	the	setup	as	a	select

When used for acat, the image input mode can be set to no-edit.

Image name: set by contentfilter: Right(Image;/)

Image data: set by the contentfilter mventure. Depending on the circumstances, a list of key-
words can be supplied like in the example, or if leaving the keyword definition empty, accelera-
tor will check the current userperm of the user running the plugin and pickup the keywords 
from there.

Example: mventure(Image;Product Name,Product Info,Price,SKU number,Manufacturer)

Since no paddings are given, the default values “ = “ and newline will be used, resulting in a text 
simliar to this (using the Landscape_single template):
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Since the templates have been created using Typographies, it is possible to insert these into the 
content filter creating the Image Data content. The specific tokens created using typographies 
in paragraph texts are “<c>” and “</>” where “c” should be replaced with the particular code for 
the typography to select. “<c>” selects a typography and “</>” closes it.

In this case, the typographies are Normal (code = n) and Bold (code = b). If the content filter 
generate text that include these markers, the associated typography styles will be applied.

Example: <b>&mventure(Image;Product Name,Product Info,Price,SKU 
number,Manufacturer;</> - ;_nl__nl_<b>)&</>

Will generate a text similar to:

<b>Product Name</> - Gold Watch

<b>Product Info</> - The television noisily tastes umpteen tickets. The irascible Jab-
berwocky	laughed.	Angst-ridden	pawnbrokers	marries	five	tickets,	then	the	trailers	tel-
ephoned elephants.

<b>Price</> - 999.99

<b>SKU number</> - 3.125.114

<b>Manufacturer</> - STARK

<b></>

The “_nl_” string is replaced by a newline in the mventure() call and the “<b>” and “</>” bits 
are used to apply the typography styles to the text.
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8 Abiz

Accelerator aBiz is an add-on module that adds several new functions related to the business 
aspects of the site: order history, order archive with approval cycles, pricelists, budgets and ability 
to integrate with payment services.

All the setups relating to the above subjects are collected into one tab in the admin interface: 
aBiz. This tab cannot be used unless aBiz has been licensed.

8.1	 Users	and	groups

Several of the aBiz features take advantage of the users and groups in WebNative® and Accelera-
tor. In particular, the fact that a setup can be given on a group and then overridden by a local 
usersetup, is used in several cases. 

For example: the group “ACME” has a certain order archive setup that allows all the users to save 
orders but not to check out. One of the users in the ACME group, has an Accelerator setup on 
his user that not only allows him to save but also to see other users’ orders and to check out the 
saved orders.

Note that accelerator will only honor a user’s Primary Group. 

8.2	 Order	history

Order history is a list of orders that are created automatically when an order is submitted. To 
enable order history check the “Enable Order History” checkbox. When order history has been 
enabled, the different options are displayed.

As soon as the order history has been enabled, Accelerator will start saving the orders as they are 
being produced. Orders are saved into /usr/accelerator/history and divided into subfolders for 
groups and users. 

8.2.1	Order	history	setups

Order history is configured on the aBiz tab.

Setups	for	orderhistory.

options description

Access	group	history When	checked,	it	allows	a	user	to	see	order	history	for	other	members	of	the	same	
group

Force	user	to	proof	
retrieved	job	before	
checking	out

When	checked,	all	jobs	need	to	be	proofed	and	re-added	to	the	order	before	they	
can	be	ordered.

Accelerator only saves 
the low res information 
for the jobs in the order 

history
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options description

Max	size	of	Order 
history

Accelerator	can	maintain	a	certain	number	of	jobs	in	the	history.	The	number	of	
jobs	can	either	be	determined	by	the	age	of	the	order	or	as	a	maximum	number	of	
orders.

Maintain	maximum	his-
tory	for	group

When	checked,	the	max	size	is	considered	per	group	instead	of	single	user.

Information	string	for	
history

When	the	list	of	orders	in	the	history	is	viewed	from	the	user,	the	default	pres-
entation	is	the	name	of	the	order	as	configured	in	the	ordername	setup	(see	Job	
options).	As	an	alternative,	it	is	possible	to	configure	an	informative	string	that	can	
be	viewed	from	the	user’s	orderadmin	page.	The	string	is	similiar	to	many	others	in	
Accelerator	building	a	string	by	concatenating	different	hardcoded	string	segments	
with	variable	information	from	the	order.	Example:	"order.REF&	–	&order.PO"	would	
take	the	information	from	the	"REF"	and	"PO"	fields	of	the	orderform,	paste	the	
texts	together	using	"	-	"	as	a	separator.

8.2.2	Accessing	order	history

The order history can be found in the “Accelerator Orderadmin” section. Using the house_in-
press style a link to the orderadmin can be found in the top level page, using InPressive as the 
interface the link can be found in the navigation section to the left. 

It is also possible to get to the orderadmin just after adding a new job to the Accelerator current 
order when using the ecommerce style.

Accessing	orderadmin	from	house_inpress.

Accessing	orderadmin	from	inpressive.

By checking the “Show” checkbox it is possible to view the order history for the user and the 
group if so configured. 

The list of orders can be sorted by ordername, order date and reverse order date. The sortorder is 
remembered in between the times the window is opened. 

When clicking the link on the ordername, the individual jobs are listed allowing the user to view 
previews of the jobs as well as to download pdf proofs in case they were created when the order 
was created. 

The checkbox in front of an order or in front of a specific job in an open order can be used to 
select the files to be retrieved to the current order for processing again. Note that a job always 
needs to be retrieved in order to be re-ordered.

When using the classic 
Accelerator style there 

is no place to access 
order history
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Viewing	order	history.	Orders	can	be	sorted,	viewed	in	detail	and	retrieved	to	the	current	order.

8.3	 Order	archive

Unlike with order history, orders have to be explicitly saved to the order archive. Enabling order 
history gives the user a new option to save an order to archive but the task to save is entirely up 
to the user.

The process to save an order should not be confused with the “adding to an order” that is done 
when using the ecommerce style of workflow. While the user has a current order, it is a tempo-
rary order locked to the specific user machine (by a cookie) and it may be flushed after a certain 
time in order to not lock up serverspace. 

A saved order is saved to an “archive” area in /usr/accelerator/archive and divided into subfolders 
for groups and users. It will stay in the archive until retrieved and saving an order will clear up 
the current order. A user can have many saved orders and can share these with other members in 
the group and the saved orders are not specific for a certain computer. It is also possible to add 
approval statuses to the orders in the archive (see 8.3.4 Approval Status and Remote approval).

The	orderadmin	pages	show	saved	orders	at	top	and	the	current	order	at	the	bottom.

Order archive can mainly be used for three separate types of workflows: “Document save”, 
“Approval workflows” and to generate “Standard orders”. We will now take a look at the different 
workflows in more detail.
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8.3.1	Order	archive	setup

Order archive is configured on the aBiz tab. When “Enable order Archive” is selected the 
different options become available.

Setups	for	orderarchive.

options description

Retrieve	group	archives When	checked,	the	user	will	see	and	be	able	to	retrieve	archives	from	other	users	
in	the	group

no checkout of order When	checked,	the	user	has	no	checkout	option.	This	feature	may	be	used	to	
setup	approval	workflow,	see	section	8.3.3.

No	option	to	add	to	
archives

When	checked,	the	user	will	not	be	able	to	add	more	jobs	to	an	existing	archive

Allow	renaming	job	
when	saving	order

When	checked,	the	user	has	the	option	to	rename	jobs	as	they	are	saved	to	the	
Archive.

No	advanced	save	
options	(when	using	
groups)

When	using	the	archive	function	on	users	in	a	group,	two	save	options	are	au-
tomatically	added	in	the	save	dialogue:	"Make	standard	order"	and	"Hide	from	
group".	Checking	this	option,	will	remove	these	options.

No	option	to	retrieve	
single	jobs	from	archive

When	checked,	it	is	not	possible	to	retrieve	single	jobs	from	an	order	in	archive.

No	option	to	keep	ar-
chive	when	retreiving

When	checked,	it	is	not	possible	to	retrieve	a	copy	of	an	order	keeping	the	original	
in	the	archive.

No	email	notifications	
on	save

When	checked,	the	entry	for	email	address	will	be	removed	in	the	“save	to	archive”	
dialogue.

Default	emailadress	for	
notification

Default	email	address	to	add	to	the	"save	to	archive"	dialogue.

default returnaddress 
for	notification

Default	return	address	in	the	email	notifcation.	
NOTE: used to be advanced js option user.savenotif_retmail

Display	of	return	ad-
dress

Select	how	to	use	the	default	return	address:	show	in	form,	use	the	default	silently	
or dont use at all.
NOTE: used to be advanced js option user.savenotif_retstat

Copy	return	address	on	
notification

When	checked,	a	copy	of	the	notification	will	be	sent	to	the	return	address.
NOTE: used to be advanced js option user.savenotif_anoteToRetmail
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8.3.2	Order	archive	–	general	workflow

The order archive resembles in many aspects the workflow of saving documents to disk in your 
local computer. The name given in the “Save order as” field is the foldername and the “Add 
to current order” can be used to save another document (or documents) to an already existing 
folder. Note that it is possible to save two orders under the same name.

An email will be sent to the email address in the “Send email to” field. It is possible to use  
multiple addresses separated by commas or spaces. The email message will be in the sent mail.

The	save	options	using	the	default	settings	and	a	user	that	is	in	a	group.

An order is removed from the archive when retrieved unless the checkbox to “Keep in archive” is 
checked. There is no other way to delete from archive.

Two special options are added when the user is part of a group: “Make standard order” and 
“Hide from group”.

If “Make standard order” is checked when saving, the order can only be removed when retrieved 
by the user that saved the order. The option can be used to create prepopulated templates that 
users can pickup and quickly finish and order. Examples would be things like campaigns or sets 
that an adminstrator picks up and prepares for the rest of the group.

Viewing	standard	order	from	user	that	saved	the	order.

Viewing	standard	order	from	other	user	than	the	one	who	saved	the	order.
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If “Hide from group” is checked when saving, the order can only be viewed by the user that 
saved the order. The option is ideal when a user is working on a set of files but not ready to save 
as “standard order” or to submit for approval.

8.3.3	Basic	approval	workflow	using	order	archives

By using the options “Retrieve group archives” and “No checkout of order” along with the email 
option, it is easy to set up a basic approval setup where a number of users in a group can work 
in an environment with one or several administrators who approve the jobs created by the other 
users. 

The main group of users, who create jobs that need to be approved, have the “No checkout of 
order” checked in addition to the “Enable Order Archiving”. This will allow the users to save 
jobs but not to place orders. When saving the jobs, the administrator is notified. To make it easy 
the admin email address can be prepopulated. This setup is made on the entire group of users.

The	setup	used	for	the	main	group	of	users	and	the	view	of	current	order,	with	no	“checkout”	option.

The administrator (or administrators) need to have individual setups where the “Retrieve group 
archives” is checked. This enables viewing and retrieving orders from all the other users in the 
group. Since checkout is not disabled for this user, one has the ability to retrieve orders created 
by the other users and check the orders out for processing.

The	setup	used	for	the	administrator(s)	and	the	view	of	current	order,	with	ability	to	“checkout”.

8.3.4	Approval	status	and	remote	approvals

When working with order archive it is also possible to add an approval status on each job within 
an order. The status is a flag that defines each job as Approved, Rejected or Unmarked. The order 
enclosing a number of jobs can – using the same terminology – be Approved, Rejected, Un-
marked or Mixed. An order is Mixed when it has several jobs and the jobs have different statuses.
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Orders	and	jobs	have	approval	statuses.

Order approvals currently only have a few setups visible when “Enable approvals in Order 
Archive” has been checked.

Approval	setups.

options description

Enable	remote 
approvals

When	set	to	yes,	the	notification	email	will	include	links	to	approve	and	reject	jobs.
Lights	can	also	be	clicked	and	status	changed	from	orderadmin	unless	the	selec-
tion	is	“Yes,	only	allow	status	edit	remotely”	

Remote	approval	expiry The	number	of	days	an	approval	link	is	valid.	If	no	value	is	given,	there	is	no	time	
limit	to	use	the	link,	but	it	can	only	be	used	once.

Notify	return	address	
on	update

When	enabled,	an	email	will	be	sent	when	a	user	changes	the	approval	status	
remotely.	Set	to	“On	remote	and	and	local	update	to	send	notification	both	when	
the	status	is	changed	remotely	and	localy	in	the	orderadmin.
The	mail	will	be	sent	to	the	return address	set	under	the	general	order	archiving	
setup.	Since	the	return	address	is	used,	this	can	be	a	dynamic	address	entered	
when	saving	an	order	and	sending	the	approval	request.

Turning on approval will force all jobs to require approval before being ordered. That means that 
a job always needs to go through the process of saving – approving – retrieving before it can be 
ordered.

Approving a job can be done in two ways: by clicking the status light and editing the status or by 
accessing the approval form via a link in the notification email sent out when saving an order.

Approving	a	job	using	the	link	in	the	“light”.

When turning on 
approvals, ALL jobs 

have to go through the 
approval process
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To use the link in the mail, “Enable remote approvals” needs to be checked and the plugin for 
remote approvals (acc_remote) needs to be installed (see 2.3 Installing the software) and the re-
mote URL needs to be set in the base configuration (see 2.6.2, Base configuration).

When using the email/link method, the email contains links to do direct approve or reject as 
well as adding comments. The links do not require any login to the system, making it possible to 
send out the email to users with no login account.

Saving	an	order	with	two	jobs	for	approval.

The	resulting	email	using	the	default	template.
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Using	the	approve	with	note	link	in	the	email.

Viewing	status	with	note	in	orderadmin.

The email notification used to send the approval links is the same as used for the “normal” save 
operation. The email template name is “anote” and it can be found in the notifications directory: 
/usr/accelerator/setup/notiftempl. It conforms to the same type of rules as the other emails and 
can be controlled by the notification template setup on the “notification and reporting” tab. To 
read more about how to change the layout of the notification see 6.5.2, Customizing email look 
and feel.

8.4	 Pricelists

A pricelist is enabled on the aBiz tab. The configuration of the pricelist is done in a pricelist file. 
The pricelists and related components exist in /usr/accelerator/setup/pricelists. When adding a 
pricelist, a new file needs to be saved to this directory and then selected on the user/group setup 
aBiz tab.

Selecting	from	pricelists	saved	to	the	pricelist	folder.

A pricelist is a text file, saved as an ISO Latin file using UNIX newlines. Accelerator is shipped 
with a sample pricelist named: sample_full. It shows examples of all the configuration options 
available for the pricelist function.

When using a pricelist, Accelerator associates each file in the order with a price and quantity. 
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This means that the “input” page gets a new entry at the bottom where to select a quantity. It 
will also show a price and a weight. 

Selecting	quantity	when	adding	to	current	order.

The second noticeable change is a new screen that appears when checking out, right before the 
orderform. The new screen is the “ordersum” screen that shows the overview of the order, listing 
all jobs with quantities that can be adjusted and other price related informations like shipping 
options, discounts, etc.

The	ordersum	screen	appears	when	a	pricelist	has	been	selected.
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8.4.1	Pricelist	folder	and	subfolders

As mentioned above, pricelists should be saved into /usr/accelerator/setup/pricelists. Inside the 
“pricelists” folder there are two other subfolders that are used by the pricelist functions: “dis-
counts” and “components”. 

The discounts folder is used to save discount setups that can contain definitions of campaign 
discounts or promotional codes for example. Other types of discounts can be tied to certain user 
or group names. See 8.4.10 Configuring DISCOUNTS for more information.

The component folder is used to save price and quantity setups that can be called from multiple 
priceslists. See 8.4.7 GROUPS and components below.

8.4.2	Pricelist	file	structure

The idea of the pricelist file is to provide sections to setup different aspects of a pricelist. It has 
to list all products associating them with quantity and pricing models and it has to setup some 
basic rules for the pricelist like currency and tax.

The pricelist is divided into several sections: MAIN, SHIPOPTS, FIXEDCOST, DISCOUNTS, 
QUANTGROUPS, CALCGROUPS, PRODGROUPS and PRODUCTS. A minimal pricelist 
needs to include two sections: MAIN and PRODUCTS. Start and stop of the different sections 
are defined using tags like “<MAIN>” and “</MAIN>”. A character “#” at the start of a line in 
the pricelist defines the line as a comment.

Within the tags each section’s configurations are specified using tab-delimited format. Example: 

<MAIN>
CURRENCY  USD
WEIGHT  kg
TAX  12.5
NOTAX  I live outside ... and do not need to pay sales tax
NOWEIGHT
</MAIN>

sections description

mAin Basic	information	and	settings	of	the	pricelist:	Currency,	Tax,	..

shipopts Shipping	options	definitions

fiXedcost Fixed	costs	definitions.	Costs	that	can	depend	on	the	total	cost,	and/or	on	a	
checkbox.	Examples	of	fixed	cost	can	be	"Admin	costs",	"Gift	Wrap"

discounts Discount	setup	definitions	(point	to	discount	files).	Discounts	can	be	based	on	
user/group	names	or	require	a	type	in	(like	Promotional	codes	or	coupons).	
Discounts	can	be	controlled	by	date.

QuAntgroups Quantity	selection	definitions	that	can	be	called	from	the	Product	listing.

cAlcgroups Price	calculation	definitions	that	can	be	called	from	the	Product	listing.

prodgroups Quantity	selection	and	Price	calculation	definitions	that	can	be	called	from	the	
Product	listing.

products Product	listing	with	associated	quantity	selection	and	price

When using a pricelist, 
the orderform should 

NOT collect quantities
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8.4.3	Pricelist	MAIN	section

Setups within the MAIN section is a list of setups (like CURRENCY) that may have a value 
separated with a tab. Some tokens are only there to enable/disable some functionality.

setup VAlues description

currency String The	currency	to	use.	This	is	only	a	string	and	defaults	to	"USD".

Weight String The	weight	to	use.	This	is	only	a	string	and	defaults	to	"kg".

noWeight – If	setup	exists,	it	will	cause	the	ordering	process	to	NOT	SHOW	weights.

tAX Tax Tax	amount	expressed	as	a	percentage.	If	left	out,	no	tax	will	be	shown	in	interface.
Setting	TAX	to	‘0’	will	also	hide	it.

notAX String Gives	option	to	turn	off	tax	calculation	based	on	checkbox.	String	is	shown	in	
interface.

noprice – If	setup	exists,	it	will	cause	the	ordering	process	to	NOT	use	pricing	at	all.

hideprice – If	setup	exists,	it	will	cause	the	ordering	process	to	NOT	SHOW	pricing.	

tAXonship – If	setup	exists,	tax	will	be	added	on	shipping.

8.4.4	Pricelist	PRODUCTS	section

The purpose of the PRODUCTS section is to list all the products and corresponding quantity 
and pricing setups. The list is tab-delimited and lists product (file) name followed by tab, then 
the quantity setup followed by tab and last the price setup. In some cases the quantitysetup can 
also contain pricing in which case the third “column” is empty:

<PRODUCTS>
Product1   quantitysetup   pricesetup
Product2   quantitysetup   pricesetup
Product3   quantitysetup   pricesetup
...
</PRODUCTS>

A product can be listed by its filename (or parts of ), enclosing folder or by the “default” entry 
which will match any product not matched by the before mentioned methods. Accelerator will 
search the productlist from top to bottom, trying to match the current file. It will use the first 
match it makes.

Matching by filename can be done using wildcards or full name. A foldermatch is triggered by 
an ending “/” and only the the last folder in a path will be used. The word “default” will match 
anything.

Examples: match to “filename”

filename   ...

 
match to file ending with “bcard”

*bcard   ... 

 
match to folder named “Product sheets”

Product Sheets/   ...

 
match to any product

default   ...
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Using product listings with wildcards with a good naming convention and/or foldernames makes 
it easy to apply pricing in an effective manner.

When a product has been matched Accelerator reads the quantity and pricesetup. The quan-
tity and price setup associated to a product through any of the methods above can either be a 
direct specification or a reference to a named specification that is defined in PRODGROUPS, 
QUANTGROUPS or CALCGROUPS. 

Examples: Direct specification

Product1   -;0|50 (pcs);50|250 (pcs);250   0.025;1;100 

Indirect specification using named setups from QUANTGROUPS and CALCGROUPS

Product2   Simple_Quant_Pulldown   Cheap_Price 

Using the named setups (PRODGROUPS, QUANTGROUPS and CALCGROUPS) makes it 
possible to reuse the same setup for mutiple products.

QUANTGROUPS is used to predefine quantity setups

CALCGROUPS is used to predefine calculation setups

PRODGROUPS is used to predefine quantity and calculation setups as a pair (recommended)

It is also possible to use a named setup (both for Quantity and Price) that is shared between muti-
ple pricelists. In this case the setup is called a “component” and is differentiated by a leading “/”.

Indirect specification using named components for quantity and calculation 

Product3   /pulldown_title_10_100_x10   /tiered_10per1000_5per2000 

Using components is practical when many pricelists have identical pricing. It is also easier to 
construct large quantity pulldown menus using individual files as opposed to typing all options 
into a single line. See Quantity and Price setups below.

A component can either be specified in the product listing or by using an indirect reference to a 
PRODGROUPS, QUANTGROUPS or CALCGROUPS entry that in turn use a component:

<QUANTGROUPS>
Bcardpulldown   /pulldown_bcard_wprice
</QUANTGROUPS>
<PRODUCTS>
Product5   Bcardpulldown
</PRODUCTS>

Further another option, the setup can point to a database field which in turn specifies the direct 
or indirect value to use. Using a database field to point to a setup is very useful for handing over 
the priceadministration to someone who does not have the authority to access the pricelist files. 

Specification via a database field 

<PRODGROUPS>
Businesscards   -;0|100 (pcs);100|250 (pcs);250|500 (pcs);500   1;.05;100
Postcards   -;0|50 (pcs);50|250 (pcs);250   2;.1;100
</PRODGROUPS>
<PRODUCTS>
default   db(PRICE_FIELD)
</PRODUCTS>

Where PRICE_FIELD is a field that has a value that match a definition in PRODGROUPS. 

If no match can be 
made, the Product 

(File) cannot be 
ordered

PRODGROUPS is bet-
ter to use than QUANT 
and CALC groups since 

it can be used with 
the Venture database 

and in Product group 
discount setups 
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In this case the actual value of the PRICE_FIELD database field has to be either “Businesscards” 
or “Postcards”. Note that the db() function only works with PRODGROUPS.

8.4.5	Quantity	setups

The most basic quantity setup is actually nothing at all. Leaving the section for quantity empty 
instructs Accelerator to create a type in field where the quantity can be specified. Anything can 
be typed into the field, but Accelerator will filter out anything that is not a digit.

Quantity	input	using	typein.

In order to control a typein quantityfield, Accelerator allows for using a “box” input. The box 
input allows for a minimum quantity, a step and a maximum quantity and is written using the 
following syntax:

*;increment;min_quant;max_quant

Example: 

*;250;500;2500

Would create a type in quantity field that accepts typed in quantites from a minium of 500 to 
a maximum of 2500 using increments of 250. It will correct the typed in quantity and show an 
alert message if incorrect quantities are entered.

Quantity	input	using	“box”	typein.

A common quantity selection is to use a pulldown. Accelerator can use pulldowns that only 
consists of numbers or pulldowns that show a title for every quantity. All pulldowns are created 
using the “|” (pipe) character to separate the selections. 

quantity|quantity|... 

If there are multiple datasections within a selection, for example title and quantity, a “;” (semi-
colon) is used to separate the data. 

title;quantity|title;quantity|... 

Examples: simple pulldown (only using numbers for quantities)

0|50|250

labelled pulldown (using numbers and titles)

-;0|50 (pcs);50|250 (pcs);250
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Quantity	popups	with	only	numbers	and	with	labels	and	numbers.

A pulldown can also include the price and weight for a certain quantity. To include price and 
weight, just add two more entries to each selection or if you only want to include the price in the 
pulldown add one more entry:

title;quantity;price|title;quantity;price|... 
title;quantity;price;weight|title;quantity;price;weight|... 

Examples: quantity and price pulldown

-;0;0|50 (pcs);50;50|250 (pcs);250;175

quantity, price and weight pulldown

-;0;0;0|50 (pcs);50;50;.25|250 (pcs);250;175;1.25

Selecting	a	quantity	fills	in	both	price	and	weight.

No calculation setup is needed when using a pulldown that has a price attached to each quantity.

Accelerator can also handle static quantity/pricing for a product by directly specifying the quan-
tity, price and weight. A title to be printed in the form is also needed:

title;quantity;price;weight

Example: 

A pack;25;50;10

The	quantity,	price	and	weight	is	predefined	and	cannot	be	altered	by	the	user.

When creating static quantities or pulldowns with quantity and price it is possible to use the spe-
cial quantity “F”. The “F” quantity stands for “File delivery” and allows for setups where physi-
cal deliveries can be mixed with digital. When using a filedelivery on a product, that specific 
product will be sent as an attachment to the customer.

8.4.6	Calculation	setups

The calculation setup is used to take a certain quantity, and based on a price, calculate a line 
item price and weight. The structure of a calculation is similar to the quantity setups using “;” 
(semi-colon) to separate the different data and “|” (pipe) to separate different levels. 

A price calculation works with price per item and weight per item. It can also add a basecost to 
the price and work with different pricelevels (tiers) that can change the price based on the quan-
tity, i.e. x cost per unit up to quantity y then z per unit.

price/#(;weight/#)
price/#;weight/#;basecost
limit;price/#(;weight/#)(;basecost)|limit;price/#(;weight/#)(;basecost)....

  limit is from, up to but not equal to next limit, no value==0, last value in table 
is used for all upwards
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Examples: 

Flat price per unit:

0.1

•	 Will multiply the quantity with .1 to get the line item price

Flat price/weight per unit:

0.1;.05

•	 Will multiply the quantity with .1 to get the line item price

•	 Will multiply the quantity with .05 to get the weight

Flat price/weight per unit, with a base cost:

0.1;.05;10

•	 Will multiply the quantity with .1 and add 10 to get the line item price.

•	 Will multiply the quantity with .05 to get the weight

Tiered price per unit, with a base cost on lowest level:

0;0.1;.05;10|100;0.1;.05;0|200;.075;.05;0

•	 For quantities 0-99, Will multiply the quantity with .1 and add 10 to get the line item price.

•	 For quantities 100-199, Will multiply the quantity with .1 to get the line item price.

•	 For quantities 200-, Will multiply the quantity with .075 to get the line item price.

•	 Will multiply the quantity with .05 to get the weight 

Pricecalculation	using	a	tiered	calculation.

8.4.7	GROUPS	and	components

As already mentioned, a specific setup can be tied to a Product directly by typing in the con-
figurations in the product list or by adding setups to named entries in the PRODGROUPS, 
QUANTGROUPS or CALCGROUPS sections and calling on these using the names.

A setup in QUANTGROUPS is used for Quantity setups

A setup in CALCGROUPS is used for Calculation setups

A setup in PRODGROUPS is used for both Quantity and Calculation setups together

The group setups has the advantage that they can be configured once and then attached to mul-
tiple products.

A component is a setup that is saved in its own file in the subdirectory “components” inside 
“pricelists”. The component file can be structured either as a single line text just like the setups as 
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described in 8.4.5 and 8.4.6 or as a multiline setup using newlines instead of “|” and tab instead 
of “;”. 

Example 1: 

Single line pulldown component:

-;0;0;0|50 (pcs);50;50;.25|250 (pcs);250;175;1.25

Will create the same pulldown menu as multiline component:

    0  0  0
50 (pcs)  50  50  .25
250 (pcs)  250  175  1.25

Example 2: 

Single line calculation component:

0;0.1;.05;10|100;0.1;.05;0|200;.075;.05;0

Will create the same pricing scheme as multiline component:

0   0.1  05  10
100   0.1  05  0
200   .075  .05  0

8.4.8	Configuring	SHIPOPTS

The SHIPOPTS section defines shipping selections and associated costs. The section can be left 
if no shipping should be added or if shipping is calculated as part of the Product pricing.

SHIPOPTS can have one or more selections. If, there is only one selection, it will be shown and 
selected. if there are several selections a pulldown menu will be shown.

Each selection needs a name, and a title. The name is passed to the backend for notifications and 
reporting and the title is shown in the frontend as a label for the selection.

Pricing for each selection can be given as a price within a certain weight range with an optional 
“free limit” which is an ordersum, which if reached will remove any shipping cost.

Name   Title   (Free_limit)   (limit;price|...)
 Name is posted and logged and included in notifications
 Title is displayed as the label in the form popup
 Free_limit is the ordersum from where shipping is free (can be omitted)
 limit;price pairs is the matrix for calculating shipping from weight

Examples: Simple ship options with no associated costs

<SHIPOPTS>
Express  Express Overnight
3_Day  Fast (3 business days)
5_Day  Normal (5 business days)
</SHIPOPTS>

Will just display pulldown to select shipping option.

Shipping	with	no	cost.
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Single ship option with tiered cost and free limit

<SHIPOPTS>
3_Day   Fast (3 business days)   500   0;5|2;10|10;15|25;25
</SHIPOPTS>

Will selected shipping option and calculate the cost on the fly. 

•	 For weight 0 - <2, Shipping cost is 5

•	 For weight 2 - <10, Shipping cost is 10

•	 For weight 10 - <25, Shipping cost is 15

•	 For weight 25 - , Shipping cost is 25

If ordersum is 500 or more, no shipping cost is added.

Multiple shipping options. Some with tiered cost and free limit

<SHIPOPTS>
Express  Express Overnight    0;10|2;15|5;25
3_Day  Fast (3 business days)  500  0;5|2;10|10;15|25;25
5_Day  Normal (5 business days)  20  0;5
</SHIPOPTS>

Depending on the selection in the pulldown, pricing will be calculated like in the example above.

Shipping	with	cost	depending	on	selection	and	weight.

8.4.9	Configuring	FIXEDCOST

The pricelist can contain a number of fixed costs that can be added to an order. The cost has a 
name and a display title and is constructed from a static cost + a factor applied to the ordersum. 
It can also have a free limit which is a total ordersum that if reached will remove the cost. It can 
also be selectable through a checkbox that has an associated text.

Examples: Note that in following examples an empty entry has been written as “-” for readabil-
ity. “-”  should not be used in a real pricelist.

Content   Title   Comment   Cost   Free_limit   Factor   CB_setup
 Content is posted to plugin and logged/in notifications
 Title is displayed in form
 Comment is displayed in form
 Cost is the fixed cost (defaults to 0)
 Free_limit is the ordersum from where the fixed cost is free, can also be a span:  
 start;freelimit which allow a setup where 0 price turns off the fixed cost 
 Factor is the factor that will be multiplied to the orderprice to get the cost (ex 
 pressed as decimal)
 CB_setup will add a checkbox to the right of the field and trigger the cost only when  
 checkbox is checked, 0 = add checkbox unchecked, 1 = add checkbox prechecked

Admin cost

<FIXEDCOST>
ADMIN   Order admin cost   Charged on orders less than 100 USD   5   100   .2
GIFT    Add gift wrapping  Gift wrap your order     10        0
</FIXEDCOST>
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ADMIN – Will add 5 + .2*ordersum as ADMIN unless ordersum is 100 or higher

GIFT – Will add 10 as GIFT if checked. Comes up unchecked when page is loaded

Fixed	costs	as	in	example	above.	Here	the	admin	cost	is	not	used	since	the	ordersum	is	higher	than	the	free	limit.	The	the	
gift	wrap	checkbox	has	not	been	checked	which	means	that	no	gift	wrap	cost	is	added.

Fixed	costs	as	in	example	above.	In	this	case	the	ordersum	is	below	the	free	limit,	causing	Accelerator	to	add	the	Order	
admin	cost	of	17.00.	The	gift	wrap	checkbox	has	been	checked	which	add	another	10.00.

8.4.10	Configuring	DISCOUNTS

Three types of discounts can be applied to the ordersum: user/group, product group or code-
based. All types are added to the main pricelist but use a seconday lookup file to get the actual 
discount. The discount lookupfile should be placed in the subdirectory “discounts” inside 
“pricelists”.

A discount setup is configured like this in the pricelist:

Content Title Type Discountfile Text Error_Text

Content is posted to plugin and logged/in notifications
Title is displayed in form
Type : code,user,group,pgroup
Discountfile : name of discount file to be used.
Text : Text to display as additional info
Error_Text : Text to alert for codes that are not found (only for codediscounts)

Example: User discount

<DISCOUNTS>
ULOYALTY   Loyalty discount   user   sample_userdiscount   My default text
</DISCOUNTS>

A user/group discount is fetched from a user/group file and just as the name implies, is based on 
the user or group of the current customer. Accelerator uses the user or group name (configured 
in the pricelist) to lookup the discount from the discountfile. The discount file for a user or 
group discount uses the following syntax:

user/groupname  min_amount;dconst;dfactor;maxdisc  textoverride  startdate  enddate
 user/groupname : user or groupname
 min_amount: minimum amount for discount to be used
 dconst : constant discount
 dfactor: percentage discount expressed as a decimal number.  
 Calculated from total-min_amount
 maxdisc: maximum discount
 textoverride: a text overriding the text in the pricelist file
 startdate: startdate of discount expressed as YYYY-MM-DD, example 2009-04-01
 enddate: enddate of discount expressed as YYYY-MM-DD, example 2009-12-31
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Sample entry from sample_userdiscount

bilbo.baggins   100;10;.05;200   Thank you Bilbo   2009-10-01   2010-05-01

If the username using the pricelist is “bilbo.baggins”, the above entry would be interpreted as 
follows:

If orderamount is 100 or more and date is within Oct 1 2009 and May 1 2010,  apply a dis-
count of 10 + 5% of any sum over 100 with a maxumum discount of 200. 

The comment “Thank you Bilbo” will be shown in the ordersum screen instead of the comment 
text (My default text) from the pricelist. 

User	discount	applied	from	example.

A codebased discount is used for different types of coupons, campaigns or promotions. The 
discount is defined in the same way as a group/user discount from the pricelist.

Example: Code discount

<DISCOUNTS>
PROMOTION   Promotional code   code   sample_codediscount   Type in your promotion 
code here   No promotion matches your code
</DISCOUNTS>

The entry in the discountfile is also similar to the user/group discounts but instead of the user/
group name a code is entered. 

In the ordersum screen, the entry is shown using the Title and the comment from the pricelist. 
To pickup the discount, the user has to type in the code for an existing discount. It will have to 
match any dates and fall within the limits. If it does, the comment in the discount file will be 
displayed and the discount inserted into the form.

Sample entry from sample_codediscount

abc123  ;25.00;;  You are eligible for the Promotion!  2009-04-01  2009-12-01

If the user types in abc123 and date is within April 1 2009 and Dec 1 2009,  a discount of 25.00 
is given. The comment “Your are eligible for the Promotion!” will be shown as a confirmation.

Code	discount	applied	from	example.

Example: Product group discount

<DISCOUNTS>
VOLUMEDISC   Volume discount   pgroup   sample_pgroupdiscount   Volume Discount
</DISCOUNTS>
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A product group discount is fetched from a product group file and the discount is based on the 
product groups associated with each job in the current order. Accelerator uses the product group 
for each product (configured in the pricelist) to lookup the discount from the discountfile. The 
discount file for a product group discount uses the following syntax for each product group that 
is listed:

productgroup  mode  startdate  enddate  min_amount  maxdiscount  discount lvls
 productgroup name : product group from pricelist to match
 mode : jobs, quant, sum
 startdate: startdate of discount expressed as YYYY-MM-DD, example 2009-04-01
 enddate: enddate of discount expressed as YYYY-MM-DD, example 2009-12-31
 min_amount: minimum order amount (total) for discount to be used, example 5000
 maxdiscount: maximum discount to use for the product group
 discount lvls: per level (mode dependant) discount per piece, factor and constant
  levels are looked up differently depending on the mode:
  mode=jobs : number of jobs that match the product group
  mode=quant : total quantity of the jobs that match the product group
  mode=sum : total sum of the jobs that match the product group
  each level is separated with | and the numbers for the level, discount per piece,  
  discount factor and discount amount separated with ;
  l0;dp0;df0;dc0|l1;dp1;df1;dc1|l2;dp2;df2;dc2
   l = level, number of jobs, quantity or sum to reach to gain level
   dp = discount per piece, number that will be multiplied with the total quatity  
   for the jobs in the group and added to total discount
   df = discount factor, number that will be multiplied with the total price for  
   the jobs in the group and added to total discount
   dc = constant discount, number that will added to total discount

Sample entries from sample_groupdiscount

bcards  jobs  2011-01-01  2012-05-01  0  0  0;0;0;0|2;;.2;|4;;.25;10
pcards  quant  2011-01-01  2012-05-01  0  199  0;1;1;1|10;2;2;2|20;3;3;3
brochure  sum  2011-01-01  2012-05-01  0  100  0;1;1;1|10;2;2;2|20;3;3;3

When applying this discount setup, Accelerator will process each line in the file. Note that only 
one level on each line will be used.

For the first line it will count the number of jobs in productgroup “bcards”. If there are less than 
2 jobs, no discount will be calculated. If there are 2 or 3 jobs, 20% (.2) of the sum of those jobs 
will be added to the discount. If there are 4 or more jobs, 25% of the sum of those jobs + 10 
units of used currency will be added to the discount. 

Each line in the discount will be tested and added to the total of this particular discount.

8.4.11	Using	pricelist	data

The data collected by the pricelist can be used for budgets (see 8.5), for payments (see 8.6) or for 
collecting price information to be used for invoicing. 

All the individual quantities and linepricings as well as discounts, additional costs, shipping 
and the total pricing is present in the default email notifications. They can also be used within 
reports. See more in sections 6.5, Notifications and 6.6, Reports & Receipts.
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8.5	 Budgets

One of the ways to use pricing information is to use it for Budgets. Budgets is a way to setup 
and maintain a certain amount of ordering scope for a user. The scope (or amount) that can be 
used is handled like a bank account, the ordersum withdrawn from the remainder of the user 
budget when an order is placed. 

When an order is to be placed, Accelerator compares the orderprice to the current level of the 
user´s budget and may decide that the order cannot be placed. An adminstrator can at any time 
look at the current standings of the budgets and decide to add more funds to users.

Example:

User bilbo has a budget of 500 Credits.

He places an order for businesscards, and the total is 200 Credits. This brings his current budget 
level down to 300 Credits.

A week later, bilbo places and order for some product sheets. This order totals at 250 Credits and 
he now has a balance of 50 Credits.

Some days later, he again tries to order a few new product sheets. This time the order is 100 
Credits, but since the current balance is 50 Credits, the order is refused. He can instead save the 
order for later.

The administrator logs in to the system and reviews the current balances of the users. He decides 
to add 250 new Credits which changes bilbo´s balance to 300 Credits, making it possible to 
place his order.

8.5.1	Budget	requirement	and	setup

Following requirements need to be met when using a Budget:

•	 A pricelist has to be enabled in order to use Budgets

•	 The budget funds can be expressed in a real or imaginary currency: USD, Euro, Credits, 
Marketingpoints. The curreny is set by the pricelist.

•	 Groups is a necessity in order to setup a budget. The budget is turned on in the user/
group setup and the administrator(s) will administrate the entire group. Note that Accel-
erator only honors the user´s WebNative® primary group.

The Budget function is configured on the aBiz tab.

Budget	setups.

Except for the “Enable budgets” checkbox there are only two setups:

options description

Allow	users	to	exceed	
budgets

When	checked,	a	user	is	allowed	to	place	an	order	even	if	the	balance	of	the	
budget	does	not	cover	the	orderamount.	A	warning	will	be	given.

Budget	administrators A	comma	separated	list	of	usernames	that	should	have	the	ability	to	administer	
budgets	for	users	in	a	group.
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8.5.2	Budget	as	viewed	from	user

A user will see the current balance of his budget in two screens: the orderadmin and the order-
sum pages. In the ordersum screen the total of the order will be compared to the balance of the 
budget and a warning will be displayed. If the “allow users to exceed budgets” setting is checked, 
the user can continue even if the budget cannot cover the order.

The	budget	balance	is	shown	in	both	orderadmin	and	in	ordersum

When	trying	to	place	an	order	with	insufficient	funds,	the	user	will	be	warned	and	may	continue	only	if	the	settings	allow.

8.5.3	Updating	Budgets

A user with administrative rights to his group can view the current status of the budgets by click-
ing the “Edit Budgets” button at the bottom of his orderadmin screen. A list of all the users with 
current balances is shown to the right. The empty input field is used to add an amount to the 
balance or to update the balance to a certain amount.

It	is	possible	to	either	add	or	update	the	current	values	of	budgets.

8.6 payment

With an aBiz license Accelerator supports “connecting to” Credit Card vendors. This means that 
Accelerator undertakes the order as usual, but when the order is about to be placed, the user is 
automatically diverted to a Credit card site where he types in the Credit Card information. After 
being approved, the user is passed back to Accelerator and order is submitted.

The workflow is as follows, Accelerator site in black and Credit Card site in grey:

•	 Collect the order as usual

•	 Go through the “order summary” screen and final “order” screen

•	 Accelerator generates a connection screen that takes the user to the Credit card site, 
passing over the necessary information for the site.

•	 User puts in Credit Card information
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•	 Credit Card site authorizes purchase

•	 Credit Card site generates a connection screen that takes the user back, passing back  
approval information and necessary information to identify original order

•	 Accelerator runs checkout, generating files, emails, reports and any other actions setup.

Some notes:

Since the orderscreen is shown before moving to Credit Card site, some overlap in the inputs 
needed for the user may occur.

Accelerator does not collect the Credit Card information. It is all done on the Credit Card  
vendor site.

Going back is very important. Some Credit card sites may allow you to fulfil the purchase and is 
not very clear about the fact that the user has to go back to fullfil.

8.6.1	Setting	up	Payment

Accelerator is flexible in its setup of payment. The setup is based around a payment provider 
config file and a user specific config file that in turn points to a provider.

The provider file lists all the options specific for a provider, such as the URL to go to, the value 
the provider return, method to pass over Accelerator generated data such as Total value and the 
Accelerator session and so on.

The user file list all the user specific setups like account name and password and so on. It can 
also contain setups for the Credit Card site look and feel and custom variables to be sent.

The user config files for payment goes into /usr/accelerator/setup/payment and the provider 
files one folder beneath /usr/accelerator/setup/payment/providers. Every user file needs to point 
to a provider file.

The Provider file contains several groups of setups used by Accelerator to figure out how to 
connect to the Provider, how to interpret the answer from the provider and what information is 
expected from the user config file. This file should NOT be edited.

A user config file is a tabdelimited textfile that needs to be saved with UNIX linefeeds. The file 
normally just contain a few setups that are unique to the user. It is possible to add a “debug” flag 
that will cause the connection to the provider to be viewable for the user (intended for testing). 
It is also possible to add custom information that is passed to the provider and not covered by 
the main Provider file from Accelerator. 

The administration GUI shows all the user config files available to the system. To enable  
payment, select the setup file you want:

Select	the	payment	setup	from	the	pulldown.
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8.6.2	Payment	Providers

Accelerator currently support following providers: 

•	 Authorized.net

•	 DIBS

•	 Paypal

•	 Yourpay

•	 Paytrace

There is also a testprovider supplied named: inpress. The inpress “provider” simulates the credit 
card workflow for test purposes.

It is possible to add new providers by adding new Payment Provider files. In most cases, only a 
new file is needed. Depending on the specific requirements for a provider it may be necessary 
to make changes to the Accelerator back-end programs. If you are interested in adding a new 
provider please contact support@inpress.se.

8.6.3	Considerations	when	setting	up	Payment

When adding a new payment setup to the server, there are a few things to consider:

•	 Choose a provider.

•	 Familiarize yourself with the options in the Provider´s interface

•	 Identify the information needed for a certain provider. 

•	 Make a user config file by copying one of the setup samplefiles and edit that file

•	 DONT edit the provider file or the sample file. These files will be updated by Accelerator

Example: Setting up payment using the inpress provider

Step 1: Copy the setup file 

# cd /usr/accelerator/setup/payment
# cp inpressdemo_sample inpress_setup1

Step 2: Edit the setup file to match the unique setups.

The inpress file has only two setups: base and outsideURL. “base” is already set to “inpress” 
which is the main provider file, “outsideURL” is edited and set to the testservers url, in this case 
just the ip address: 192.168.1.101. Debug setting is also added to be able to view what is going 
to happen on connect.

# the base directive points to the specific provider
base inpress
# outside URL should be set to the host where the user logs on to webnative/accelerator
outsideURL 192.168.1.101
Debug 1

Step 3: Select the payment setup
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Step 4: Run an order and check out

The “place order” on the final order screen is now changed to “go to payment”.

The	final	order	screen	has	a	button	that	takes	the	user	to	the	Credit	Card	site

Step 5: Moving to the credit card site

Normally the move to the site is done silently. When the “Debug” variable is set to 1, an inter-
mediate screen is shown. This screen shows all the information that will be passed over to the 
provider server.

Debug	output	of	information	that	will	be	passed	to	Credit	Card	site

Step 6: On Credit Card site

The Credit Card site may look differently from vendor to vendor. The InPress testsite allows 
you to put in any number using 16 digits and “process”. It will return a confirmation page that 
tells you to fulfill the purchase. Clicking this button will take you back to Accelerator. Note that 
some sites may do this automatically and some sites may require to fulfill but not warn the user 
if he does not click the button!

If the user does not 
fulfill the purchase 

correctly, the job may 
never be submitted!
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Processing	and	fulfilling	the	purchase	on	the	Payment	site

Step 7: Returning to Accelerator

The fulfill button takes the user back to Accelerator and causes a “checkout” of the order.

Returning	to	Accelerator
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9 dbfront

Accelerator dbFront is an add-on module that requires an additional license in order to work. 
With dbFront, Accelerator adds a database where content can be stored, maintained and used in 
templates. The database operates independently of WebNative Venture® and is not designed to 
attach data to images (or other assets). Instead it organizes data in levels and groups to be used in 
templates. Every record contains data for Accelerator text, paragraphs or images.

Databases are defined on a per user/group basis and can have different structures. dbFront allows 
multilevel databases making it possible to define levels such as employee, branch and country 
or product, product group and market segment. Different users can have different entry 
points into the structure and different permissions to edit records.

 

Adding	a	new	branch	to	the	dbFront	setup.

Adding	a	new	employee	to	the	selected	branch.
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In this example the structure is two levels deep: Branch and Employee. in order to select an 
employee, the branch will have to be selected first. It is possible to configure dbFront to use a 
specific branch upon login.

Launching	a	template	(in	this	case	through	the	InPressive	style),	forces	the	user	to	select	a	record	(Branch	and	Employee).

The module can be used as a solution where a single user can control and maintain the content 
for multiple persons, products or other objects. When launching a template the user is forced 
to select a record to be used to populate the template prior to seeing the input form. Using a 
database to store the data makes it easy to enforce using the correct data as well as saving time by 
only entering the data once.     

 

The	user	gets	to	the	template	with	data	preloaded	from	the	database.	Some	data	is	from	Employee	and	some	from	Branch.

The structure of each level of the database is configurable and can be different for different users. 
Data in each record can be text, paragraphs or images and every record (on every level) can have 
as many datasets as needed. When loading a particular record, the data from the different levels 
are merged together and all can be used in the loaded template.
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9.1	 dbFront	structure	and	selection	in	admin

The main configuration in the dbFront solution is the config file. The config file defines the 
hierarchy of levels within the database and what fields are available for every level. It also defines 
the different options for input in the form as well as the name used to refer to the field in the 
template(s).

The config is inside /usr/accelerator/setup/profiles. The profile configs should be inside a folder 
that has the name of the profile: i.e., if I want to make a profile for dbFront that has the name 
“imagine” I would need to create the folder “imagine” and inside the folder make the config file, 
named “config”. When data is added to the profile, it gets written to the database file named 
“profile.db” inside the same folder. 

 
Folder	and	file	structure	for	dbFront.

When the structure is in place, the profile can be selected in the admin GUI. It can be selected 
on a specific user or on a group. Note that the database can be shared between users but if you 
want different users using the same profile setup but different data sets, you will need to make 
multiple directories since the database file will be used for all users using the profile. 

Select	the	profile	setup	for	the	user.

9.1.1	dbFront	profile	selection	by	template

It is also possible to associate a specific dbFront profile with a specific template. In this case, the 
profile assigned to the user (if any) will be ignored and the profile local to the template invoked 
instead. The template profile can be selected on the template using the template local settings:
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Selecting	dbFront	profile	on	template

When working with locally assigned profiles, the database entry will always happen on the high-
est level and with full edit capabilities. It is not possible to select an alternative point of entry 
when working at template level.

9.1.2	Bypassing	dbFront	profile	on	template

When a user has a dbFront profile assigned in the configuration, all templates with fieldnames 
that match the setup of the profile will trigger the use of dbFront. In some cases it is desired to 
not use dbFront data on input on a template. To avoid dbFront when launching a template use 
the “Do not allow input from dbFront” setup in the local settings of the template.

Avoiding	dbFront	profile	on	a	specific	template.
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9.2	 dbFront	configuration	file

The config file itself is written in a “semi-xml” format with different sections: main and the 
different levels and the data supplied within the section as a tab-delimited value pair. The main 
section contains the number of levels, some help text and the name of the profile. The following 
main config is used in our example:

<Main>
 Levels   2
 Name   Imagine’s Personnel Database
 Help   Select the branch and the Employee to create the Material 
for.<br>Hit Create Proof and go on from there...
</Main>

Name	and	help	text	from	config.

Every level is enclosed in <Level> tags and contains some main level configuration along with 
the definitions of all the fields. The levels are defined with the bottom levels first (in this case the 
Employee) followed by the levels one by one “upwards” (in this case only Branch).

The level configuration, like the main config hold a presentation name, help text and a flag to 
decide if help text is available direct or via a link. It also defines the setup of the index to be used 
in the selection pulldown for the level and the number of fields in the level. 

 
Name	(Branch	Office)	and	help	text	as	defined	in	the	level	config

The setup of the pulldown where the records on a certain level are shown is decided by the 
Keytxtref configuration. The Keytxtref setup is a string that points to other fields or combination 
of fields. For example, the Keytxtref setup below takes the data from the fields LName and 
FName, and concatenates these using the string “, “ in between.

Example:

 Keytxtref   LName&, &FName

Resulting	pulldown	from	the	keytxtref	field	and	current	data.

There are two types of fields in the fields setups: Fields and Autos. Fields are normal database 
fields while Autos are different versions of the data in the fields calculated at runtime. For ex-
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ample: FullName may be the Auto combining FirstName and LastName using a space between 
the two sections. Autos are similar to the Keytxtref but are not saved to the database but only 
calculated at runtime and can be used to populate templates. An auto is configured using the 
“&” (ampersand) to connect the different parts, which can be either fields or static texts.

Every field configured needs a Title, Code and Type. For some types more information is 
needed. Title is displayed in the form, Code is used in the backend to reference to field from 
Keytxtref and Autos as well as to specify connection to a template. The Type can be “txt”, “par” 
or “img”. When connecting a specific field to a template, Accelerator will look at all the codes in 
the fields and autos available and try to match them to the names of the fields in the template. 
If a user has a profile enabled and there is at least one match (Code to Variable titles) Accelerator 
will force the user to select a record before going to the template.

It is also possible to specify that an entry is required by setting the Req value to 1 and to make 
a pulldown selection by specifying a Select. For the img type a path where to select images from 
has to be specified using the Imgpath variable.  

Example: Setting up a field 

 <Field>
 Title  First Name
 Code  FName
 Req  1
 Type  txt
 Filter  Namecase
 Help  Only enter first name.
 Helplink  1
 </Field>

The	field	is	of	type	text,	has	the	title	First	Name,	the	code	FName,	it	is	required	and	uses	an	input	filter	named	Namecase.	
The	helptext	is	“Only	enter	first	name”	which	is	displayed	when	the	link	on	the	title	is	clicked.

Under the template local settings, there is an option to “Do not allow input from dbFront”. By 
checking this option, is possible to let specific templates bypass any input from dbFront. 

9.3	 dbFront	level	permissions

The dbFront levels are setup in the configuration file. When loading the profile in the admin 
GUI it is possible to select the level where a particular user is entering the profile at and what 
level the user can edit from.

This way it is possible to create administrators that control the data and users that can only use 
the data as well as giving different users access to only parts of the structure.

Note that when associating a profile with a Template, access will always be at top level of profile 
and with full access.
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9.4	 Where	is	dbFront	accessed?

The dbFront interface can be accessed from the Accelerator interface when loading a template 
that needs data from dbFront. Using the InPressive interface or the house_inpress top level style 
a link is provided to dbFront beneath the volume links in the main page or in the navigation 
(left) frame. In both cases the link name inherits the name setup in the Accelerator admin.

9.5	 Importing	data	into	dbFront

With dbFront there is a data import utility, dbFrontUtil, that can be run from the commandline 
to import data into an already existing configuration. The utility takes a csv file and imports it 
into the database. It will create different levels as needed and also create the relations between the 
records on the levels.

The first step is to create a datafile. A data file can be created in a spreadsheet like Microsoft Excel. 
You may need to use a text editor to make sure that encoding is set correctly and to transfer the 
file to the server. For working on OSX we recommend that you use BBEdit or TextWrangler 
(from barebones.com). A good editor on the Windows platform is UltraEdit.

The first row (line) in the datafile is used to define what fields to import into. The line should 
list the corresponding codes from the profile config file. All the entries you need to import 
should go on one line, no matter if the data are from separate levels in the config. That means 
that some data needs to be repeated several times in the import file. No duplicate data will go 
into the dbFront database.

Following example config is for a very simple dbFront database with two fields on two levels.

 <Main>
  Levels   2
  Name   Test Database
  Help   My help text
 </Main>
 <Level>
  Name   Employee
  Help   If you dont find the employee, please add him or her.
  Keytxtref   LName&, &FName
  Fields   2
  <Field>
   Title   First Name
   Code   FName
   Req   1
   Type   txt
   Filter   Namecase
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  </Field>
  <Field>
   Title   Last Name
   Code   LName
   Req   1
   Type   txt
   Filter   Namecase
  </Field>
 </Level>
 <Level>
  Name   Branch Office
  Keytxtref   Company
  Fields   2
  <Field>
   Title   Company
   Code   Company
   Req   1
   Type   txt
  </Field>
  <Field>
   Title   WWW
   Code   Homepage
   Req   0
   Type   txt
  </Field>
 </Level>

Looking at the config we can see four fields. These are written into the first row of the spreadsheet.

fname lname Company Homepage

In this example, the first column will contain FName, the second will contain LName, and so 
on. This row will work as the guide to where the import utility will interpret the data. 

Now add on the data to the file. For employees working at the same company, the Company and 
Homepage entries will be the same. The data portion of the file could look like this:

Mickey mouse Imagine	Tech www.imaginetech.com

donald duck Imagine	US www.imagineus.com

Daisy duck imagine	US www.imagineus.com

Save the file as a CSV file using “;” (semicolon) as separator. If you are using high ascii data, 
make sure the file is saved using iso latin format.

dbFrontUtil takes two parameters:
 path to the profile directory
 path to import file

The path to the profile directory has to contain a profile config file. If there is no database file it 
will be created. If there is a database file the new records will be added.

When running the example file into the utility together with a profile configuration like the 
example above following database will be created:

Three employees named Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck and Daisy Duck
Two companies Imagine Tech/www.imaginetech.com and Imagine US/www.imagineus.com
Imagine Tech would have one employee (Mickey Mouse) while Imagine US have two 
(Donald & Daisy Duck)

dbFrontUtil will check 
if the record already 

exists. To do that it uses 
the values of the fields 
being imported. If any 

field is different, the 
record will be consid-

ered not existing
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10 AcAt

Accelerator aCat is an add-on module that requires an additional license in order to work. aCat 
is a module for Accelerator designed to help create product catalogs, asset contact sheets, market-
ing and branding sales materials, etc. It makes it easy to turn a number of assets residing on the 
WebNative Venture® server into a multipage PDF document for presentation, print or collabora-
tion purposes. aCat combines the Venture server’s capability to store and maintain the data with 
Accelerator’s capability to dynamically create pages from predefined templates.

With aCat, the Accelerator concept is turned around: instead of picking a template and popu-
lating the template with text and images, the user will start by selecting the assets to be used in 
the document. For most effective use of aCat, the assets should have Venture metadata content 
applied that can be auto poulated into the templates.

Assets	with	defined	metadata.

When the assets have been selected aCat is launched and a table of contents page is displayed. 
In the table of contents page all selected assets can be viewed as thumbnails in the order they 
were added to the basket. If the order of the assets does not correspond to the desired order in 
the document, it is easy to rearrange assets by using the arrows next to the assets. It is also easy to 
view the asset at a larger size by clicking the thumbnail.
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Launching	the	table	of	contents	page	from	the	basket.

Rearranging	order	of	assets	and	viewing	asset	in	larger	size.

When the assets have been arranged in the order to be used in the document, templates need 
to be applied to the assets. Templates are applied to assets in the order that they appear on the 
contents page. Every template available (configurable by the admin) has a number of image vari-
ables in its setup. The number of image variables equals the number of assets the template will 
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“consume” when applied. Templates can be applied directly from the “Select template” pulldown 
next to the first available asset, or by browsing for templates in the space to the right. To get to 
the browse, “Browse” is selected in the pulldown and the available templates will be shown as 
thumbnails to the right. Using the buttons below the thumbnail, it is possible to view the large 
preview of a template or to select it for use.

 
Template	selected	by	pulldown	or	by	browse.

As soon as a template has been selected, it is applied to the catalog document and consumes the 
number of assets it will use. The name of the template becomes selected for all the consumed 
assets and the page number is applied to all the assets. To the right side, the selected template is 
shown and to the right of each asset the name of the image variable corresponding to the asset is 
shown.

There are three ways of assigning templates:

•	 One global template select at the top that will assign templates to all assets at once
•	 Local selects per asset that assign a template from the first unassigned asset and forward
•	 A mix of global and per asset

It is possible to rearrange the assets after assigning templates. It is also possible to change a selec-
tion of a template. If a template selection is changed, all the succeeding template selections are 
reset and need to be selected again.
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Template	has	been	applied	and	selections	are	shown	for	page,	template	and	image	variable	as	well	as	a	preview	to	the	right.	

When all assets are assigned to pages, the actual creation of a catalog can start. The user adds a 
catalog name and hits create. Accelerator aCat creates the correct number of catalog pages based 
on the selected templates. Content is created and aCat takes the user to the first page. The first 
proof is generated automatically and shown to the user along with an input form for the page. 
The user can select whether to accept the page and go to next or to change, update or add to the 
contents of the page before stepping to the next page.

 

Name	and	create	catalog.
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Depending on the setup of the template input fields for the different variables can now be open, 
locked or hidden. It is possible to use any of the regular Accelerator features in the interface such 
as input filters, image browse, content filters, image crop, etc. One feature that may be of interest 
is the ability to write back to the Venture database. If the user wants to change a field that is auto- 
populated from the database, Accelerator can write back the new value to the database updating 
it for the next use.

When done with all the pages/assets the user gets an overview page where the individual pages 
can be reviewed. 

View	catalog	page	shows	overview	of	all	the	pages.
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Moving on to the order page, a user can have the same type of order form as a regular Accelerator 
user. When sending the order, a multipage PDF is created and files are delivered through email 
and actions as usual.

 
order form.

 

Multipage	PDF	delivered	from	aCat.

10.1	 Configuring	the	aCat	add-on	module

Accelerator aCat is an add-on module. Accelerator must be licensed to include aCat. No other 
modules are necessary. WebNative Venture® is not a must but makes the usage of aCat much 
more powerful.

When licensing has been done, the aCat plugin needs to be turned on in the WebNative®  
plugins interface. aCat turns up as its own plugin in the WebNative® administration. It can 
operate alongside the “normal” Accelerator workflow or on its own. 
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Enable	aCat	in	the	WebNative®	admin	interface.

When aCat has been enabled for the user, go to the Accelerator admin. After selecting a user or 
group, click the Modify aCat button in order to configure aCat. 

Select	user	and	go	to	Modify	aCat.

Accelerator and aCat functionality are configured separately in their own configuration wizards. 
Many of the setups are the same for both plugins, but due to the more controlled workflow, 
there are less options when configuring aCat. Some of the settings are unique for aCat and these 
are located on the “aCat Workflow” tab when running the aCat configuration.

Note that aBiz and dbFront do not operate with aCat.

the	aCat	Workflow	tab

aBiz and dbFront  
options are currently 
not available in the 

aCat module
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The settings on the aCat workflow tab are described below:

setup description

aCat	plugin	title Title	to	display	as	tooltip	in	basket	instead	of	standard	text.
This	requires	the	use	of	InPressive	styles,	house_inpress	style	or	running	WebNative	Por-
tal	with	the	InPresse	Portal	Integration	kit

Volume where to 
select	Templates

Add	the	name	of	the	volumes	where	to	select	Templates	from.	Several	volumes	can	be	
added	using	commaseparation.	The	select	to	the	right	of	the	field	contains	a	list	of	the	
volumes	for	easy	access.

path where to 
load	extra	assets	
from

Type	in	a	path	to	a	folder	where	to	read	extra	assets	that	should	be	autoadded	to	the	
basket	prior	to	going	to	the	acat	interface.	All	assets	in	the	folder	will	be	added.
If	pointing	to	a	single	file,	that	file	will	be	added.
In	order	to	point	to	a	saved	basket	type	in	username/basketdir/NAME_OF_BASKET.	All	
assets	in	the	saved	basket	will	be	added.

default pdf 
name	in	acat	
interface

Input	a	default	catalog	name	here.	Dont	add	‘.pdf’	since	that	will	be	added	automatically.
This	name	will	be	used	when	autosubmitting	(see	below).

Input	size	asset	
name

Width	of	display	of	asset	name.	Using	0	will	remove	the	display	entirely.
Default	is	20

Input	size	asset	
variable

Width	of	display	of	selected	variable	name.	Using	0	will	remove	the	display	entirely.
Default	is	15

Option	to	ap-
prove	all	pages

Check	this	to	give	the	user	an	option	to	approve	all	the	remaining	pages	at	once.
A	checkbox	for	approving	all	pages	will	appear	and,	if	checked,	aCat	will	atomatically	run	
through	all	the	pages.

Allow	only	evenly	
matched assets 
to	page

Check	this	to	prevent	a	user	from	selecting	an	ending	template	that	has	a	different	num-
ber	of	asset	placeholders	than	the	remaining	number	of	assets.

Autosubmit	acat Check	this	to	automatically	submit	acat.	This	will	only	happen	if	there	is	only	one	available	
template,	i.e.	templates	are	preselected	and	there	is	a	default	PDF	name.

Template	selec-
tion	method

The	method	on	how	to	choose	templates:	
per asset	-	a	select	is	presented	per	asset	for	individual	selections
per asset and globally	-	a	global	select	for	all	assets	as	well	as	a	select	per	asset	are	
presented	
globally only	-	a	global	select	for	all	assets	is	presented

First	subtab	when	setting	up	aCat.

10.1.1	Template	selection	method

The template selection method changes the way templates are assigned to assets. Using “per 
asset” templates, a document can be made up of different templates, while the “global only” 
method only allows one template per document.

 
Selecting	templates	per	asset
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Selecting	template	globally	for	all	assets	at	once

10.1.2	Loading	extra	assets

The setting to load extra assets can be used to always append certain assets to the selection auto-
matically. aCat has the ability to read assets from a folder, add single assets or read assets from a 
saved basket. The additional assets can be added for example to get extra placeholders to add first 
page, last page, etc.

10.2	 Other	aCat	setup	considerations

The templates used in aCat are the same as those normally used in Accelerator. All the regular 
features are available from the aCat interface: input filters, image selections, content filters, etc. 

Since the point of the aCat workflow is to start with selecting the assets and then applying 
templates to the assets the template setup may in some cases be different from normal workflow. 
In particular, the input methods may need to be different in order to prevent the user from 
changing an image already selected in the first step. In order to prevent the user from changing 
an image, there are two options: non-edit or hide. Non-edit will show the selection but not 
give the user the ability to change it, still allowing ability to crop (if enabled). Hide will hide the 
selection completely and give the user no ability to change or crop. Note that the selection of a 
library path makes no difference if the images are populated using aCat and the input method is 
set to non-edit or hide.

Setting	input	status	mode	of	the	image	variable.
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The same discussion applies to some extent for other variables as well. If a text or paragraph 
variable is set to be loaded from the Venture database, the input method should be changed to 
what makes most sense for the desired workflow. If the user should never be allowed to change 
the data loaded, the non-edit or hide makes sense but if the possibility exists that data from the 
database may be incomplete or wrong, normal mode would probably be the best choice.

For best productivity, aCat should be used along with WebNative Venture®. Setting up the 
database connectivity for reading in data to the templates from the Venture database can be done 
in two ways: using the Venture() content filter or using the new Populate Fields setup on 
the image. The (old) method, using a content filter, will allow the administrator to use the input 
method automatic but the user will never be able to change the data. Using the Populate 
Fields method, allows the user to change the data. Setup is also easier since it requires the admin 
to specify the setup in only one place for all different variables (on the image).

 

Choosing	the	method	to	auto-populate	data	from	Venture.

From version 4.6 it is possible for Accelerator to write back to the Venture fields. This happens 
when the order is placed (not when a page is being proofed). This makes it possible to setup the 
templates in aCat to update back to the database. An important feature is the ability to write 
back to the database only if there is no value. If such behaviour is desired, use the “=!” operator 
instead of “=”.

 

Setting	up	the	write	back	to	the	database.	

The title of every individual image variable in the template will be shown in the aCat table of 
contents view (the first page). For that reason, it is highly recommended that names used for 
variable images make sense to the user. It may be better to use names like “Upper left” and 
“Large product Image” instead of “Image 1” and “2”.
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Good	image	variable	names	make	the	interface	clearer.
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A migrAting AccelerAtor

Migrating Accelerator between servers are usually performed alongside a migration of the Xinet 
WebNative Suite.

The normal practise is to copy all the installation directories below using tar and then run a new 
installation on top of the moved files to make sure all the binaries are replaced with the most 
current versions for the right platform.

•	 /usr/accelerator - base directory
•	 /var/adm/webnative - accelerator config files distributed into user/group directories

A good suggestion is to run the “clean temp” utility from the administration before moving. If a 
clean start is possible, completely delete all the files in the /usr/accelerator/tmp directory. Note that 
this will mean that any user will loose its “current order”.

The actual templates need to be moved in a way that will preserve Apple file information. Make 
sure that the paths are the same to the templates on the new system as on the old. If the paths 
are not the same, the /usr/accelerator/setup/vol.tab file will need to be updated to reflect the change 
of paths.

Possible issues:

Templates include paths to static and variable images that no longer exist.

Make sure that paths are preserved when moving the installation between servers or platforms. If 
they are different, all paths need to be updated. For the variable paths, use the admin interface. 
For the paths inside templates it is possible to use an editor to search and replace the template.ps 
file. Otherwise, the template need to be remade.

Permissions on temp or archive/history locations are changed or belong to the wrong user.

The userid of the webserver may be different between platforms causing a mismatch between the 
ownership of tempfiles or saved archives/order history. Running the installer will normally fix 
this issue by losening up permissions. If problem still persist, look at the /usr/accelerator/tmp, /usr/
accelerator/archive and /usr/accelerator/history directories.

Permissions on logfiles are wrong or belong to the wrong user.

The userid of the webserver may be different between platforms causing a mismatch between the 
ownership of logfiles. Ownership or permissions may need to be update on files in the /usr/accel-
erator/logs directory.
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b uniX time formAt

When using the date() as a content filter and in some other specific tasks, Accelerator uses the 
standard UNIX/C type formatting of times and dates. As an example, using the date contentfil-
ter with the formatter “%Y-%m-%d-%H.%M.%S”

date(%Y-%m-%d-%H.%M.%S)

Assuming that the current date is Nov 9, 2011 and the current time is 11.22.15, the output 
produced is

2011-11-09-11.22.15

Below is a partial list of sequences that can be used

%a Locale’s abbreviated weekday name
%A Locale’s full weekday name
%b Locale’s abbreviated month name
%B Locale’s full month name
%d Day of month [1,31]; single digits are preceded by 0
%D Date as %m/%d/%y
%e Day of month [1,31]; single digits are preceded  by  a space
%h Locale’s abbreviated month name
%H Hour (24-hour clock) [0,23]; single  digits  are  preceded by 0
%I Hour (12-hour clock) [1,12]; single  digits  are  preceded by 0
%j Day number of year [1,366]; single digits are preceded by 0
%k Hour (24-hour clock) [0,23]; single  digits  are  preceded by a blank
%l Hour (12-hour clock) [1,12]; single  digits  are  preceded by a blank
%m Month number [1,12]; single digits are preceded by 0
%M Minute  [00,59];  leading  0  is  permitted  but   not required
%p Locale’s equivalent of either a.m. or p.m
%r Appropriate time representation in 12-hour clock  format with %p
%R Time as %H:%M
%S Seconds [00,61]; the range of values is [00,61] rather than  [00,59]  to  
 allow for the occasional leap second and even more occasional double leap  
 second
%T Time as %H:%M:%S
%u Weekday as a decimal number [1,7], with 1 representing Monday. See NOTES  
 below
%U Week number of year as a decimal number [00,53],  with Sunday as the first  
 day of week 1
%V The ISO 8601 week number as a decimal number  [01,53]. In  the  ISO  8601  
 week-based system, weeks begin on a Monday and week  1  of  the  year  is   
 the week  that includes  both  January  4th and the first Thursday of the  
 year.  If the first Monday of January is the  2nd, 3rd,  or  4th, the pre 
 ceding days are part of the last week of the preceding year.  See NOTES  
 below
%w Weekday as a decimal number [0,6], with 0 representing Sunday
%W Week number of year as a decimal number [00,53],  with Monday as the first  
 day of week 1
%x Locale’s appropriate date representation
%X Locale’s appropriate time representation
%y Year within century [00,99]
%Y Year, including the century (for example 1993)
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c list of tAgs

This section list all the tags that can be used in the InDesign template file, either as standalone 
tags for sending information like volume name or as instructions in a variable tag.

Any tag has the following basic format:

<Tag Contents>

The tag MUST have the same formatting over the full tag. It cannot be preceded or followed by 
any text (inlcuding spaces or tabs) unless that text is another full tag. The following is allowed:

<Tag 1 contents><Tag 2 contents>

The tag content is structured in the following way:

<#instructions#VARIABLENAME>

There are two types of tags: Variables and Instruction only. For instruction only, the Variable 
name is left out. The instruction section can include one or more instructions separated by #.

<#instructions#>

<#vACME#nMy Template#>

For Variables tags, the instruction part is optional. Also, the leading # is optional. The instruc-
tion section can include one or more instructions separated by #.

The variable name can be preceded by a prefix and followed by a suffix. The prefix/suffix are 
separated from the name by the [ and ] characters

<instructions#prefix[VARIABLE]suffix>

<r#dEnter your name here#Mr [Full Name>

The following tags are used for instructions only

instruction description

vNNNN Use	volume	NNNN,	where	NNNN	is	the	name	of	the	volume

cTEXT Set	TEXT	as	comment	on	new	volume	if	created

nNAME Name	the	template	NAME	(instead	of	the	document	name	in	InDesign)

+VARNAME Add	more	instructions	to	variable	VARNAME

k Main	config:	Keep	temp	files,	set	to	yes

h Main	config:	Static	OPI	images	in	template,	set	to	yes

o Main	config:	Overwrite	old	template	with	same	name,	set	to	yes

u Main	config:	Read	information	from	old	template	with	same	name,	set	to	yes

SpNNN Main	config:	Preview	size,	set	to	NNN	for	this	template.	Overrides	main	config	and	
saves	to	local	settings	for	the	template

QN Local	settings:	Proof	Quality,	0=low,	1=High,	use	for	this	template	and	save	to	lo-
cal	settings	for	this	template

swNNN Local	settings:	Proof	size,	set	to	NNN,	save	to	local	settings	for	this	template

SNNN Local	settings:	Preview	size	&	Proof	size,	set	to	NNN,	use	preview	size	for	this	
template	and	save	both	to	local	settings	for	this	template

ihNNN Local	settings:	Image	resolution	in	output	files,	set	to	NNN,	save	to	local	settings	
for	this	template
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Common variable options used on text, paragraphs and image variables. The tag listed is to be 
inserted between # characters as part of the variable tag or as a separate add instructions tag : 

<#+VARNAME#instructions#>

Some of the attributes listed can only be set from the admin gui. Those attributes have a “-” 
listed in the TAG column.

Attribute tAg description

sort order N
1,2,3...

Sort	variable	–	when	a	template	is	received	by	Accelerator	the	variables	are	
listed	and	presented	as	they	occur	in	the	incoming	printfile.	It	is	possible	
to	insert	numbers	in	the	tags	to	control	the	order	they	appear	in	the	form.	
Simply	add	a	number	instruction	into	the	tag.	The	variable	list	will	be	sorted	
using	the	numbers	accordingly.	Numbered	variables	take	precedence	over	
non-numbered	ones.

Input	status Controlling	the	input	mode	of	the	variable

Normal Normal	input	field	(or	button	for	image).

Static/Automatic s Data	is	not	generated	by	user.	Accelerator	creates	data	from	internal	setup	
and/or	default	data.	Variable	NOT	displayed	in	form.	Note	that	when	using	
the	s	tag,	the	title	of	the	variable	is	copied	to	the	default	content.

Non-edit ne Default	data	is	shown	in	form	with	no	way	to	edit.

Hide	from	input hi Default	data	is	set	in	form	as	a	hidden	field.	This	setup	is	often	used	along	
with	advanced	pulldown	menus	(see	Customizing	data	input)

Disable Disable	the	variable.

Required r Make	the	variable	required	for	creating	proof	(and	add	to	order).

Input	only io Variable	will	not	be	passed	to	the	page,	only	used	internally.

Omit	in	final	file of The	content	of	the	variable	will	be	visible	on	proofs	but	not	in	the	final	
output.

Instructional	text inSTRING Instructional	text	that	will	show	as	a	tooltip	in	the	“modern”	style	and	be-
low	the	variable	for	other	styles.	
Adding	a	prefix	“a:”	before	the	instruction	moves	the	text	above	the	vari-
able	in	styles	that	show	instruction	as	text.

Subsection - This	option	inserts	a	sectionizer	before	the	variable.	The	sectionizer	can	be	
of	different	types:	Short	text	+	line,	Short	line	+	text,	Line,	Line	with	margins
or	Main	section.	See	section	5.9 Subsections	for	examples.
Subsections	used	to	be	part	of	the	instructional	text	setting	above.	Insert-
ing	a	character	followd	by	a	“:”,	like	“s:main	variables”	created	a	subsec-
tion.	Accelerator	will	now	recognize	such	settings	in	instructional	text	and	
move	them	to	subsections.	

Input	Group gSTRING Input	group	to	be	used	to	organize	the	input	form.	See	“5.7	Working	with	
input	groups”.

Content	filter cfNAME Apply	a	content	filter	to	the	variable	that	will	generate	content	upon	proof-
ing.	Should	be	used	together	with	input	status	“Static/Automatic”	since	
any	data	typed	into	a	standard	input	field	will	be	ignored	when	using	
content	filters.	For	more	information	on	content	filters,	see	5,	Customizing	
data	input.
For	easier	entry,	lists	of	functions	and	variable	names	can	be	accessed	to	
the	right	of	the	input	field.

Dependency dVARLIST Only	use	content	in	variable	if	VARLIST	is	true.	VARLIST	is	a	comma- 
separated	list	of	variables	that	are	checked	for	content.	For	more	informa-
tion	about	Dependendy	see	“3.2.5	Dependencies	between	variables”.
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Text variable only options:

Attribute tAg description

Alignment al,	ac,	ar Alignment	of	text:	Left,	Right	or	Center.	For	more	information	see	“3.2.2 
Text	variable	alignments”.

Prefix Prefix	added	before	the	variable	content.	If	the	prefix	includes	the	“|”	(pipe)	
character,	a	pulldown	selection	of	the	elements	separated	by	the	pipes	will	
be	displayed.

Suffix Suffix	added	at	end	of	the	variable	content.	If	the	suffix	includes	the	“|”	
(pipe)	character,	a	pulldown	selection	of	elements	separated	by	the	pipes	
will	be	displayed.

Always	print ap Print	the	prefix/suffix	even	if	no	content	is	input	or	applied.

Available	styles - The	styles	associated	with	the	Templates	and	available	for	use	in	the	
variable.	A	list	of	styles	with	checkboxes	is	displayed.	By	checking	the	
styles	that	should	be	used,	a	pulldown	menu	will	be	displayed	next	to	the	
variable.	See	section 3.6 Working with typographies	for	more	information	
about	the	use	of	styles.

default content dDCONT Default	content	prepopulating	the	field	when	the	template	is	displayed. 
If	using	static/automatic	input	status	and	not	using	a	content	filter,	this	is	
the	data	inserted	for	proofing.

Selection	(pull-
down)

pSELECT Values	to	select	from	in	interface.	Type	in	a	manual	selection	separated	
by	“|”	(pipe)	or	the	name	of	a	saved	popupfile	(see	section	5.1.2,	filebased	
popups)	preceded	by	“/”.	A	list	of	existing	files	is	shown	to	the	right	side	of	
the	field	for	convenient	input.
Examples:	“selection1|selection2|selection3”	or	“/mypopupfile”.	The	
popupfiles	need	to	be	saved	into	the	popup	directory	inside	Accelerator’s	
home	setup	folder:	/usr/accelrator/setup/popups.

Checkbox cbCBOX Checkbox	values	to	select	from	in	interface.	Type	in	the	possible	selections	
separated	by	“^”.	After	the	values	type	a	“;”	and	add	the	“padding	text”	
you	want	to	appear	betwen	the	selections.	After	padding	text	it	is	also	pos-
sible	to	specify	(separated	by	“;”)	the	maximum	number	of	selections.
Example:	“ABC^DEF^GHI^JKL;	–	;2”	will	give	you	the	four	selections:	
“ABC”,	“DEF”,	“GHI”	and	“JKL”,	and	any	selections	made	will	be	pad-
ded	by	“	–	“.	By	adding	data	into	default	above,	it	is	possible	to	precheck	
selections.	Example:	specifying	“DEF,JKL”	will	make	those	two	selections	
prechecked.	See	section	“5.6	Checkbox	input”	for	more	examples.

Superscript	off-
set	for	blocks

uNN Number	of	points	the	text	should	move	upwards	from	the	baseline.

Input	size iNN Size	of	input	field	as	defined	in	HTML	input	fields.

Max	chars mNn Max	number	of	characters	allowd	in	input	field.

color selector - Create	a	color	selector	for	this	variable.	The	color	selector	is	a	set	of	name	
and	CMYK	color	pairs	that	will	be	displayed	in	the	interface	to	set	color	on	
the	variable.	The	selections	are	defined	as	a	list	separated	by	“;”	and	“|”:	
name1;color1|name2;color2|...,	example:	
“grey;0	0	0	.5|yellow;0	0	1	0|my	color;.1	.4	0	.3”
See	section	3.7 Working with custom colors	for	more	information	about	the	
use of color selectors. 

stroke colors - Popup	definition	of	stroke	colors	to	apply	on	a	line	around	the	final	image	
area.	Define	the	popup	using	|	(pipe)	and	;	(semi-colon).	Pipes	separate	
the	options	and	semi-colon	the	name	to	be	displayed	and	the	color	to	be	
used.	Colors	are	defined	by	a	cmyk	blend	using	decimal	numbers	for	C	M	
Y	K	separated	by	a	space.
Example: See color selector

Stroke	Widths - Popup	definition	of	stroke	width	to	apply	as	a	line	around	the	final	image	
area.	Define	the	popup	using	|	(pipe)	and	;	(semi-colon).	Pipes	separate	
the	options	and	semi-colon	the	name	to	be	displayed	and	the	width	to	be	
used.
Example:	“|Thin;.25|Medium;1”	create	a	pulldown	with	an	empty	selection,	
a Thin	selection	(.25	point	line)	and	an	Medium	selection	(1	point	line).
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Attribute tAg description

Input	filter ifNAME Apply	the	selected	filter	to	the	input	typed	in	the	field.	Input	filters	are	 
normally	used	to	check	and	correct	typed	input	but	can	also	be	used	to	 
set	other	fields.	For	more	information	about	input	filters	see	section	“5.4	
Input	Filters”	for	more	information.

Input	filter 
argument

iaARG Some	input	filters	can	take	arguments.

Link	to lNAME Link	this	variable	to	NAME.

Horizontal	Offset hNN Horizontal	movement	for	link.	Negative	numbers	moves	the	text	to	the	left.

Vertical	Offset VNN Vertical	movement	for	link.	Negative	numbers	moves	the	text	upwards.

Paragraph variable only options.

The paragraph width is a compulsory option for paragraphs and the attribute that is used to 
distinguish Text and Paragraph variables from each other.

Attribute tAg description

Paragraph	width wnn Width	of	paragraph	from	the	starting	point	of	the	tag	on	the	original	page.	
Width	can	be	expressed	in	mm,	cm,	in	and	p,	example	100mm,	10cm,	
3.94in	or	283p	(all	expressing	roughly	the	same	width).

Linespacing lnn Linespacing	expressed	in	points.	Accelerator	will	calculate	a	linespacing	of	
120%	of	the	fontsize	if	no	linespacing	is	given	in	the	paragraph	tag.

Max	lines mnn Maximum	number	of	lines	displayed	in	the	Paragraph.

Vertical 
alignment

aVh Alignment	of	the	paragraph	lines.	See	“3.3.2	Paragraph	variable	align-
ments”	for	examples.	V	is	vertical	alignment	and	H	is	horizontal.

Top t Paragraph	builds	from	tagline	downwards.	Default	behaviour.

bottom b Paragraph	builds	from	tagline	upwards.

center c Paragraph	builds	from	tagline	both	upwards	and	downwards 
simultaneously.

Horizontal 
alignment

Alignment	of	the	paragraph	lines.	See	“3.3.2	Paragraph	variable	align-
ments”	for	examples.

user u Make	a	pulldown	in	interface	to	dynamically	change	the	horizontal	alignment.

Justified j Justified	alignment.	Last	line	is	left	justified.

left l Left	alignment.	Default	behaviour.

Right r Right	aligned.	

center c Center	aligned.

Available	styles - The	styles	associated	with	the	Templates	and	available	for	use	in	the	
variable.	A	list	of	styles	with	checkboxes	is	displayed.	By	checking	the	
styles	that	should	be	used,	a	pulldown	menu	will	be	displayed	next	to	the	
variable.	See	section	3.6 Working with typographies	for	more	information	
about	the	use	of	styles.

Available	detail	
styles

- The	styles	associated	with	the	Templates	and	available	for	use	in	the	vari-
able.	A	list	of	styles	with	checkboxes	is	displayed.	By	checking	the	styles	
that	should	be	made	available,	a	pulldown	menu	will	be	displayed	beneath	
the	variable	along	with	controls	for	inserting	style	information.	See	section	
3.6 Working with typographies	for	more	information	about	the	use	of	detail	
styles.

cols iwNN Width	of	the	input	area	for	typing	the	content.

rows irNN Height	of	the	input	area	for	typing	the	content.
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Attribute tAg description

Default	value dDCONT Default	content	prepopulating	the	field	when	the	template	is	displayed.	If	
using	static/automatic	input	status	and	not	using	a	content	filter,	this	is	the	
data	inserted	for	proofing.

Selection	(pull-
down)

pSELECT Values	to	select	from	in	interface.	Type	in	a	manual	selection	separated	by	
“|”	(pipe)	or	the	name	of	a	saved	popupfile	preceded	by	“/”.	A	list	of	exist-
ing	files	is	shown	to	the	right	side	of	the	field	for	convenient	input.

Examples:	“selection1|selection2|selection3”	or	“/mypopupfile”.	The	
popupfiles	need	to	be	saved	into	the	popup	directory	inside	Accelerator’s	
setup	folder:	/usr/accelerator/setup/popups.	See	section	“5.1	Popups”		for	
more	information.

color selector - Create	a	color	selector	for	this	variable.	The	color	selector	is	a	set	of	name	
and	CMYK	color	pairs	that	will	be	displayed	in	the	interface	to	set	color	on	
the	variable.	The	selections	are	defined	as	a	list	separated	by	“;”	and	“|”:	
name1;color1|name2;color2|...,	example:	
“grey;0	0	0	.5|yellow;0	0	1	0|my	color;.1	.4	0	.3”
See	section	3.7 Working with custom colors	for	more	information	about	the	
use of color selectors. 

Link	to lNAME Link	this	variable	to	NAME.	Link	to	another	variable.

Horizontal	Offset hnn Horizontal	movement	for	link.	Negative	numbers	moves	the	text	to	the	left.

Vertical	Offset Vnn Vertical	movement	for	link.	Negative	numbers	moves	the	text	upwards.

Image variable only options.

The image variable options are passed within the dummy image variable NAME placed into the 
InDesign document. As an alternative, use the add instruction tag described earlier.

Attribute tAg description

Scale/Crop msp
one	instruc-
tion	is	
used for 
both	scale/
crop		and	
selection	
method. 

Start	with	
scale/crop	
followed	by	
selection	
method

Placement	options	for	the	image.	Options	are	“Select	by	user”,	“Scale	to	
box”,	“Crop	to	box”,	“Fill	box”	and	“Manual	size”.	See	“3.4.2 Placement of 
Image	variables	in	box”	for	full	description.	

In	the	tag,	use	mSP	and	replace	S	with	the	corresponding	scale/crop	
method:	u	(Select	by	user),s	(Scale	to	box),	c	(Crop	to	box),	f	(Fill	box)	or	m	
(Manual	size).

Selection	
method

Method	to	select	images	for	the	user.	Options	are	“Library”,	“Library	
select”,	“Library	select	recursive”,	“List	select”,	“Basket	select”,	“Upload”	
“Standard	Image”	and	“Standard	group	image”.	See	“3.4.1	Selection	of	
content	for	Image	variables”	for	full	description.

In	the	tag,	use	mSP	and	replace	P	with	the	corresponding	selection	
method:	l	(Library),p	(Library	select),	r	(Library	select	recursive),	f	(List	
select),	b	(Basket	popup),	u	(Upload),	s	(Standard	image)	or	g	(Standard	
group	image).

NOTE:	the	same	tag	is	shared	for	both	Scale/Crop	and	Selection	method.	

Example:	mcl	will	set	Scale/crop	to	c	(=crop)	and	Selection	method	to	l	(=library)
Example:	msu	will	set	Scale/crop	to	s	(=scale)	and	Selection	method	to	u	(=upload)

Image	Library	
path

- Library, Library select, Library select recursive, Standard image, Standard 
group image
For	selection	methods:	“Library”,	“Library	select”	and	“Library	select	re-
cursive”:	specifies	the	path	where	the	selection	should	be	made	from.	For	
selection	methods:	“Standard	image”	and	“Standard	group	image”:	speci-
fies	the	path	where	the	uploaded	image	is	saved	to.	If	no	path	is	selected	
the	default	(/us/accelerator/stdimg/)	is	used.

Pulldown	and	links	are	used	to	navigate	to	the	appropriate	folder.

Image	List	file - List Select
Specifies	the	file	where	the	selection	of	images	is	defined.
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Attribute tAg description

Default	image - Library, Library select, Library select recursive, Upload 
Default	image	to	be	used	for	the	variable.	Use	the	Pulldown	and	links	to	
select	image.

Allow	uploads	in	
image	browse	
window

au Library
When	using	an	image	browse	method,	allow	the	user	to	upload	new	im-
ages	into	the	browse	window.

Allow	selecting	
templates

- Library
When	using	an	image	browse	method,	control	if/how	the	user	should	be	
allowed	to	select	subtemplates.

Size	of	image	
name	display

- Library, Upload
Size	of	display	of	the	selected	image	name

Custom	text	on	
button

- Library, Upload 
Custom	text	instead	of	the	“Choose	image”	/	“Upload	image”	language	
texts.

Vertical	
alignment

aVh
one	instruc-
tion	is	used	
for	both	
horizontal	
and	vertical	
alignment.	

Start	with	
Vertical,	
followed	by	
Horizontal	
alignment

Vertical	alignment	options	when	placing	image.	Options	are	“Select	by	
user”,	“Top”,	“Bottom”	and	“Center”.	“Select	by	user	will	display	a	pull-
down	menu	for	dynamically	choosing	the	alignment.	See	“3.4.2 Placement 
of	Image	variables	in	box”	for	full	description.

In	tag,	use	aVH	and	replace	V	with	the	vertical	selection:	t	(top),	c	(Center),	
b	(bottom)	or	u	(User).

Horizontal	 
alignment

Horizontal	alignment	options	when	placing	image.	Options	are	“Select	by	
user”,	“Left”,	“Right”	and	“Center”.	See	“3.4.2	Placement	of	Image	vari-
ables	in	box”	for	full	description.

In	tag,	use	aHV	and	replace	H	with	the	horizontal	selection:	l	(Left),r	
(Right),	c	(Center)	or	u	(User).

NOTE:	the	same	tag	is	shared	for	both	Vertical	and	Horizontal	alignment.	

Example:	atj	will	set	Vertical	alignment	to	t	(=top)	and	Horizontal	alignment	to	j	(=justified)

Manual	image	
crop

cr Enable	the	manual	cropping	tool	for	the	variable	image.	

Minimum	image	
resolution

rresa Minimal	effective	resolution	to	be	accepted	for	the	image.	The	effective	
resolution	will	be	calculated	taking	into	account	crops	and	scaling	method	
as	well	as	the	image	box	size.

In	tag,	use	rRESa	where	res	is	replaced	with	the	resolution	(as	a	number)
and a	is	replaced	with	one	of	the	actions	below	(w	or	s)

Action	when	
below	image	
resolution

If	a	minimum	image	resolution	is	set,	this	action	will	decide	what	should	
happen	if	the	minimum	resolution	is	not	met:	w=warn	and	s=stop

Warn	user	about	
resolution

rresw Warn	-	A	user	can	still	select	and	use	an	image/crop/placement	method	
even	though	the	resolution	limit	is	not	met.	The	user	will	be	warned.

Prevent	from	
selecting/crop-
ping	image

rress Stop	-	A	user	cannot	make	the	selection	since	the	resolution	limit	is	not	
met.

NOTE:	the	same	tag	is	shared	for	min	resolution	and	action.	

Example:	r250w	will	set	minium	reolution	to	250	dpi	and	use	the	action	w(=warn)

Fill	Colors - Popup	definition	of	Fill	colors	to	apply	as	a	background	to	the	final	image	
area.	Define	the	popup	using	|	(pipe)	and	;	(semi-colon).	Pipes	separate	
the	options	and	semi-colon	the	name	to	be	displayed	and	the	color	to	be	
used.	Colors	are	defined	by	a	cmyk	blend	using	decimal	numbers	for	C	M	
Y	K	separated	by	a	space.
Example:	“|Grey;.5	.5	.5	0|Other;.5	0	.2	.3”	creates	a	pulldown	with	an	
empty	selection,	a	Grey	selection	(cmyk	.5	.5	.5	0)	and	an	Other	selection	
(cmyk	.5	0	.2	.3).



InPress Systems Software License

This InPress Systems end user software license agreement (“agreement”) is the legal agreement that governs your use of the 
software made available by InPress Systems AB (together with its accompanying documentation, the “software”). This agree-
ment is between you, the customer who has acquired the software (“you”), and InPress Systems AB (“InPress Systems”). Please 
read this agreement carefully.

InPress Systems is only willing to provide the software to you on the condition that you accept all of the terms contained in 
this agreement. You accept this agreement by installing or using the software or installing a license for the software. By ac-
cepting this agreement or by installing the software, you represent and warrant that you have the authority to enter into this 
agreement, personally or if you have named a company as customer, on behalf of the company named as customer, and to 
bind either yourself or such company to the terms of this agreement.

If you did not acquire the software from InPress Systems or from an authorized InPress Systems integrator or a InPress Systems 
affiliate then you may not enter into this agreement or use the software. No other party has the right to transfer a copy of the 
software to you.

If you are unwilling to accept this agreement, do not use the software. If you have already paid for the software without having 
a prior opportunity to review this agreement and are now unwilling to agree to these terms, you may, within ten (10) days 
after the date on which you acquired the software, return it to InPress Systems or the authorized integrator from whom you 
acquired it, along with its original packaging and proof-of-purchase, for a full refund.

Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, no authorized InPress Systems integrator acts as an agent of InPress Systems, 
and no such party may enter into any contracts on behalf of InPress Systems. no authorized integrator has the authority to 
modify the terms of this agreement.

1. Grant of License
InPress Systems grants to you a nonexclusive, non-transferable license to use the Software on one computer system and to 
make one copy of the software solely for backup purposes. You must place the same copyright and other proprietary rights 
notices on any copy of the Software as appears on the original. You must not transfer, sell, assign, rent or distribute any copies 
of the Software to others. InPress Systems reserves all rights not expressly granted to you.

2. Proprietary Rights
As a licensee, you own the media on which the Software is originally recorded. The Software is copyrighted by and proprietary 
to InPress Systems and its suppliers. InPress Systems and its suppliers retain title and ownership of all copies of the Software. 
The nonexclusive license set forth in this Agreement is not a sale of the Software or any copy. You agree that you will not 
assign, sublicense, transfer, pledge, lease or share your rights under this Agreement and agree to take all reasonable steps to 
prevent unauthorized use. You agree you may not reverse assemble, reverse compile, or otherwise translate the software.

3.    License Maintenance and Support 
One year of support is included when purchasing InPress Systems products. 
The year of  support is calculated from the product licensing date  or 30 days after the InPress Systems
invoice is issued, whichever occurs first. Additional support is purchased at yearly intervals for 15% of the Current retail price 
of the software. (Please Note: Product modules that are added to the primary license after the original purchase, will be added 
to the existing support contract of the primary product license and therefore a full year of support will not be included in such 
cases). 

4. No Other Rights
Except as stated above, this Agreement does not grant you any rights to patents, copyrights, trade secrets, trade names, trade-
marks (whether registered or unregistered), or any other rights, franchises, or license in respect of the Software. You MAY 
NOT MODIFY TRANSLATE, DISASSEMBLE, OR DECOMPILE THE SOFTWARE OR ANY COPY, IN WHOLE OR 
IN PART.

5. Term
The license is effective until terminated. You may terminate the license at any time by destroying the Software (including the 
related documentation) together with all copies or modifications in any form. InPress Systems will have the right to terminate 
your license immediately if you fail to comply with any term or condition of the Agreement. Upon any termination you must 
destroy the Software together with all copies or modifications in any form.



6. LIMITED WARRANTY 

6.1 InPress Systems warrants to you that the Software will perform substantially in accordance with the user’s manual for a 
period of thirty (30) days after delivery to you (“Warranty Period”). If the Software fails to comply with this limited warranty, 
InPress Systems will at its option and at no cost to you, correct errors you discover which you report during the Warranty 
Period, or replace the Software, or refund the license fee paid for the Software provided you return the Software. 

6.2 INPRESS SYSTEMS AND ITS SUPPLIERS DO NOT AND CANNOT WARRANT THE PERFORMANCE OR 
RESULTS YOU MAY OBTAIN BY USING THE SOFTWARE. YOU UNDERSTAND THAT, EXCEPT FOR THE 
EXPRESS WARRANTY SET FORTH IN SECTION 6.1, INPRESS SYSTEMS AND ITS SUPPLIERS MAKE NO WAR-
RANTIES OF ANY KIND, WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY, WITH RESPECT TO THE SOFT-
WARE, INCLUDING ANY WARRANTIES AS TO PERFORMANCE, NON-INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY 
RIGHTS, MERCHANTABILITY, OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.EXCEPT FOR THE EXPRESS WAR-
RANTY STATED IN SECTION 6.1, THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS” WITH ALL FAULTS, AND THE EN-
TIRE RISK AS TO SATISFACTORY QUALITY, ACCURACY, AND EFFORT IS WITH YOU. YOU ACKNOWLEDGE 
AND AGREE THAT YOU HAVE NOT RELIED ON ANY ORAL OR WRITTEN INFORMATION OR ADVICE, 
WHETHER GIVEN BY INPRESS SYSTEMS OR ANY AUTHORIZED INTEGRATOR, AGENTS OR EMPLOYEES.

7. LIMIT OF LIABILITY
IN NO EVENT WILL INPRESS SYSTEMS OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR ANY CONSEQUENTIAL, 
INDIRECT, EXEMPLARY, SPECIAL, OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, OR DAMAGES FOR ANY LOST DATA OR 
LOST PROFITS, ARISING FROM OR RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT, EVEN IF INPRESS SYSTEMS HAS 
BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. INPRESS SYSTEMS’ TOTAL CUMULATIVE LI-
ABILITY IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT AND THE SOFTWARE, WHETHER IN CONTRACT OR 
TORT OR OTHERWISE, WILL NOT EXCEED THE AMOUNT OF LICENSE FEES PAID TO INPRESS SYSTEMS 
OR YOUR AUTHORIZED INTEGRATOR, AS APPLICABLE, HEREUNDER. YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THE 
LICENSE FEES REFLECT THE ALLOCATION OF RISK SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT AND THAT IN-
PRESS SYSTEMS WOULD NOT ENTER INTO THIS AGREEMENT WITHOUT THESE LIMITATIONS ON ITS 
LIABILITY. IN ADDITION, INPRESS SYSTEMS DISCLAIMS ALL LIABILITY OF ANY KIND OF INPRESS SYS-
TEMS’ SUPPLIERS.

8. Integration. 
You acknowledge that you have read this Agreement, understand it, and that by installing the software you agree to be bound 
by its terms and conditions. You further agree that it is the complete and exclusive statement of the agreement between InPress 
Systems and you which supersedes any proposal or prior agreement, oral or written, and any other communications between 
InPress Systems and you relating to the subject matter of this Agreement. No variation of the terms of the Agreement or 
any different terms will be enforceable against InPress Systems unless InPress Systems gives its express consent, including an 
express waiver of the terms of this Agreement, in writing signed by an officer of InPress Systems.

9. Governing Law
This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of Sweden without giving effect to the choice 
of law principles thereof.

10. Arbitration
Any dispute, controversy or claim arising out of or in connection with this Agreement, or the breach, termination or invalidity 
thereof, shall be settled by arbitration in accordance with Göteborgsklausulerna om skiljeförfarande (simplified rules of arbitra-
tion). The arbitral tribunal shall be composed of one arbitrator. 



InPress Systems Software Credits

InPress Systems AB use the commonly available software libraries listed below. 

JQuery
http://jquery.com
jQuery is provided under the MIT license. 

JQuery UI
http://jqueryui.com
Dual licensed under the MIT or GPL Version 2 licenses. 

TipTip
http://code.drewwilson.com/entry/tiptip-jquery-plugin
This TipTip jQuery plug-in is dual licensed under the MIT and GPL licenses.

JQZoom
http://www.mind-projects.it/projects/jqzoom/
This software is licensed under BSD.(read the license inside the archive) 

jCrop
http://deepliquid.com/content/Jcrop.html
Jcrop is free software released under MIT License. 

Fancybox
http://fancybox.net
Licensed under both MIT and GPL licenses 

Chosen
http://harvesthq.github.io/chosen/
Chosen is licensed under the MIT license. 

libcurl
http://curl.haxx.se/docs/copyright.html
Curl and libcurl are licensed under a MIT/X derivate license

libsqlite
http://www.sqlite.org/copyright.html
Public domain

libmysqlclient
GNU General Public License

libqrencode
GNU Lesser General Public License
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